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voorwoord (preface in dutch)
  
1a een aantal Maren intensief gewerNt te hebben, is toch opeens het moment daar de 
afronding van miMn proefschrift. Het traMect dat geleid heeft tot dit proefschrift beschouw iN 
als een erg leer]ame ervaring waar iN met veel ple]ier op terugNiMN. =o heb iN de Nans 
geNregen om belangriMNe theoretische, methodologische en analytische vaardigheden te 
ontwiNNelen, diverse trainingen en cursussen te volgen, en conferenties in 1ederland en in 
het buitenland 2ttawa, Leuven, *uang]hou, BoeNarest, Birmingham en &ardiff biM te 
wonen. In combinatie met het ver]orgen van onderwiMs, het begeleiden van studenten biM hun 
scriptie, werNen biM PBLQ en het co|rdineren van een omvangriMN proMect biM 8:9 ]ie iN 
miMn promotietraMect als een levenslange en waardevolle ervaring. (chter, de totstandNoming 
van dit proefschrift is ]eNer niet alleen miMn verdienste. *raag wil iN een aantal mensen 
specifieN bedanNen. 
 
Allereerst wil iN miMn promotor 0arcel Thaens bedanNen. Inmiddels Nennen we elNaar al 
ruim ]es Maar. Tel iN miMn studieperiode hier biM op, dan is dat meer dan negen Maar. 0arcel 
heeft miM de mogeliMNheid geboden om met inspirerende mensen Nennis te maNen, wegwiMs 
gemaaNt in de biM]ondere en uitdagende wereld van de advisering en ge]orgd voor het 
allereerste contact met miMn huidige werNgever het 8:9. 0aar bovenal heeft 0arcel de 
nood]aNeliMNe ondersteuning van dit onder]oeN vanuit PBLQ geregeld en is hiM een luisterend 
oor geweest voor al miMn vragen en twiMfels tiMdens miMn promotietraMect. 0arcel, Me hebt miM 
altiMd het vertrouwen gegeven in een succesvolle afronding van het onder]oeN. (n voor miM 
een belangriMN detail, we ]iMn supporter van de]elfde voetbalvereniging« 
 
Daarnaast heb iN twee dageliMNse begeleiders gehad. De eerste helft van miMn promotietraMect 
ben iN begeleid door 6andra *roeneveld en de tweede helft door Lars Tummers. Hun steun 
en toewiMding was onmisbaar. IN ben 6andra erg danNbaar voor haar desNundige wiM]e van 
begeleiden. =e was altiMd toeganNeliMN voor vragen en nam uitgebreid de tiMd om onderdelen 
van het onder]oeN te becommentarisren. Bovendien gaf ]e miM nuttige tips over de Nunst van 
µacademisch schriMven¶. 2oN wil iN Lars bedanNen voor ]iMn begeleiding. HiM wist altiMd 
nauwNeurig aan te geven wat nog gedaan moest worden aan een hoofdstuN of een analyse. 
9erder gaf Lars heldere suggesties hoe de inhoud van het onder]oeN verder verbeterd Non 
worden. (n niet onbelangriMN, Lars was altiMd bereiNbaar en leerde miM de fiMne NneepMes 
Nennen van µtime management¶ en µmanage your boss¶.    
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*raag wil iN 5odriTue (ngering en :ill Pieterse van het 8:9 nadruNNeliMN bedanNen. 
=onder Mullie medewerNing was dit proefschrift er letterliMN niet geweest. 1og steeds 
waardeer iN het enorm dat iN binnen de divisie 8itNeren van het 8:9 miMn onder]oeN mocht 
uit]etten en dat iN altiMd met open armen ontvangen werd. Daarnaast wil iN miMn respondenten 
van het 8:9 bedanNen voor hun medewerNing aan dit onder]oeN. -ullie deelname heeft 
ge]orgd voor uiterst interessante en waardevolle informatie 2oN gaat miMn danN uit naar de 
mensen van de directie 6trategie, Beleid en .ennis 6B. van het 8:9 ± waar iN nu voor 
werN]aam ben ± voor het warme welNom. 
 
0et verschillende mensen van de afdeling BestuursNunde van de (rasmus 8niversiteit 
5otterdam heb iN fiMn samengewerNt. =o heb iN veel geleerd van 9incent Homberg en 0enno 
)enger over presentatietechnieNen en het ver]orgen van onderwiMs. 2oN wil iN Brenda 
9ermeeren bedanNen voor haar waardevolle commentaar op miMn onder]oeN. (n tot slot wil 
iN miMn waardering uitspreNen richting alle µPH5&mensen¶ Bram, Laura, Ben, -olien, 
Tessa, Babette en Anne voor hun praNtische tips tiMdens miMn onder]oeN.  
 
De vele borrels, etentMes, voetbalwedstriMden en uitMes hebben ervoor ge]orgd dat iN miM echt 
onderdeel van de afdeling BestuursNunde heb gevoeld en vooral van de aiofamilie. (n dit 
gevoel van collegialiteit en vriendschap werd vaaN verder versterNt tiMdens on]e ge]amenliMNe 
buitenlandtripMes. In het biM]onder als we midden in de nacht bier ]aten te drinNen in de lobby 
van een hotel tiMdens een conferentie« *eluNNig hebben we de herinneringen nog *raag wil 
iN :illiam, 0arN, 5ianne, 1adine, 6ebastian, :arda, -oris, Andres, Ingmar, Lieselot, Anna 
en &orniel apart bedanNen. IN ben bliM dat iN Mullie heb leren Nennen tiMdens miMn 
promotietraMect en Nan nog steeds nagenieten van alle gespreNNen die we hebben gevoerd.  
 
IN heb At]e 9onN en -itsNe van Popering9erNerN gevraagd om miMn paranimfen te ]iMn. Daar 
heb iN goede redenen voor gehad. De vriendschap met At]e beschouw iN als ]eer waardevol 
en biM]onder. 2n]e vriendschap gaat veel verder dan alleen een wedstriMd tennissen. BedanNt 
dat Me altiMd voor miM Nlaar staat en iN lief en leed met Me Nan delen IN NiMN ernaar uit dat Me 
straNs naast miM staat tiMdens miMn promotie. De vriendschap met -itsNe is voor miM ]eer 
Nostbaar en gaat terug naar de middelbare school. IN vind het erg leuN dat we intensief 
contact ]iMn bliMven houden als collega¶s, maar vooral ooN daarbuiten. -e hebt miM vaaN 
gewnspireerd vaaN onbewust vermoed iN om met ]aNen aan de slag te gaan IN ben dan ooN 
erg danNbaar dat Me miMn paranimf wilt ]iMn.    
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2oN priMs iN miM geluNNig met een grote groep vrienden. -ullie ]orgden de afgelopen Maren 
diNwiMls voor de broodnodige afleiding, ]eNer in het weeNend. De vele etentMes en feestMes tot 
diep in de nacht waren altiMd heel ge]ellig en resulteerden vaaN in een erg rustige ]ondag« IN 
voel miM dan ooN bevoorrecht dat iN ]o¶n hechte vriendengroep heb. In dit verband denN iN 
aan )loris, 0ellanie, -uliette, &ornp, 0arisNa, -effrey, (ve, 6erge, 5uben, Lennaert, Lauretta, 
-oris, 0arlot, Danny en Tessa. IN verwacht nog vele Maren van on]e vriendschappen te 
Nunnen gaan genieten. (n dat geldt natuurliMN ooN voor miMn vriendschap met DirN. BedanNt 
dat Me al sinds de middelbare school er als een echte vriend voor miM bent. 
 
1atuurliMN wil iN miMn familie en schoonfamilie bedanNen. -ullie staan altiMd voor miM Nlaar en 
iN Nan altiMd op Mullie hulp reNenen. Allereerst wil iN stilstaan biM miMn ouders. =iM hebben miM 
altiMd alle Nans gegeven om te leren en me]elf te ontwiNNelen. IN ben erg bliM dat iN altiMd 
liefde en steun van miMn ouders heb gevoeld. =onder Mullie oprechte interesse en 
bemoedigende woorden was iN ]eNer niet ]over geNomen. 2oN wil iN miMn broer en 
schoon]us Paulina bedanNen voor de vele tiMd en energie die ]e gestopt hebben in de tallo]e 
gespreNNen en telefoontMes. IN weet dat ]iM altiMd voor miM Nlaar ]ullen staan. Daarnaast priMs 
iN miM ]eer geluNNig met miMn schoonouders. =e herinneren miM er altiMd aan waar het in het 
leven echt om draait. IN bewonder Mullie liefdevolle gastvriMheid en iN weet dat de deur altiMd 
voor miM openstaat. (n natuurliMN wil iN ooN miMn schoon]us 0aria bedanNen. Haar 
nieuwsgierigheid en interesse ]etten miM vaaN aan het denNen. (n 0aria, iN ben bliM ]o¶n 
goede band met Me te hebben.  
 
0iMn vrouw verdient het laatste woord. Lieve :illemiMn, we ]iMn inmiddels ruim tien Maar biM 
elNaar. Dat beschouw iN als de meest geluNNige periode uit miMn leven. IN ben Me ont]ettend 
danNbaar voor alle liefde en steun die Me miM met volle overtuiging gegeven hebt. 2oN als iN 
weer eens boven op ]older aan het werN was tot laat in de avond. 1ooit Nlaagde Me. IN heb de 
afgelopen Maren veel van Me geleerd. -ouw relativeringsvermogen, humor en ontspannen 
levenswiM]e bewonder iN. IN Noester de momenten dat we samen op de banN ]aten, ge]ellig 
uit eten waren of naar een feestMe gingen. IN NiMN ernaar uit om samen met Mou de rest van 
miMn leven te delen. (n vooral te genieten van wat het leven ons gaat brengen      
 
6tephan Dorsman, 
5ocNanMe, mei 2  
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chapter 1 
introduction and research objectives
 
  ,QWURGXFLQJ WKH VWXG\ 
 
Public sector organi]ations throughout the world are facing unprecedented challenges 9an 
:art, 2a. This is especially true in the current economic circumstances, which have 
resulted in shrinNing budgets, increased demands on public services, and stringent public 
scrutiny. )or e[ample, citi]ens, the media, and private organi]ations are demanding high 
levels of accountability and transparency from public sector organi]ations by pressuring them 
to Mustify every currency paid in ta[ or donations. As a result, these organi]ations are 
developing new ways of delivering services in ways that are efficient, costeffective, and 
convenient. :ith these efforts, they are attempting to cultivate greater trust and satisfaction 
amongst citi]ens and the beneficiaries of services, even as they reduce costs and increase 
efficiency. 0ore generally, public organi]ations are thus facing maMor challenges and 
conflicting demands. 
 *iven these challenges and demands, fostering innovation could obviously be a very 
useful strategy for public organi]ations see, e.g., 2sborne 	 Brown, 2 :alNer, 2. 
As proposed by Bysted and Hansen 2 , increased innovativeness is of Ney 
importance for public organi]ations, due to the challenges with which they are confronted 
e.g., budgetary pressures and grand societal challenges. In this regard, innovation is often 
advanced as a ³magic concept¶ when discussing the role of the government in dealing with 
wicNed problems under challenging circumstances Pollitt 	 Hupe, 2. )or e[ample, 
BeNNers and colleagues 2 emphasi]e that innovation has improved the legitimacy of 
public organi]ations and the services that they provide, in addition to enhancing their 
responsiveness to the demands of citi]ens and staNeholders. :hereas innovation is often 
related to profits and financial revenues in the literature on private management, this 
characteri]ation is inappropriate in the public sector. In public organi]ations, innovation is 
e[pected to bring a certain element of novelty and substantial improvements De 9ries et al., 
2. )rom this perspective, scholars of public management e.g., 2sborne 	 Brown, 2 
:alNer, 2 argue that innovation often refers to doing something new, introducing new 
practices or processes, creating new products or goods or services, or adopting a new 
pattern of relationships within or between organi]ations. 
Despite the important role of innovation, it is not a characteristic for which public 
organi]ations are well Nnown Damanpour 	 6chneider, 2. 9arious reasons have been 
advanced to e[plain why this might be the case. )irst, according to public choice theory, 
public sector organi]ations are usually monopolies, meaning that there is no competitive 
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pressure to innovate BeNNers et al., 2 . 6econd, political scientists observe that the 
media and other staNeholders have a strong tendency to e[pose failures within the public 
sector. This forms a powerful obstacle to innovation. At the same time, stringent central 
agency constraints, which are designed to minimi]e, failures, and corruption, in addition to 
ensuring due process, also create barriers to innovation Borins, 22 . )inally, 
organi]ational sociologists note that most public sector organi]ations are large bureaucracies, 
which are aimed at performing their core tasNs with high levels of stability and consistency, 
although this may limit incentives to innovate :ilson,  222. In recent years, 
however, the evidence has become more nuanced. )or e[ample, with regard to innovation, 
Bysted and Hansen 2  argue, ³it is not sector per se that is important, instead it is 
the differences between subsectors or industries and Mob types.´ Although enhanced 
innovativeness has been identified as crucial for public organi]ations in the contemporary 
world, it thus appears that innovation does not necessarily come naturally to them.   
In light of the observations above, it is of great importance for public sector 
organi]ations to embrace strategies that have the potential to accelerate innovation. The 
literature reports a wide variety of antecedents to innovation, including among else 
environmental factors e.g., media attention, political demands, organi]ational structures, 
and Mobrelated Nnowledge De 9ries et al., 2. This study investigates the role that 
leadership plays in innovation. According to BeNNers and colleagues 2 2, leadership 
can generally be perceived as one of the core elements needed in order to sparN innovation, as 
it has the potential to play a crucial role in disrupting old patterns and the status Tuo, possibly 
encouraging followers to develop new ideas. 0ore specifically, many scholars emphasi]e the 
strong relationship between transformational leadership and innovativeness Bass 	 Avolio, 
 Burns,  -ung et al., 2 .eller, 2. In this regard, leaders who communicate 
a clear vision that inspires and intellectually stimulates followers are capable of developing 
³coalitions of the willing,´ thereby creating a conte[t for innovation BeNNers et al., 2 
(lNins 	 .eller, 2.  
 It is particularly important to investigate the roles that leaders play in innovation at 
different hierarchical levels. )irst, as noted by 9an :art 22, public managers at the 
WRS OHYHO of the organi]ation are liNely to play an important role in providing ³an overarching 
sense of direction and vision, an alignment with the environment, a healthy mechanism for 
innovation and creativity, and a resource for invigorating the organi]ational culture.´ 
6imilarly, as reported by )ernande] and :ise 2 , leadership on the part of top 
managers can facilitate changes in both the culture and settings of organi]ations in ways that 
1
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foster innovation. 6econd, in the private management literature, leadership at the WHDP OHYHO is 
often related to innovation see e.g., Bass 	 5iggio, 2 (isenbeiss et al., 2 6omech 	 
Drach=ahavy, 2. )or e[ample, in their systematic literature review, Anderson and 
colleagues 2  note that leadership at the team level ³has directly attributable and 
liNely strong effect upon team innovativeness,´ thereby referring to the positive impact that 
transformational and participative forms of leadership can have on innovation. Third, as 
argued by Borins 22 , advocate leadership at the LQGLYLGXDO OHYHO within public 
organi]ations may initiate and drive the ability to innovate by supporting and rewarding the 
creative, bottomup initiatives of followers. In addition, Hartley 2  notes the need to 
move beyond the traditional hierarchical models of innovation and acNnowledge that 
leadershipinnovation relationships are distributed within public organi]ations, thereby 
assuming that individuals can play a role as well. 
 In conclusion, initial evidence in the academic literature depicts the role of leadership 
should span different hierarchical levels in public sector organi]ations in order to cultivate 
strategies designed to foster innovation.     
 
 .H\ FRQFHSWV 
 
This section is devoted to discussing the three main concepts of this dissertation.  
 
 ,QQRYDWLRQ 
 
6hrinNing budgets and e[panding e[pectations of society are pressuring governments to do 
more with fewer resources, thereby greatly increased their focus on innovation Bartlett 	 
Dibben, 22. This has created a need to understand opportunities through which public 
sector organi]ations can increase their innovativeness Bysted 	 Hansen, 2. 
In their systematic literature review on public sector innovations, De 9ries and 
colleagues 2 report that most studies do not provide any clear definition of innovation, 
thus failing to describe the boundaries of the concept. :hen definitions are given, they are 
often Tuite general. In this light, most definitions are based on 5ogers 2 2, who 
defines innovation as ³an idea, practice, or obMect that is perceived as new by an individual or 
other unit of adoption.´ 2ther scholars draw upon 5ogers as well, defining innovation as the 
first attempts to adopt a new idea, practice, or obMect by a given organi]ation e.g., Borins, 
2. The definitions that are used thus reflect the two main dimensions the perceived 
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novelty of an idea, practice, or obMect e.g., Bhatti et al., 2 and the adoption of an idea, 
practice, or obMect for the first time by a given organi]ation e.g., Borins, 2. 
Although the definition of innovation is often Tuite broad, types of innovation are 
specified 0oore 	 Hartley, 2. Based on their review, De 9ries and colleagues 2 
distinguish four different types of innovation process innovation, product or service 
innovation, governance innovation, and conceptual innovation. (vidence reported by De 
9ries and colleagues 2 indicates that the largest category in the public sector consists of 
process innovation, which involves improving the Tuality and efficiency of internal and 
e[ternal processes :alNer, 2.  
:hile the study does not neglect the importance of innovation types, this dissertation, 
however, e[amines two different aspects of innovation in the public sector. )irst, it focuses 
on the organi]ational conte[t of D FOLPDWH IRU LQQRYDWLRQ Anderson 	 :est,  6omech 
	 Drach=ahavy, 2. In recent years, scholars have paid increasing attention to the topic 
of ³climate strength´ e.g., Probst, 2 =ohar 	 PolacheN, 2. 0ost scholars agree that 
organi]ational climate can be considered an important antecedent of performance and 
affective outcomes, including innovation *reen et al.,  Hunter et al., 2. 0ore 
generally, scholars indicate that climate measures can predict innovation in realworld 
settings &hen et al., 2 0athisen 	 (inarsen, 2. In this light, it would be relevant to 
investigate a climate for innovation. Academic worN devoted to innovative climate Anderson 
	 :est,  6omech 	 Drach=ahavy, 2 associate it with common perceptions about 
the desired practices, procedures, and behaviors that promote new combinations of e[isting 
resources. 0ore specifically, a climate of innovation can be characteri]ed by employees who 
help and support each other, by risNtaNing behavior, and by the e[change of promising ideas 
IsaNsen 	 ANNermans, 2.  
6econd, this dissertation addresses LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH as a means of 
investigating innovation in the public sector. The importance of investigating innovation 
performance is argued in a literature review by De 9ries and colleagues 2, who identify 
the most freTuently mentioned motivation for innovation as the need to enhance the 
performance of public organi]ations, often for purposes of effectiveness or efficiency. 
Innovation performance concerns the e[tent to which organi]ations, teams, or individuals 
actually introduce and apply ideas, processes, products, or procedures that are new to the 
organi]ation and that are designed to be useful 2sborne 	 Brown, 2 6omech, 2 
2. )or e[ample, innovative employees might implement new ways of cooperating with 
1
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citi]ens or develop novel strategies for coping with pressures relating to accountability 
9oorberg et al., 2.  
 
 /HDGHUVKLS 
 
The academic literature contains no clear consensus regarding what leadership is Bass 	 
Bass, 2 . The diffuse nature of this field is largely due to the freTuent confusion of 
leadership with headship or management, although leadership is often regarded as the most 
e[citing aspect of management. Academic worN devoted to these issues generally associate 
leadership with creativity and change, while associating management with stability and 
control Bass 	 Bass, 2 .otter,  <uNl, 2. )or e[ample, a leader might envisage 
a compelling vision for the future of a given organi]ation, while a manager might e[hibit 
willingness to organi]e and structure the organi]ation.  
This dissertation defines leadership according to one core perspective on the concept 
the behavioral approach to leadership, which places strong emphasis on how leaders act Bass 
	 Bass, 2. Behavioral theories of leadership thus focus on what leaders actually do 
behavior. These theories define leadership in terms of particular behaviors, in which ³a 
leader engages in the course of directing and coordinating the worN of group members´ Bass 
	 Bass, 2 . The focus of this dissertation is thus on particular DFWLYLWLHV that 
supervisors perform to influence others 9an :art, 2b, corresponding to the behavioral 
approach to leadership <uNl, 2 ¶t Hart, 2.  
 Leadership activities can vary in different ways. As argued by 9an :art 22 2, 
³first and foremost, they vary according to one¶s level in the organi]ation.´ Three core 
hierarchical levels are often mentioned in this regard the organi]ational level, the team level, 
and the individual level. )irst, the organi]ational level, which can be viewed as the highest 
hierarchical level of an organi]ation, refers to the total number of members within a given 
organi]ation. These members are all structured and managed in order to meet a need or to 
pursue collective goals. At the organi]ational level, this research analyses the following 
leadership activities, thereby building upon the worN of 9an :art 22 2 VFDQQLQJ WKH 
HQYLURQPHQW VWUDWHJLF SODQQLQJ DUWLFXODWLQJ WKH PLVVLRQ DQG YLVLRQ QHWZRUNLQJ DQG 
SDUWQHULQJ SHUIRUPLQJ JHQHUDO PDQDJHPHQW IXQFWLRQV GHFLVLRQ PDNLQJ DQG PDQDJLQJ 
RUJDQL]DWLRQDO FKDQJH 
1e[t, the team level concerns worNinggroup units of two or more members 
interacting interdependently to achieve a common obMective Bell, 2. Teams e[ist within 
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a larger organi]ation and interact with other teams, as well as with the organi]ation. At the 
team level, this study investigates activities corresponding to UXOHIROORZLQJ OHDGHUVKLS, 
which refers to ³encouraging employees to carry out tasNs in line with governmental rules 
and regulations´ Tummers 	 .nies 2 . The importance of this form of leadership 
for public leaders has been emphasi]ed by various scholars, including 2berfield 2, who 
argues that ignoring or departing from governmental rules and regulations increases the 
liNelihood of corruption and the inconsistent implementation of policies. 
)inally, the lowest level in the organi]ational hierarchy, the individual level, consists 
of individual employees. The roles, responsibilities, and Mob duties of employees are often 
analy]ed at this level. At the individual level, this research focuses on activities that can be 
related to VHUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS. 6ervant leadership is characteri]ed by putting the needs of 
others first and helping people to achieve the greatest possible personal development 
*reenleaf, . In this respect, scholars have argued that the service orientation of servant 
leaders inside and outside their organi]ations may be of great value to leaders in public 
organi]ations, which are facing a decrease in public confidence, due to reports of corruption 
and other selfinterested initiatives on the part of their employees 0iao et al., 2. 
To summari]e, each of the three hierarchical levels described above has conseTuences 
for the study of leadership activities in this dissertation, as depicted in Table .. 
 
Table 1.1: /HDGHUVKLS DFWLYLWLHV VSDQQLQJ GLIIHUHQW KLHUDUFKLFDO OHYHOV  
+LHUDUFKLFDO OHYHO /HDGHUVKLS DFWLYLWLHV 
2rgani]ational level 6canning the environment 
6trategic planning 
Articulating the mission and vision 
1etworNing and partnering 
Performing general management functions 
DecisionmaNing 
0anaging organi]ational change 
Team level (ncouraging to carry out tasNs in line with 
governmental rules and regulations 
Individual level 
 
 
Putting the needs of others first and helping people 
to achieve the greatest possible personal 
development 
1
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As demonstrated in Table ., the leadership activities studied depend upon the hierarchical 
level of the organi]ation. )or e[ample, at the organi]ational level, this research analyses 
leadership activities that can be related to environmental scanning, defined as ³gathering and 
critically evaluating data related to e[ternal trends, opportunities, and threats on an ongoing 
and relatively informal basis´ 9an :art, 22 2. In a similar vein, at the team level, this 
dissertation investigates leadership activities that encourage ³employees to carry out tasNs in 
line with governmental rules and regulations´ Tummers 	 .nies, 2 .  
*iven that the study of leadership activities depends upon the hierarchical level of the 
organi]ation, this dissertation investigates the activities of leaders in innovation across three 
different levels in the hierarchy the organi]ational level, the team level, and the individual 
level.    
 
 $ SXEOLF VHFWRU FRQWH[W 
 
Public management research often highlights specific characteristics of the public sector. The 
authors of such studies argue that the particular conte[t of public organi]ations affects the 
behavior and management of public organi]ations 5ainey, 2. )or e[ample, Boyne 
22  notes that ³management techniTues cannot be e[ported successfully from one 
sector to another because of the differences in organi]ational environments, goals, structures 
and managerial values. These variables represent a set of contingencies that reTuire different 
approaches to management in public agencies and private firms.´ 
 6everal scholars have emphasi]ed core differences between public and private 
organi]ations Boyne, 22 5ainey, 2. In contrast to private sector organi]ations, public 
organi]ations are collectively owned by members of a political community. The economic 
system is thus the dominant authority in the private sector, while public sector organi]ations 
are controlled by the political system. In addition, public organi]ations are forced to provide 
benefits to individuals and groups in society. These benefits are funded by ta[ation rather 
than through direct payments from citi]ens or ³clients´ Boyne, 22. )inally, whereas 
private sector organi]ations can enter or e[it particular marNets, the only choice for public 
organi]ations concerns KRZ they will operate within a given society 5ainey, 2.   
 Although scholars have identified important differences between public and private 
organi]ations De6antis 	 Durst,  *uest 	 &onway, 22, the 1ew Public 
0anagement 1P0 reforms which started in the s maNe it challenging to distinguish 
the public sector from the private sector Bo]eman 	 Bretschneider, . These reforms 
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assume that rationalities used in the private sector should be applied in the public sector as 
well, in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public organi]ations. This has 
given rise to many hybrid organi]ations that bridge the two sectors 9an Thiel, 2.  
 AcNnowledging that the differences between public and private organi]ations are 
becoming increasingly vague, one perspective is that public organi]ations are particularly 
liNely to be subMected to restrictive managerial practices, as they are held accountable, both 
economically and politically, for their outcomes (mery 	 *iauTue, 2. )or this reason, 
scholars have proposed that public organi]ations are liNely to encounter resistance to change 
and innovation, given the environmental demands and public scrutiny with which they must 
cope Pollitt, 2 5ainey, 2.    
 The suppression of the role of innovation due to the factors discussed above further 
underscores the importance of studying the leadership of innovation within a public sector 
conte[t. This is because enhanced innovativeness could be considered crucial to the ability of 
contemporary public organi]ations to overcome maMor challenges and conflicting demands. 
  
 2YHUDOO DLP UHVHDUFK TXHVWLRQV DQG UHOHYDQFH 
 
The research area of this dissertation lies within the boundaries of three distinct concepts see 
)igure ..  
 
)LJXUe 1.1: 5HVHDUFK DUHD RI WKH GLVVHUWDWLRQ 
 
Public sector conte[t 
 
The overall aim of this research is to develop greater insight into the relationship between 
leadership and innovation within a public sector conte[t. In line with the overall aim, the 
main research Tuestion of this study is as follows 
 
Leadership 
 
Innovation 
1
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This research Tuestion has been investigated in the Dutch (mployee Insurance 
Agency abbreviated in Dutch to 8:9, an autonomous professional administrative 
authority in Dutch =B2. The organi]ation selected for this study can be regarded as a 
³machine bureaucracy´ for three reasons 0int]berg, 2 0orton and Hu, 2. )irst, the 
organi]ation is defined by its standardi]ation. :ithin the 8:9, worN is highly formali]ed, 
there are many routines, procedures are analy]ed regularly for efficiency, and Mobs are clearly 
defined. 1e[t, the organi]ation has a tight vertical structure. )unctional lines within the 8:9 
go all the way to the top, allowing managers spanning the highest hierarchical level to 
maintain centrali]ed control. Third, the organi]ation in the current study has a large 
technocratic structure and support staff. :ithin the 8:9, Ney individuals and teams are 
worNing in such functions as human resources, controlling, and planning. However, the 
organi]ational selected may be less representative of other types of public organi]ations than 
³machine bureaucracies´, including for e[ample municipalities or ministeries. This reduces 
the e[ternal validity of the research. 
 
 6XETXHVWLRQV 
 
Three subTuestions have been formulated as a means of specifying the central research 
Tuestion. Together, they provide an answer to the main research Tuestion of this dissertation.  
The first subTuestion is as follows :KLFK URleV GR WRS PaQaJeUV eQYLVLRQ IRU 
WKePVelYeV aQG ZKLFK leaGeUVKLS aFWLYLWLeV GR WKe\ SeUIRUP LQ RUGeU WR IRVWeU a FlLPaWe IRU 
LQQRYaWLRQ LQ a SXblLF VeFWRU FRQWe[W" This subTuestion is intended to provide empirical 
e[ploration of  the characteristics that top managers associate with a climate of innovation, 
2 the leadership activities that top managers substantiate for themselves with regard to an 
innovative climate, and  the ways in which top managers envision and conceptuali]e 
turbulence and comple[ity within the e[ternal environment e.g., political constraints, given 
that leadership at the highest hierarchical level focuses particularly on the e[ternal 
organi]ational environment 9an :art, 22 2b. By doing so, this subTuestion 
specifies the central research, as it e[amines leadershipinnovative climate relationships at the 
top level of the organi]ation. 
 
:KaW URle GReV leaGeUVKLS Sla\ LQ LQQRYaWLRQ ZLWKLQ WKe FRQWe[W RI WKe SXblLF VeFWRU" 
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After e[ploring characteristics of a climate for innovation and its leadership at the 
highest hierarchical level, this study concentrates on a lower level of the organi]ation. )rom 
this perspective, the second subTuestion is formulated as follows TR ZKaW e[WeQW GReV UXle
IRllRZLQJ leaGeUVKLS LQIlXeQFe WKe LQQRYaWLRQ SeUIRUPaQFe RI WeaPV LQ a SXblLF VeFWRU 
FRQWe[W" This subTuestion is intended to provide empirical investigation of the role that rule
following leadership plays in innovation performance at the team level. The e[ploration of 
this subTuestion also shifts the focus of the dissertation from a climate for innovation at the 
highest hierarchical level to innovation performance at the team level. The most important 
reason for this conceptual change is that it allows the research to determine whether particular 
characteristics of an innovative climate at the highest organi]ational level ± or their absence ± 
have an impact on the e[tent to which a team actually introduces and applies new ideas, 
processes, products, or procedures that are designed to be useful. &onseTuently, this leads to 
a specification of the central research Tuestion, as this subTuestion investigates relationships 
between rulefollowing leadership and innovation performance at the team level, thereby 
increasing study¶s focus on a particular aspect of innovation at the top level of the 
organi]ation. 
 Proceeding from the insight developed into particular relationships between 
leadership and innovation within a public sector conte[t at both the organi]ational level and 
the team level, the final subTuestion of this study focuses on the individual level TR ZKaW 
e[WeQW LV VeUYaQW leaGeUVKLS UelaWeG WR ePSlR\ee LQQRYaWLRQ SeUIRUPaQFe aQG ePSlR\ee MRb 
SeUIRUPaQFe LQ a SXblLF VeFWRU FRQWe[W" This subTuestion is intended to provide empirical 
investigation of the relationship of servant leadership to employee innovation performance 
and employee Mob performance in a public sector conte[t. This subTuestion also addresses 
the innovation performance of employees in order to capture the impact of a climate for 
innovation at the top level in the hierarchy of the organi]ation on the actual introduction of 
new actual new ideas and processes at the individual level. 0oreover, to ensure the 
robustness of any potential relationships between servant leadership and innovation 
performance identified at the individual level, this subTuestion also investigates the effects 
of servant leadership on the overall Mob performance of employees in addition to innovation 
performance. By doing so, this subTuestion specifies the central research Tuestion, as it 
analyses servant leadershipinnovation performance relationships at the individual level, 
thereby e[panding study¶s focus on particular aspects of leadershipinnovation relationships 
at higher hierarchical levels of the organi]ation.       
1
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  In answering the different research Tuestions, this study contributes to theoretical, 
methodological, and practical Nnowledge. The subsections below discuss these aspects in 
more detail. 
 
 7KHRUHWLFDO YDOXH 
 
This study combines three distinct bodies of Nnowledge see )igure .2.  
 
)LJXUe 1.: &RPELQLQJ WKUHH GLVWLQFW ERGLHV RI NQRZOHGJH 
 
 
In this research, insights are derived from the public administration literature, leadership 
literature and innovation literature. By combining these bodies of Nnowledge, this study 
contributes to the literature by providing additional insight into the role that leadership plays 
in innovation within a public sector conte[t. 0ore specifically, the dissertation maNes three 
distinct contributions.  
 )irst, this study adds to the public administration literature by focusing on leadership 
in the public sector. Public leadership is a topic worth studying, as public organi]ations and 
their leaders are currently facing new challenges and pressures e.g., transparency, within an 
increasingly comple[ and ambiguous world 9an :art, 2a. (ffective leadership could 
help public organi]ations to cope with these mounting pressures ¶t Hart, 2 9ogel 	 
0asal, 2, 9an :art, 2b. Despite the development of the literature on public 
leadership e.g., Anderson, 2 )ernande], 2 Trottier et al., 2 9an :art, 2a 
2b, 9ogel and 0asal 2  conclude, however, that ³in current research on public 
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leadership, the emphasis is still on the aspect of µleadership¶ rather than on the µpublic¶ 
element.´ In response to this call, this dissertation addresses the potential impact of a public 
sector conte[t on the manner in which leadership is e[erted. To illustrate this, one strategy of 
this study to investigate effects of public sector characteristics on the role of leadership has to 
do with its focus on rulefollowing leadership and servant leadership. 5egarding rule
following leadership, very limited attention has been paid to the empirical e[amination of this 
leadership form within the public sector. This is surprising, given that the importance of rule
following is often emphasi]ed Lane,  2berfield, 2. )or e[ample, Terry 22  
notes that one important tasN of public leaders is to reduce violations of governmental rules 
and regulations, thus ensuring rulefollowing. :ith regard to servant leadership, 0iao and 
colleagues 2 2 note that ³limited research has e[amined the prevalence of servant 
leadership in the public sector, its effectiveness in promoting positive employee attitudes, and 
the e[act mechanisms by which it e[erts its effects´. This dissertation relies upon a 
multidimensional approach to servant leadership, given its potential to identify underlying 
premises of servant leadership theory in public organi]ations. By doing so, it moves beyond 
public sector studies based on unidimensional approaches to servant leadership e.g. 0iao et 
al., 2. 6o, this research contributes to the public administration literature on leadership by 
focusing e[plicitly on rulefollowing leadership and servant leadership. 
1e[t, by e[amining the underlying premises of public sector innovation i.e., a 
climate for innovation and innovation performance, this study addresses a gap in the public 
administration literature on innovation. Despite the literature on innovation in the public 
sector has developed in recent years Bysted 	 Hansen, 2 :alNer, 2. De 9ries and 
colleagues 2 2 conclude, however, that ³little we Nnow about public sector 
innovation and >«@ the Nind of empirical and theoretical Nnowledge and research that is 
needed to understand and critici]e the innovation Mourneys on which many governments have 
embarNed.´ In this light, study¶s indepth focus on an innovative climate and innovation 
performance provides increased insights into public innovation. :ith regard to a climate for 
innovation, very limited attention has been paid to the empirical e[amination and 
characteristics of such climates within a specific conte[t of the public sector e.g. 0oolenaar, 
Daly, 	 6leegers, 2. This is surprising, given the important role that it is currently 
playing for public organi]ations. 5egarding innovation performance, the research moves 
beyond studies of innovation in the field of public administration, which are limited to 
e[amining the innovative intentions of employees e.g., Bysted 	 -espersen, 2 )ernande] 
	 0oldoga]iev, 2. As observed by )ernande] and 0oldoga]iev 2 , the e[tent 
1
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to which innovative intentions directly result in actual innovations is unclear whereas 
innovation performance has the potential to grasp the freTuency of innovations. All in all, one 
important contribution of this research thus relates to its value to the field of public 
innovation. 
The final contribution of this study is to the leadershipinnovation literature focusing 
on the public sector. In contrast to the literature in the private management field e.g. Bass 	 
Avolio,  Burns,  .eller, 2, public administration scholars have paid scarce 
attention to determining the role that leadership plays in innovation. 2ne recent e[ception is a 
study by 5icard and colleagues forthcoming, who demonstrate that a nuanced set of 
leadership styles i.e., leadership behaviors that include a transformational style, as well as 
behaviors that are more dedicated to motivating employees, risNtaNing, and including others 
in decisionmaNing is important for accelerating innovation in the public sector. They 
nevertheless suggest that more research is needed with regard to potential relationships 
between leadership and innovation in the field of public administration, as some of their five 
perspectives on leadership are more robust than others are. In this light, this dissertation 
e[amines unNnown relationships between leadership and innovation in the public sector, such 
as the potential impact of rulefollowing leadership on the innovation performance of teams 
on the one hand and, on the other hand, effects of servant leadership on the innovation 
performance of employees. By doing so, this dissertation contributes to the literature on 
leadership and innovation in the field of public management. 
 
 0HWKRGRORJLFDO YDOXH 
 
6everal methodological concerns with respect to public management research are noted in the 
literature see, e.g., -aNobsen 	 -ensen, 2 0eier 	 2¶Toole, 2. 2ne freTuently 
mentioned methodological issue is common source bias. &ommon source bias arises when 
the same source is used for collecting information about independent and dependent variables 
)avero 	 BullocN, 2, which could possibly lead to misleading positive relationships 
found. Another methodological concern in social science research has to do with social 
desirability, which is about the tendency of respondents to answer Tuestions in a manner that 
will be seen as favorable by others PodsaNoff et al., 22. This biases the validity of 
research results, as it overestimates µgood behaviour¶ and underestimates µbad behaviour¶.  
This dissertation addresses some freTuently mentioned concerns in three ways. )irst, 
it uses multiple actors by including respondents from different subpopulations e.g., top 
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managers, direct supervisors and employees. 6econd, it involves the collection of large 1
data from more than , individuals. )inally, it draws upon multiple sources, by 
combining different datasets and raters i.e., employees and their direct supervisors.  
 &onsistent with the multilevel character of this dissertation, the study devotes 
particular attention to different levels within a public sector organi]ation i.e., organi]ational, 
team, and individual levels. 0ore specifically, it investigates characteristics of an innovative 
climate, as identified by top managers, in addition to the perceptions of employees regarding 
the leadership of their supervisors and the perceptions of supervisors with regard to the 
innovation performance of their teams and employees, along with their perceptions of 
employee Mob performance. In order to e[amine the relationship of the leadership of 
supervisors to team innovation performance, employee innovation performance, and 
employee Mob performance, the analytic techniTues of structural eTuation modeling are used 
to perform simultaneous e[amination of direct and indirect relationships among the 
independent and dependent variables. The methodology employed is thus another 
contribution of this dissertation. It is discussed in greater detail in &hapter . 
 
 3UDFWLFDO YDOXH 
 
The gap between theory and practice has often been discussed in the field of public 
administration Bogason 	 Brans, 2 2 2¶Toole, 2 2. This study therefore 
focuses e[plicitly on connecting theory with practice. The benefits of linNing leadership to 
innovation within a public sector conte[t are not restricted to scholars. Practitioners are liNely 
to benefit from this research as well.  
 This dissertation offers suggestions to practitioners concerning how to bolster 
innovation within a public sector conte[t. 0ore specifically, it enables practitioners e.g., 
public leaders, managers, trainers to analy]e which activities might be important in order to 
increase the innovativeness of their organi]ations in particular circumstances. )or e[ample, 
when confronted with a group of employees e.g., government officials, all of whom have a 
strong tendency to perform their tasNs according to the formal rules and procedures of the 
organi]ation, a leader can taNe this tendency into account when modeling behavior. Instead of 
demonstrating ways of acting in accordance with organi]ational rules and regulations, leaders 
could share e[periencebased e[amples of taNing risNs in the course of worN, thus possibly 
encouraging their employees to be more innovative. In general, this dissertation provides 
public practitioners with strategies designed to bolster innovation. 
1
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 6WUXFWXUH RI WKH GLVVHUWDWLRQ 
 
This study consists of seven chapters, as outlined schematically in Table .2.  
 
Table 1.: &KDSWHU RYHUYLHZ 
&KDSWHU  Introduction and 5esearch 2bMectives 
&KDSWHU  Theoretical ([ploration 
&KDSWHU  0ethodology 
 6XETXHVWLRQ  6XETXHVWLRQ  6XETXHVWLRQ  
&KDSWHU  
)ostering a &limate for Innovation in 
a Public 6ector &onte[t The 5ole of 
Leadership Activities on the part of 
Top 0anagers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
&KDSWHU  
LinNing 5ule)ollowing Leadership 
to Team Innovation Performance in a 
Public 6ector &onte[t 
   
 
&KDSWHU  
([amining the 5elationship of 
6ervant Leadership to (mployee 
Innovation Performance and 
(mployee -ob Performance in a 
Public 6ector &onte[t 
   
&KDSWHU  &RQFOXVLRQV DQG 5HIOHFWLRQV 
 
&KaSWeU  provides a brief e[ploration of the most important theoretical concepts used 
throughout the dissertation. It aims to provide additional insight into the most important 
concepts addressed in the current study. This chapter should not be understood as providing a 
³theoretical frameworN´ for the dissertation, however, as the underlying theoretical premises 
needed to answer the three subTuestions are addressed in the three chapters focusing on the 
different hierarchical levels &hapter , , and .    
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 &KaSWeU  provides a discussion of the research design, analytic techniTues, and the 
instruments used to measure for the central concepts. In addition, the methodological choices 
that have been made are e[plained and discussed, with particular attention to the reasons for 
and implications of combining both Tualitative and Tuantitative methods and techniTues.  
&KaSWeUV   aQG  are based on empirical data derived from top managers, team 
supervisors, and employees ³nested´ in teams, all of whom were employed in a specific 
public sector organi]ation. The study addressed in &KaSWeU  e[plores relationships between 
leadership on the part of top managers and a climate for innovation in a public sector 
organi]ation, thereby responding to the first subTuestion of this dissertation. &KaSWeU  tests 
hypotheses with respect to rulefollowing leadership and the innovation performance of 
teams, in addition to e[plaining any significant results, thereby addressing the second sub
Tuestion. &KaSWeU  focuses on testing and e[plaining potential relationships of servant 
leadership to employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance in a public 
sector conte[t, thereby addressing the third subTuestion.  
 )inally, &KaSWeU  integrates the empirical findings, thereby formulating an answer to 
the main research Tuestion of this dissertation, addressing the contributions and limitations of 
the research, and discussing theoretical and practical implications. 
 
 
 
  
1
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chapter 2 
theoretical exploration
 
 ,QWURGXFWLRQ 
 
This chapter presents a theoretical e[ploration of the three main concepts addressed in this 
dissertation. The theoretical bacNground to these concepts is built upon a detailed discussion 
of the literature on public administration, leadership, and innovation literature. The chapter 
should not be understood as a theoretical frameworN for the research, however, given that the 
theoretical insights needed to answer the subTuestions are presented in the chapters focusing 
on the different hierarchical levels &hapters , , and . The sole purpose of this chapter is 
to e[plore the central concepts of the study. 
 The following section 2.2 presents the theoretical bacNground on innovation, 
particularly through a discussion of the characteristics of a climate for innovation and 
innovation performance. 6ection 2. consists of a theoretical e[ploration of the concept of 
leadership, discussing various approaches to leadership. 6ection 2. discusses a public sector 
conte[t by building upon relevant public administration literature. The final section contains 
a conclusion based on the theoretical e[ploration presented in this chapter.    
 
 ,QQRYDWLRQ 
 
In the past decade, innovation has become an important focus for governments around the 
world, as they are being confronted with maMor challenges. 6hrinNing budgets are pressuring 
governments to do more with fewer resources, and e[panding community e[pectations and 
obligations have created a need to understand the topic of innovation Bartlett 	 Dibben, 
22 Bysted 	 Hansen, 2. 
 
 'HILQLWLRQ RI LQQRYDWLRQ 
 
As argued in the introductory chapter, two dimensions are often mentioned in the most 
common definitions of innovation De 9ries et al., 2. )irst, these definitions underscore 
the perceived novelty of an idea, practice, or obMect e.g., Bhatti et al., 2. 6econd, they 
emphasi]e the adoption of an idea, practice, or obMect for the first time by a given 
organi]ation e.g., Borins, 2. Based on these two dimensions, this study defines 
innovation as the first attempts to adopt a new idea, practice, or obMect by an organi]ation, 
thereby corresponding to the definition of innovation proposed by 5ogers 2 2. 
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 0any researchers have investigated potential drivers and barriers of public 
innovation. In this conte[t, there is growing evidence that innovation in the public sector may 
benefit from collaboration Bommert, 2 (ggers 	 6ingh, 2. According to *ray 
, collaboration can be viewed as ³the process through which two or more actors engage 
in a constructive management of differences in order to define common problems and 
develop Moint solutions based on provisional agreements that may coe[ist with disagreement 
and dissent´ Hartley et al., 2 2. 6everal arguments can be given concerning the 
advantages of collaboration for innovation. )or e[ample, bringing together and challenging 
different e[periences and perspectives may spur the development of new and creative 
solutations Hartley et al., 2. 2n a similar vein, the attempts of diverse actors to estimate 
gains and risNs stimulate the generation of promising ideas Bommert, 2.   
  :hile the collaborative approach to public innovation might seem convincing, it has 
been argued, however, that the role of individual persons in innovation is relevant as well. In 
this light, 5oberts and .ing  developed a model of the µheroinnovator¶. This hero
innovator can be characteri]ed as a single person who is confident, is tenacious, worNs long 
hour, is goaloriented, has a strong willingness to taNe risNs and uses political connections 
Brown 	 2sborne, 2 2. The idea of the heroinnovator has further been developed by 
2sborne , as he states that individuals should be related to the conte[t in which they 
act. In addition to conte[t, 0eiMer 2 has concluded that multiple heroinnovators are 
needed regarding innovation.     
   Innovation is often confused with change, as it has been argued that innovation and 
change are nearly identical concepts 0ulgan 	 Albury, 2. 2ne Ney difference between 
innovation and change, however, is that innovation concerns something original and new that 
is being introduced to the world, while change refers to differences in a current state of affairs 
related to different points of time 2sborne 	 Brown, 2. Innovation thus refers to 
something new, while this is not necessarily the case for change.    
5esearchers do not agree on the differences between innovation and creativity. 
According to some scholars, the boundaries between the two concepts are unclear e.g., 
2ldham 	 &ummings,  5anN et al., 2, although they are by no means identical. In 
order to grasp the uniTueness of both innovation and creativity, Anderson and colleagues 
2 provide additional insight into the distinction between them. In line with academic 
worN devoted to this issue, they argue 2  that ³whereas creativity has been 
conceived of as the generation of novel and useful ideas, innovation has generally been 
argued to be both the production of creative ideas as the first stage, and their implementation 
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as the second stage.´ In essence, therefore, creativity concerns the generation of ideas, while 
innovation is also related to the implementation of ideas. )or this reason, creativity is often 
viewed as the first step of innovation Amabile, .  
 
 $ FOLPDWH IRU LQQRYDWLRQ DQG LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH 
 
0any aspects of public innovation are worth studying, including its obMectives, processes, 
and outcomes. These three categories correspond to the classic distinction made by 
6chumpeter 2  innovation consists of both a process and outcome. )irst, innovation 
obMectives relate to the e[pected goal of the actual introduction of a new idea, practice, or 
obMect, as with improving effectiveness or enhancing efficiency De 9ries et al., 2. 1e[t, 
the diffusion and adoption of innovation are often mentioned in the conte[t of innovation as a 
process. According to 5ogers, the diffusion of innovation can be defined as ³a process in 
which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among members of 
a social system´ 2 , while the adoption of innovation refers to ³the process through 
which >an organi]ation@ passes from first Nnowledge of an innovation, to forming an attitude 
towards innovation, to a decision to adopt or reMect, to implementation of the new idea, and to 
confirmation of this decision´ 2 2. Third, the outcomes of innovation concern 
³substantive results of implementation of an innovation that can be intended or unintended 
and positive or negative´ De 9ries et al., 2, as sometimes reflected in efforts to involve 
citi]ens or increase customer satisfaction.  
The dissertation moves beyond these three categories to analy]e two different aspects 
of public sector innovation FOLPDWH IRU LQQRYDWLRQ and LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH. :hile these 
aspects are investigated as two seperate concepts in this research, however, Anderson et al. 
2 show in their systematic literature review on innovation and creativity that researchers 
have revealed effects of an innovative climate on innovation performance. )or e[ample, 
Hulsheger and colleagues 2 conclude that team innovation climate has a positive impact 
on effective innovativeness within worN groups. 2n a similar vein, &hen and colleagues 
2 report that support at the teamlevel for an innovative climate captures motivational 
impact that mediate between transformational leadership and the innovation performance of 
teams. In general, the relationships found highlight the important role of social processes 
taNing place within an innovative climate for the actual innovation performance e.g., Perry
6mith 	 6halley, 2. 
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0any scholars have argued the importance of various dimensions of a climate for 
innovation e.g., (isenbeiss et al., 2 6arros et al., 2. )or e[ample, IsaNsen and 
ANNermans 2 note that risNtaNing behavior is a crucial condition for innovation, as risN
taNing initiatives presuppose creativity and the introduction of new ideas or strategies. In 
general, scholars stress the need for a specific climate that embraces innovation, given that 
many innovations are unsuccessful or not implemented &hen et al., 2 6omech 	 Drach
=ahavy, 2. In other words, innovation alone is not enough an organi]ational climate is 
needed in which people feel safe to taNe interpersonal risNs, in which they are encouraged to 
develop new ideas, and in which they are able to discuss problems openly Baer 	 )rese, 
2 . This research therefore focuses on the organi]ational conte[t of a climate for 
innovation Anderson 	 :est,  as a means of investigating innovation in the public 
sector.  
In general, scholars Anderson 	 :est,  6omech 	 Drach=ahavy, 2 :est 
	 )arr,  define an innovative climate as the common perceptions about the desired 
practices, procedures, and behaviors that promote new combinations of e[isting resources. 
6everal instruments have been designed for assessing the internal environment of an 
organi]ation with regard to innovation for an overview, see 0athisen 	 (inarsen, 2. 
This dissertation draws on the 6ituational 2utlooN Questionnaire 62Q IsaNsen et al., , 
as other instruments e.g., the 6iegel 6cale of 6upport for Innovation 6iegel 	 .aemmerer, 
 tend to be regarded as either unreliable or invalid 0athisen 	 (inarsen, 2 2
2.  
Drawing on information obtained with the 62Q, IsaNsen and ANNermans 2 
characteri]e a climate of innovation along several dimensions challengeinvolvement, 
freedom, trustopenness, idea time, playfulnesshumor, conflict, idea support, debate, and 
risNtaNing. )or e[ample, when there is a high degree of trust, individuals can be open and 
franN with one other, which helps them to feel comfortable developing new ideas IsaNsen 	 
ANNermans, 2.  
 2rgani]ational climate is often confused with organi]ational culture, as climate and 
culture are regarded as similar constructs for conceptuali]ing the ways in which people 
e[perience and describe worN settings 6chneider et al., 2 2. It is important to 
distinguish climate from culture, however, as the two concepts differ in theoretical terms. 
2rgani]ational climate relates to the shared perceptions, policies, and practices that 
employees e[perience, as well as the behaviors they observe being rewarded 2stroff et al., 
2. In contrast, organi]ational culture could be defined as the shared basic assumptions, 
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values, and beliefs that characteri]e a setting and that are taught to newcomers as the proper 
ways of thinNing and feeling 6chein, 2. &limate thus refers to the psychological 
environment, as reflected in attitudes and perceptions, while culture is more concerned with 
ideologies, values, and norms. 
This study also investigates innovation performance as a means of e[amining 
innovation in the public sector. The importance of studying innovation performance is 
Mustified for several reasons. )or e[ample, public organi]ations are currently being forced to 
enhance their performance Bellp, 2 Breevaart et al., forthcoming 0oynihan et al., 
22a. As illustrated in a systematic review by De 9ries and colleagues 2, the most 
important argument for innovation has to do with increasing an organi]ation¶s performance 
for e[ample, see 6alge 	 9era, 2 Dias 	 (scoval, 2. The focus of this dissertation 
on innovation performance could thus potentially generate a strategy for helping public 
organi]ations cope with pressure to enhance their performance. At the same time, by focusing 
on innovation performance, this dissertation moves beyond studies of innovation in the field 
of public administration, which are limited to e[amining the innovative intentions of 
employees e.g., Bysted 	 -espersen, 2 )ernande] 	 0oldoga]iev, 2. As observed 
by )ernande] and 0oldoga]iev 2 , the inclination to innovate does not 
automatically translate ³into actual innovative proposals, whether or not those proposals are 
accepted.´ The e[tent to which innovative intentions directly result in actual innovations is 
thus unclear. This dissertation¶s focus on innovation performance thus contributes to analyses 
focusing on innovation in the public sector.     
Innovation performance can be defined as the e[tent to which organi]ations, teams, or 
individuals actually introduce and apply ideas, processes, products, or procedures that are 
new to the organi]ation and that are designed to be useful 2sborne 	 Brown, 2. )or 
e[ample, innovative teams generate creative ideas and process them critically, such that 
useless ideas are discarded and promising ideas are implemented Anderson 	 :est, . 
 
 /HDGHUVKLS 
 
The widely studied phenomenon of leadership has been investigated e[tensively in various 
conte[ts and with a variety of theoretical foundations. )or e[ample, some leadership studies 
seeN to develop insight by addressing individuals, while some theories also approach 
leadership more as a process Bass 	 Bass, 2. *iven that the study of leadership varies 
across cultures, decades, and theories, a short description of what is generally Nnown and 
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understood about leadership is needed. Although the brief overview presented below is 
obviously neither e[haustive nor complete, it may offer useful insight into the concept of 
leadership for further elaboration, see 6chein, 2 6el]nicN, 2 <uNl, 2.    
 
 7KH VWXG\ RI OHDGHUVKLS 
 
)ollowing Bass and Bass 2, several categories can be identified that capture the essence 
of the study of leadership. The first category concerns the attributes of great leaders, seeNing 
to e[plain leadership according to internal Tualities with which individuals are born Bernard, 
2. These studies e[amine the personality, physical, and mental characteristics of leaders. 
0any researchers have proposed the e[istence of five core traits Digman,  
neuroticism, e[traversion, openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness.  
A second maMor category of leadership studies addresses leadership behaviors, with 
the obMective of identifying what successful leaders do <uNl, 2 ¶t Hart, 2. In these 
theories, the focus is shifted from ³who leaders are´ i.e., characteristics and traits to ³what 
leaders do´ i.e., behavior. 6tudies of leadership as behavior seeN to identify the behaviors 
e[hibited by leaders that increase the effectiveness of their organi]ations Bass 	 Bass, 
2, thereby resulting in greater attention to such issues as relationships between people, 
output, and performance )iedler, .  
A third category of leadership theories assumes that the effectiveness of leadership is 
dependent upon the conte[t in which it is demonstrated Bass 	 Bass, 2. These 
contingency theories are based on the notion that the type of leadership needed changes from 
situation to situation. 2ne of the first contingency theories was developed by )iedler in the 
s. This ³least preferred coworNer LP& contingency model,´ describes how the 
situation changes the relationship between the trait measure ³least preferred coworNer´ and 
the effectiveness of leadership. The LP& score indicates the e[tent to which a leader is tasN
oriented low score or relationshiporiented high score.  
)inally, recent decades have seen the emergence of additional leadership theories that 
could be classified as more relationshiporiented. )or e[ample, this is illustrated by the well
Nnown distinction between transformational and transactional leadership. Transformational 
leadership refers to the investigation of ways in which followers can be motivated by 
identifying the needed change, creating a vision to guide the change through inspiration, and 
e[ecuting the change in collaboration with committed followers Bass, . In contrast, 
transactional leadership concerns more traditional views of people and organi]ations, having 
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to do with the leader¶s positional power to use followers for goal achievement Burns, . 
These leadership theories generally emphasi]e that there is no one best understanding of what 
causes people to act as they do at worN Bass 	 Bass, 2 ¶t Hart, 2.   
0any scholars have indicated beneficial effects of transformational leadership for 
organi]ations, including improved performance Bellp, 2 0oynihan et al., 22a and 
increased innovation &hen et al., 2. However, 9an .nippenberg and 6itNin 2 
identified several problems when studying transformational leadership  a clear conceptual 
definition is lacNing, 2 the impact of each underlying dimension is unclear,  the 
conceptuali]ation of transformational leadership and its effects are confounded, and  the 
most freTuently used measurement tools fail to grasp the essential dimensional structure. 
*iven that these problems are fundamental, the research does not investigate the role that 
transformational leadership might play in innovation.  
 
 $SSURDFK WR OHDGHUVKLS 
 
*iven the wide range of e[isting leadership theories, it is not surprising that defining 
leadership has proven difficult, thus leading to an abundance of definitions <uNl, 2. 2ne 
common theme across these many definitions is that they describe leadership as the process 
of influencing others 9an :art, 2b  <uNl, 2 2. This leadership process model 
includes four Ney factors  the person who taNes charge and directs the group¶s 
performance, 2 those who follow this person¶s directions on tasNs and proMects,  the 
conte[t in which the worN is performed, and  the results or outcomes of the process. In this 
dissertation, the focus is on particular DFWLYLWLHV performed by people in position of power 
when trying to influence others. This is in line with the behavioral approach to leadership, 
which concerns what leaders GR ideally or actually in their worN <uNl, 2, ¶t Hart, 
2. 
 As noted by 9an :art 22, the activities that leaders perform depend upon the 
hierarchical level of the organi]ation. )or e[ample, at the team level, leaders concentrate on 
staff development, which involves encouraging team members to acTuire or develop sNills, 
Nnowledge and viewpoints by providing learning and training facilities, as well as avenues 
along which such new ideas can be applied 9an :art, 22. In a similar vein, one activity 
of leaders at the individual level is to clarify roles and obMectives, which refers to ³worNing 
with subordinates to guide and direct behavior by communicating about plans, policies, and 
specific e[pectations´ 9an :art, 22 2. In this light, leadership activities are 
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investigated across three core hierarchical levels in this dissertation the organi]ational level, 
the team level, and the individual level.  
 9an :art 22 2 identifies seven types of leadership activities at the 
organi]ational level scanning the environment strategic planning articulating the mission 
and vision networNing and partnering performing general management functions maNing 
decisions and managing organi]ational change. This study therefore e[amines these 
leadership activities when investigating the leadership of innovation at the highest 
hierarchical level.  
At the team level, this study analy]es rulefollowing leadership activities, based on 
the definition of rulefollowing leadership activities developed by Tummers and .nies 2 
 ³encouraging employees to carry out tasNs in line with governmental rules and 
regulations.´ The investigation of rulefollowing leadership activities at the team level of the 
organi]ation is Mustified for at least two reasons. )irst, such leadership initiatives are related to 
the traditional rationallegal authority of a bureaucratic system :eber,  Pollitt 	 
BoucNaert, 2. As noted by Lane  , the rule of law is thus at the heart of public 
administration. 6econd, the importance of rulefollowing activities for public leaders has 
been emphasi]ed by 2berfield 2 and Terry 22. These authors argue that ignoring or 
departing from governmental rules and regulations increases the liNelihood of corruption and 
the inconsistent implementation of policies. All in all, rulefollowing leadership activities are 
worth studying at the team level of the organi]ation.  
 )inally, this research analy]es servant leadership activities at the individual level in 
the hierarchy of the organi]ation. 0ore than any other approach to leadership, servant 
leadership is characteri]ed by putting the needs of others first and helping people to achieve 
the greatest possible personal development *reenleaf, . 6ervant leadership theory 
could be of great value to leaders in public organi]ations. At present, public organi]ations are 
facing a decrease in public confidence due to reports of corruption 0iao et al., 2. This 
has resulted in a call for public leaders to concentrate on the interest of society in general 
instead of indulging selfserving tendencies Han et al., 2. The service orientation of 
servant leaders responds to the call for public leaders who are willing to forego practices that 
focus largely on their own selfinterest. It is thus relevant to analy]e the activities of servant 
leadership within the public conte[t.  
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 $ SXEOLF VHFWRU FRQWH[W 
 
6cholars have often argued that it is of vital importance to e[amine differences between 
public and private conte[ts in public administration research, as public organi]ations cannot 
be managed in the same way that private organi]ations are see e.g. BarNer, 2 Boyne, 
22 Hansen 	 9illaden, 2 Perry 	 5ainey,  5ainey 	 Bo]eman, 2 9an 
6lyNe 	 Ale[ander, 2. )or e[ample, 5ainey 2 states that public organi]ations have 
fewer measures of progress or success than is the case for the private sector e.g., profit as a 
clearcut measure.  
 
 'LIIHUHQFHV EHWZHHQ SXEOLF DQG SULYDWH RUJDQL]DWLRQV 
 
There are two approaches to discussing differences in public and private organi]ations. The 
core approach 1isNanen,  assumes that ownership government owned vs. privately 
owned is the Ney factor that distinguishes public organi]ations from private organi]ations 
Bo]eman 	 Bretschneider,  2. In contrast to the core approach, the dimensional 
approach assumes that the e[tent to which different types of organi]ations government, 
private, or hybrid are ³public´ or ³private´ depends upon the e[tent to which they are subMect 
to the influence of political authority Bo]eman 	 Bretschneider,  22. 
This dissertation is based on the dimensional approach, given that, as argued by 
Bo]eman  2, no organi]ation is either wholly public or wholly private. )or 
e[ample, the domain to which organi]ations in the healthcare sector belong is unclear, as 
some countries allow them to maNe a profit while providing public services. Hence, ³the 
boundary between the two is too blurred and the public sector acTuires private sector 
characteristics at a rapid rate´ Antonsen 	 -orgensen,  . This research therefore 
follows the argument that purely public and purely private organi]ations do not e[ist 
Bo]eman 	 Bretschneider,  . It thus emphasi]es that public and private 
organi]ations can vary in the e[tent to which they are public or private PetrovsNy et al., 
2. 
In line with Antonsen and -orgensen  , publicness is defined in this 
dissertation as ³organi]ational attachment to public sector values.´ TaNing the dimensional 
approach, Boyne 22 emphasi]es that the degree of publicness can be inferred by studying 
four dimensions organi]ational environment, organi]ational goals, organi]ational structures, 
and the values of the staff note that this dissertation focuses on the staff in general, while 
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Boyne focuses solely on managerial values. These dimensions are also commonly mentioned 
and investigated in public management studies see e.g. Bo]eman 	 6cott,  Brewer 	 
:alNer, 2 Bright, 2 &hun 	 5ainey, 2 )eeney, 22 *iauTue et al., 22 Perry 
	 :ise,  5ainey 	 Bo]eman, 2 9an 6lyNe 	 Ale[ander, 2 9andenabeele, 
2 Tummers et al., 2 :right 	 Pandey, 2 :right et al., 22. In this 
dissertation, therefore, it is argued that the distinctness of public organi]ations can be 
investigated based on a high degree of publicness along these four dimensions.  
2ne problematic aspect of these four dimensions is that they are Tuite abstract. )or 
this reason, the following sections discuss each of these dimensions, distilling a main public 
factor based on the core public administration literature, and primarily Boyne 22. 
 
 2UJDQL]DWLRQDO HQYLURQPHQW 
 
The first dimension of publicness relates to the organi]ational environment, which can be 
defined as the important physical and social elements outside the organi]ation that affect the 
decisionmaNing processes and organi]ational behavior of staNeholders within the 
organi]ation Duncan, 2 9an der 9oet et al., 2 2. 0any scholars have analy]ed 
the environments of public organi]ations see e.g. Bo]eman,  Pandey 	 :right, 2.  
2ne wellNnown and distinctive factor of the e[ternal environment of public sector 
organi]ations is that it is characteri]ed by a high degree of political constraints Boyne, 22 
 Pandey, 2 Pandey 	 :right, 2. According to Bo]eman , high levels of 
political constraints imply that public organi]ations are facing strong demands to achieve 
TuicN results. &onseTuently, this leads to continual pressure for changes in policy, especially 
in periods leading up to elections. Political constraints in the environment are reflected by the 
presence of strong control mechanisms on public organi]ations. Antonsen and -orgensen 
  indicate that ³laws and rules, political control, number of tasNs and imposed 
procedures´ are important characteristics of the environment of public organi]ations.  
 
 2UJDQL]DWLRQDO JRDOV 
 
The second dimension focuses on the goals of the organi]ation. 6everal scholars have 
e[amined characteristics of the goals of public organi]ations see e.g. &hun 	 5ainey, 2 
-ung, 2 5ainey 	 Bo]eman, 2 9an 6lyNe 	 Ale[ander, 2. As demonstrated by 
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Boyne 22 , one important difference between the goals of private and public 
organi]ations is those of public organi]ations are more ambiguous. 
)ollowing &hun and 5ainey 2 2, goal ambiguity can be defined as ³the e[tent to 
which an organi]ational goal or set of goals allows leeway for interpretation, when the 
organi]ational goal represents the desired future state of the organi]ation.´ *oal ambiguity is 
higher when the members of an organi]ation are in less agreement concerning the meaning of 
organi]ational goals and when the goals are more difficult to understand and e[plain 2 
. Although empirical findings about publicprivate differences in goal ambiguity are mi[ed 
5ainey et al.,  Boyne, 22, the literature generally shows that the goals of public 
organi]ations are vaguer, as compared to the goals of private organi]ations Pandey, 2 
5ainey 	 Bo]eman, 2 5ainey 	 -ung, 2.  
 
 2UJDQL]DWLRQDO VWUXFWXUHV 
 
The third dimension of publicness concerns the organi]ational structure of organi]ations. 
0any scholars have investigated characteristics of the structure of public organi]ations see 
e.g. Bo]eman,  Bo]eman 	 6cott,  )eeney, 22 Pandey 	 6cott, 22 :right 
	 Pandey, 2. In addition to various studies on ³bureaucracy,´ the relationship between 
publicness and red tape has been the source of investigation for various studies e.g., 
Bo]eman 	 )eeney, 2 0oynihan et al., 22b Pandey 	 .ingsley, 2.  
6ubstantial agreement seems to e[ist among scholars that the concept of red tape ³is 
concerned with negative effects of rules and procedures´ on organi]ational performance 
Pandey 	 6cott, 22 . 5ed tape thus has a strongly negative tenor Tummers et al., 
2. A number of empirical studies have e[amined publicprivate differences in red tape 
see e.g. Bo]eman 	 6cott,  5ainey et al., . In general, these authors have found 
that public organi]ations encounter more red tape than private organi]ations do Pandey 	 
.ingsley, 2 5ainey, 2 Boyne, 22 .  
 
 9DOXHV RI WKH VWDII 
 
The final dimension of publicness relates to the values of the staff members in organi]ations. 
6cholars of public management have paid considerable attention to the specific values of 
public sector staff see e.g. ParN 	 5ainey, 2 Perry 	 :ise,  :right et al., 22. 
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In this regard, researchers have long contended that public employees differ from employees 
in private sector organi]ations Boyne, 22 Billante 	 LinN, .  
In addition to organi]ational commitment, .im, 22 performancerelated pay 
Houston, 2, and other characteristics, scholars often emphasi]e that public employees 
differ from private employees in terms of their motivational base &hristensen 	 :right, 
2 Pandey, 2 Perry,  :right et al., 22. 2ne concept that is freTuently used to 
capture these motivational differences is that of public service motivation Perry 	 :ise, 
 or P60, which has been defined as ³an individual¶s predisposition to respond to 
motives grounded primarily or uniTuely in public institutions´  . According to 
Boyne 22 2, people in public organi]ations are said to have more P60 than do people 
employed in private organi]ations. 
 
 $ KLJK GHJUHH RI SXEOLFQHVV 
 
In summary, the section above discusses what a ³highpublicness organi]ation´ looNs liNe by 
identifying organi]ations according to four dimensions organi]ational environment, 
organi]ational goals, organi]ational structures, and the values of the staff. These broad 
dimensions are operationali]ed by one main public factor see Table 2.. 
 
Table .1: +LJK GHJUHH RI SXEOLFQHVV 
'LPHQVLRQ  'LVWLQFWLYH IDFWRU RI SXEOLF RUJDQL]DWLRQV 
([ternal environment High degree of political constraints 
2rgani]ational goals High degree of goal ambiguity 
2rgani]ational structures High degree of red tape 
6taff High degree of P60  
 
 &RQFOXVLRQ 
 
This chapter provides a theoretical e[ploration of the three main concepts addressed in this 
dissertation innovation, leadership, and a public sector conte[t. The chapter should not be 
regarded as a theoretical frameworN for the research, however, as the answers needed to 
answer the research Tuestions are contained in &hapters , , and , which e[amine the 
different hierarchical levels.  
2
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This research is based on two different strategies for investigating innovation. )irst, it 
focuses on the organi]ational conte[t of D FOLPDWH IRU LQQRYDWLRQ Anderson 	 :est, , 
which refers to the common perceptions about the desired practices, procedures, and 
behaviors that promote new combinations of e[isting resources Anderson 	 :est,  
6omech 	 Drach=ahavy, 2 :est 	 )arr, . It also e[amines LQQRYDWLRQ 
SHUIRUPDQFH, which is defined as the e[tent to which organi]ations, teams or individuals 
actually introduce and apply ideas, processes, products, or procedures that are new to the 
organi]ation and that are designed to be useful 2sborne 	 Brown, 2. :hile innovative 
climate and innovation performance are analy]ed as two seperate concepts in this study, 
however, Anderson et al. 2 show in their systematic literature review on innovation and 
creativity that evidence has indicated that an innovative climate may stimulate innovation 
performance. 
:ith respect to leadership, Bass and Bass 2 demonstrate that several categories 
can be identified that are able to capture the essence of the study of leadership. 2ne common 
theme across the many different approaches to leadership involves describing leadership as 
the process of influencing others 9an :art, 2b  <uNl, 2 2. )or this reason, 
this dissertation focuses on particular DFWLYLWLHV performed by people in positions of power 
when trying to influence others. This focus corresponds to a core approach to leadership ± the 
behavioral approach ± as it concerns what leaders GR ideally or actually in their worN <uNl, 
2, ¶t Hart, 2.  
As emphasi]ed by 9an :art 22, leadership activities vary across the hierarchical 
levels of the organi]ation. This research therefore distinguishes the study of innovation and 
its leadership at the organi]ational level, the team level, and the individual level see Table 
2.2.   
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Table .: 7KLV VWXG\¶V IRFXV RQ OHDGHUVKLS DQG LQQRYDWLRQ VSDQQLQJ GLIIHUHQW KLHUDUFKLFDO 
OHYHOV 
/HYHO RI 
DQDO\VLV 
/HDGHUVKLS DFWLYLWLHV $VSHFW RI 
LQQRYDWLRQ 
&KDSWHU 
2rgani]ation 6canning the environment 
6trategic planning 
Articulating the mission and vision 
1etworNing and partnering 
Performing general management functions 
0aNing decisions 
0anaging organi]ational change 
&limate for 
innovation 
&hapter  
Team (ncouraging staff to perform tasNs in line 
with governmental rules and regulations 
Innovation 
performance 
&hapter  
Individual Putting the needs of others first and helping 
people to achieve the greatest possible 
personal development 
Innovation 
performance 
&hapter  
 
The relationship between leadership and innovation is investigated within a public 
sector conte[t. The dimensional approach has been selected in order to grasp the essence of 
distinctive public sector characteristics, given Bo]eman¶s  argument that no 
organi]ation is either wholly public or wholly private. In this research, therefore, it is fully 
acNnowledged that public and private organi]ations can vary in the e[tent to which they are 
either public or private PetrovsNy et al., 2. As emphasi]ed by Boyne 22 and as 
discussed above, the degree of publicness can be inferred by studying four dimensions the 
organi]ational environment, organi]ational goals, organi]ational structures, and the values of 
the staff. In this study, therefore, the distinctness of public organi]ations is defined according 
to these four dimensions. 
The ne[t chapter &hapter  presents the methods that have been used to obtain 
additional insight into the relationship between leadership and innovation in a public conte[t.  
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chapter 3
methodology
 
 ,QWURGXFWLRQ 
 
This chapter focuses on the methodological bacNground of the dissertation, demonstrating 
KRZ additional insight into the relationship between leadership and innovation in a public 
sector conte[t will be provided. 5easons for combining both Tualitative and Tuantitative 
methods and techniTues are addressed, along with the implications of this combination. 
&onsistent with the multilevel character of this dissertation, as presented in 6ection ., 
particular attention is paid to empirical studies at the organi]ational, team, and individual 
levels. 
 To provide additional insight into the methodological bacNground, this chapter 
consists of three sections. )irst, 6ection .2 provides a discussion of the choices made in this 
dissertation with regard to research design and case selection. 6ection . describes the 
advantages and implications of conducting Tualitative and Tuantitative methods and 
techniTues. The final section presents a conclusion concerning the methodology used in this 
research, as well as a summary of the research methods and techniTues employed in the 
empirical studies. 
 
 5HVHDUFK GHVLJQ 
 
This section presents the research design used in this study, followed by a discussion of 
criteria for case selection. 
 
 $ FDVH VWXG\ GHVLJQ 
 
The overall aim of this study is to develop greater insight into the relationship between 
leadership and innovation in a public sector conte[t. 2ne reTuirement for an appropriate 
research design for this study is thus that it must ensure the highest possible level of internal 
validity. In this respect, a case study would be the most appropriate research design for this 
study. A case study is the ³intensive study of a single case where the purpose of that study is 
± at least in part ± to shed light on a larger class of cases´ *erring, 2 2. &ompared to 
other designs, casestudy research offers the advantage of allowing the indepth e[amination 
of a specific case within a reallife conte[t 6taNe, . As emphasi]ed by <in 2, case 
studies are also very useful for addressing conte[tual conditions that are liNely to be relevant 
to the phenomena being studied ± an important feature of this research. 
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The case study design should be representative, in order facilitate the generali]ation 
of findings to a given group or population *erring, 2 <in, 2. 2ne strategy for doing 
so is analytical generali]ation <in, 2, in which findings are generali]ed to theoretical 
e[pectations instead of to groups or populations. In this study, analytical generali]ation goes 
beyond the mere e[amination of leadership and innovation in a public sector conte[t to 
achieve generali]ation by identifying detailed strategies of public leaders at different 
hierarchical levels with the goal of providing mechanisms for innovation. 6o, the research 
results obtained with this study allow to further develop or challenge particular public 
management theories.  
 
 &DVH GHVFULSWLRQ 
 
The case selected for this study is the Dutch (mployee Insurance Agency abbreviated in 
Dutch to 8:9, an autonomous professional administrative authority. In e[change for 
autonomy, the 8:9 is held accountable for its performance by the relevant ministry and the 
parliament, and it is sanctioned and rewarded accordingly. The 8:9 can be regarded as a 
large public service provider, as its primary tasN consists of implementing hundreds of 
thousands of employee insurance policies each year, in addition to providing labor marNet 
and data services. In all, appro[imately 2, employees are worNing in two line 
departments and five divisions of the 8:9. The 8:9 Benefits division has been selected 
for this dissertation, as its responsibilities are strongly reflected in the primary tasN of the 
8:9. The 8:9 Benefits division is responsible for the prompt and correct handling of 
hundreds of thousands insurance applications each year, as well as for the payment of these 
benefits when citi]ens i.e., ³clients´ apply for them. The 8:9 Benefits division employs 
, employees in 2 different teams within 2 different districts. 
The organi]ational environment of the 8:9 Benefits division is characteri]ed by 
turbulence and comple[ity. The division interacts with a great variety of staNeholders, each 
placing uniTue and sometimes conflicting demands on the division. )or e[ample, the 8:9 
Benefits division is subMect to increasing demands from its political superiors and citi]ens. At 
the same time, it is facing massive cutbacNs initiated by the Dutch national government. In 
response to these conflicting demands, the division launched a program of organi]ational 
development in 2. (ntitled ³&ontinuous Improvement,´ this program is intended to 
enhance the organi]ation¶s innovativeness by encouraging the introduction of new insight, 
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Nnowledge, and sNills. It reflects the high level of importance that the 8:9 Benefits division 
attaches to innovation in response to conflicting demands.   
 
 &ULWHULD IRU FDVH VHOHFWLRQ 
 
Two different sets of criteria were used to select the case to be e[amined in this research. The 
first set concerns the e[tent to which the selected case is representative. In this regard, the 
selected case should be W\SLFDO, such that it is a representative one of a wider array of a given 
population *erring, 2 <in, 2. This means that the studied organi]ation should be 
representative of a wider range of public organi]ations. Besides, the organi]ational 
development taNing place within the organi]ation ³&ontinuous Improvement´ should be 
important for other organi]ations in the public sector.  
As mentioned in the previous section, a large Dutch public service organi]ation has 
been selected for the research addressed in this dissertation The Benefits division of 8:9. 
The primary tasN of the division can be regarded as mass production, as it is responsible for 
the proper handling and payment of hundreds of thousands of insurance applications from 
citi]ens ³clients´. )or this reason, its operations are standardi]ed and formali]ed, with many 
routines and procedures, as well as centrali]ed decisionmaNing. The 8:9 Benefits division 
is thus representative of ³machine bureaucracies´ in the public sector 0int]berg, 2 
0orton 	 Hu, 2. The maMor challenges and cutbacNs that are currently prevalent in the 
public sector are maNing it necessary for such organi]ations to innovate. The selected 
organi]ation may be less representative of other types of public organi]ations, however, 
including for e[ample professional bureaucracies e.g., hospitals or schools.  
The ³&ontinuous Improvement´ organi]ational development program that is currently 
taNing place within the 8:9 Benefits division can be viewed as typical of contemporary 
organi]ations in the public sector, as it is part of a larger trend toward public sector reform. 
The phenomena under investigation consists of reconsiderations toward more innovativeness 
by encouraging the development of new insights, Nnowledge, and sNills, thus reflecting the 
high level of importance assigned to increased innovativeness. As impacts of the economic 
crisis lead to a need of such reorientations in the public sector Bysted 	 Hansen, 2, this 
organi]ational development program could be viewed as important to other public 
organi]ations. )or e[ample, the Dutch Ta[ and &ustoms Administration and the Dutch 
0inistery of 6ecurity and -ustice are also launching programs to increase their innovativeness 
at this moment as a result of cutbacNs and increased demands from its staNeholders. 
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The second set of criteria has to do with the research aims of the empirical studies. 
The case was also selected because of its intended contribution to the research goals of the 
different studies. In this light, the Benefits division of 8:9 devotes particular attention to 
innovation and its leadership. 0ore specifically, one of its current purposes is to grasp 
essential characteristics of a conte[t for innovation and to develop ways in which top 
managers and direct supervisors can foster such a conte[t. In other words, the central 
variables of this dissertation ± leadership and innovation in a public sector conte[t ± are 
sufficiently present to achieve the research aims of this dissertation. )or e[ample, &hapter  
includes an e[amination of the potential impact of rulefollowing leadership on team 
innovation performance in a public sector conte[t. To draw conclusions, it must be possible 
to grasp the essence of both rulefollowing leadership and team innovation performance in 
the selected case.  
 
 5HVHDUFK PHWKRGV 
 
This section focuses on Tualitative and Tuantitative research methods and techniTues, both of 
which are employed in this study.  
 
 4XDOLWDWLYH YHUVXV TXDQWLWDWLYH UHVHDUFK PHWKRGV 
 
In the field of private management, studies of innovation and its leadership are based on 
predominantly Tuantitative methods e.g., (isenbeiss et al., 2 6omech 	 Drach=ahavy, 
2. *iven the limited attention to this relationship in public management studies, 
however, this dissertation benefits from the use of Tualitative methods *reene et al.,  
5obson, 22 TashaNNori 	 Teddlie, . Qualitative research concerns ³the 
nonnumerical e[amination and interpretation of observations, for the purpose of discovering 
the underlying meanings and patterns of relationships´ Babbie, 2 *. In contrast, 
Tuantitative research has been defined as ³the numerical representation and manipulation of 
observations for the purpose of describing and e[plaining the phenomena that those 
observations reflect´ Babbie, 2 *. Although the performance of a case study design is 
commonly assumed to call for the use of Tualitative methods Babbie, 2 *erring, 2, 
they can also allow the use of Tuantitative research methods Blatter 	 Haverland, 22. 
 According to TashaNNori and Teddlie , preferences for either Tualitative or 
Tuantitative research methods are often based on the ontological and epistemological 
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foundations of people. Although these types of foundations often overlap, ontology concerns 
ZKDW WKLQJV DUH while epistemology refers to KRZ ZH NQRZ In this regard, it has been argued 
that social constructivists build upon Tualitative research methods, while positivists rely on 
Tuantitative research methods. This would seem to imply that Tualitative research is related to 
e[ploring and understanding relationships, while Tuantitative research refers to description 
and e[planation Babbie, 2 TashaNNori 	 Teddlie, .  
However, both Tualitative and Tuantitative research methods could be conducted 
appropriately with any foundation of people or researchers *uba 	 Lincoln, . )rom 
this perspective, the methods with which researchers are familiar and the foundation that may 
lead to a particular method are less relevant than the main obMectives and Tuestions of the 
research 5obson, 22 TashaNNori 	 Teddlie, . )or e[ample, scholars Blatter 	 
Haverland, 22 *erring, 2 have emphasi]ed that Tualitative research methods are also 
appropriate for causal e[planation. 0oreover, 5obson 22 notes that Tualitative and 
Tuantitative research methods should be viewed as complementary rather than as conflicting 
methods by definition. Performing both Tualitative and Tuantitative research methods within 
a single study is considered a mi[edmethod design Bryman, 2 &aracelli 	 *reen,  
*reene et al.,  5obson, 22. The following sections describe the mi[ed methodology 
used in this study and discuss the advantages of doing so.  
 
 4XDOLWDWLYH UHVHDUFK PHWKRGV 
 
According to Babbie 2 *, Tualitative research is a fruitful method for uncovering 
relationships. )or this reason, Tualitative methods are applied to answer the first subTuestion 
in this dissertation, which is formulated as :KLFK URleV GR WRS PaQaJeUV eQYLVLRQ IRU 
WKePVelYeV aQG ZKLFK leaGeUVKLS aFWLYLWLeV GR WKe\ SeUIRUP LQ RUGeU WR IRVWeU a FlLPaWe IRU 
LQQRYaWLRQ LQ a SXblLF VeFWRU FRQWe[W" This Tuestion is intended to e[plore  the 
characteristics that top managers associate with a climate of innovation, 2 the leadership 
activities that top managers substantiate for themselves related to an innovative climate and 
 the ways in which top managers envision and conceptuali]e turbulence and comple[ity 
within the e[ternal environment e.g., political constraints, given that leadership at the 
highest hierarchical level focuses particularly on the e[ternal organi]ational environment 
9an :art, 22 2b. 
The first subTuestion of this research is investigated according to information 
obtained from semistructured interviews with 2 public managers at the highest level in the 
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hierarchy of the 8:9 Benefits division see Appendi[ A. )rom 0arch 2 until -une 
2, interviews were held with one member of the 8:9 ([ecutive Board, 2 district 
managers from the 8:9 Benefits division each responsible for a district consisting of 
appro[imately  employees, and  staff managers. Together, these participants constituted 
the division¶s top management. The average age of the respondents was almost  years, and 
more than  of the research participants were male.   
The interviews were transcribed verbatim, and 0A;QDA software was used in the 
systematic coding and analysis of the transcripts. :ith respect to the coding process 
performed in 0A;QDA, Tualitative researchers must shape the entire research process to 
ensure the validity and reliability of their research findings *uba 	 Lincoln, . In this 
conte[t, several individuals were engaged in discussions concerning interpretations of 
transcripts in the first stage of the coding process. In this process, ³difficult´ fragments were 
debated by facetoface meetings until consensus was reached. )or e[ample, one of the 
decisions made during these meetings was that a it would be necessary to distinguish between 
the activities of public managers related to formulating the mission of the organi]ation 
³articulating the mission and the vision´ and the activities of public managers related to 
providing direction to members of the organi]ation ³strategic planning´. The fact that only 
one researcher performed the full coding tasNs, however, obviously maNes it impossible to 
determine 6cott¶s Pi or any other intercoder reliability score. The trustworthiness of the 
Tualitative analyses ± as presented in &hapter  of this study ± is thus limited to some e[tent.  
 
 4XDQWLWDWLYH UHVHDUFK PHWKRGV 
 
)ollowing Babbie 2 *, Tuantitative research is well suited for testing and e[plaining 
relationships. )or this reason, Tuantitative research methods were used to answer the second 
and third subTuestions of this dissertation. The second subTuestion is as follows TR ZKaW 
e[WeQW GReV UXleIRllRZLQJ leaGeUVKLS LQIlXeQFe WKe LQQRYaWLRQ SeUIRUPaQFe RI WeaPV LQ a 
SXblLF VeFWRU FRQWe[W" The main purpose of the second subTuestion is to e[amine the 
potential effects of this type of leadership in this conte[t. The third subTuestion is 
formulated as follows TR ZKaW e[WeQW LV VeUYaQW leaGeUVKLS UelaWeG WR ePSlR\ee LQQRYaWLRQ 
SeUIRUPaQFe aQG ePSlR\ee MRb SeUIRUPaQFe LQ a SXblLF VeFWRU FRQWe[W" This subTuestion is 
intended to investigate any relationship of servant leadership to employee innovation 
performance and employee Mob performance in a public sector conte[t. 
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The subTuestions are e[amined according to a multisource survey design. The use of 
multisource data reduces the liNelihood of common source bias significantly )avero 	 
BullocN, 2 -aNobsen 	 -ensen, 2 0eier 	 2¶Toole, 2. The first survey, which 
was launched in -anuary 2, involved a Tuestionnaire administered to all , employees 
of the 8:9 Benefits division. Before the Tuestionnaire was distributed, the public managers 
who participated in the Tualitative analysis introduced the study to all employees by email. 
The survey remained open for three weeNs. Three individuali]ed email reminders were sent 
during these three weeNs, in order to ma[imi]e the response rate. In all, 2, employees 
2 responded to the survey. Items on the Tuestionnaire concerned the individual 
characteristics of employees and the rulefollowing leadership activities and servant 
leadership activities of their direct supervisors.  
5ulefollowing leadership activities were measured see Appendi[ B according to the 
validated scale developed by Tummers and .nies 2. (mployees were asNed to rate four 
items along a LiNertscale ranging from  strongly disagree to  strongly agree. The 
following is an e[ample of the items included in this scale ³0y team manager emphasi]es to 
me and my colleagues that it is important to follow the law.´ The overall &ronbach¶s alpha 
score was .. In order to investigate rulefollowing leadership activities of supervisors, 
items regarding these leadership activities should be aggregated from the individual level to 
the team level *eorge 	 -ames, . )or the purpose of this dissertation, data were 
aggregated only for items having response rates of at least  per team and a minimum of 
two respondents per team. Two different analyses were conducted in order to determine 
whether the data structures were statistically adeTuate for aggregation. )irst, according to a 
oneway randomeffects analysis of variance, the I&& values for rulefollowing leadership 
activities were .2, and the I&&2 values for rulefollowing leadership activities were .. 
These results indicate Liao 	 &huang, 2 that rulefollowing leadership activities 
differed between teams p  .. 6econd, acceptable withinteam agreement is needed in 
order to Mustify using the team average as an indicator of rulefollowing leadership activities 
rwg -ames et al., . The score of . suggests a good level of withingroup interrater 
agreement -ames et al., , thus Mustifying aggregation for rulefollowing leadership 
activities.  
6ervant leadership activities were measured according to the validated scale 
developed by 9an DierendoncN and 1uiMten 2. (mployees were asNed to rate all  
items see Appendi[ & along a LiNert scale ranging from  strongly disagree to  strongly 
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agree. Table .2 provides an overview of the overall &ronbach¶s alpha scores for the eight 
dimensions of servant leadership, along with e[ample items. 
 
Table .: 0HDVXULQJ VHUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS 
'LPHQVLRQ 2YHUDOO 
&URQEDFK¶V DOSKD 
VFRUH 
([DPSOH LWHP 
(mpowering  
 items 
.2 0y team manager helps me to further develop 
myself 
6tanding bacN 
 items 
. 0y team manager Neeps himherself in the 
bacNground and gives credit to others 
Accountability 
 items 
. 0y team manager holds me responsible for 
the worN I carry out 
)orgiveness 
 items 
. 0y team manager Neeps critici]ing people for 
mistaNes they have made in their worN 
reverse coded 
&ourage 
2 items 
. 0y team manager taNes risNs and does what 
needs to be done in hisher view 
Authenticity  
 items 
. 0y team manager is open about hisher 
limitations and weaNness 
Humility 
 items 
. 0y team manager learns from criticism 
6tewardship 
 items 
. 0y team manager emphasi]es the societal 
responsibility of our worN 
 
In 0ay 2, a separate survey was conducted among 2 supervisors, in order to 
collect data regarding team innovation performance, employee innovation performance, and 
employee Mob performance for similar approaches in public administration, see Hassan 	 
HatmaNer, 2 :right et al., forthcoming. The 2, respondents who completed the first 
survey were employees who reported directly to these supervisors. In the second 
Tuestionnaire, the supervisors rated the innovation performance of the team and the 
innovation and Mob performance of their direct subordinates, in addition to providing 
information about their own personal characteristics. As in the first survey, the supervisors 
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had three weeNs to complete the survey, and up to three individual email reminders were sent. 
In all, 2 supervisors  responded.  
In the supervisory survey, team innovation performance was assessed see appendi[ 
B using four items adapted from Anderson and :est . 6upervisors were asNed to rate 
each item along a LiNertscale ranging from  strongly disagree to  strongly agree. The 
following is an e[ample of the items included in this scale ³0y team gives little 
consideration to new and alternative methods and procedures for doing their worN´ reverse 
coded. The overall &ronbach¶s alpha score was .. (mployee innovation performance and 
employee Mob performance were measured in the supervisor survey, each according to four 
items developed and validated by :elbourne and colleagues . 6upervisors were asNed 
to rate each item see appendi[ & along a LiNert scale ranging from  needs much 
improvement to  e[cellent in response to the following Tuestion ³How would you assess 
employee ;;; on the following dimensions"´ The following is an e[ample of the items 
included in the innovation performance scale ³&oming up with new ideas.´ An e[ample of 
items included in the Mob performance scale is ³Quantity of worN output.´ The overall 
&ronbach¶s alpha scores for the two scales were . innovation performance and . Mob 
performance. 
To isolate main effects, several variables were included as control variables. :ith 
regard to the second subTuestion, the age and tenure of teams were included as control 
variables by collecting information about age and tenure of team members. Tenure was 
indicated along a fivepoint scale with the following values  ± years, 2 ± years,  
± years,  ±2 years, and  longer than 2 years. In light of the third sub
Tuestion, control variables were also included for several personal characteristics of the 
respondents gender, age, educational level  primary education, 2 secondary education,  
intermediate vocational education,  higher education,  university education, and tenure 
 ± years, 2 ± years,  ± years,  ±2,  longer than 2 years. :hen using 
ratings provided by supervisors, it is important to control for the personal characteristics of 
the supervisors as well, as their individual beliefs and orientations are liNely to affect their 
ratings of performance Bommer et al.,  )o[ 	 Bi]man, . )or this reason, control 
variables were included for the gender, age, education, and tenure of individual supervisors in 
both Tuantitative studies, measuring educational level and tenure in the same manner used for 
employees. 
)inally, the data from the first survey were linNed to those of the second survey. The 
resulting dataset, which was used to answer the second subTuestion, comprised responses 
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from  employees in  different teams. The average number of participants per team was 
. 6D   ., ranging from 2 to 2 participants per team. The average response rate per 
team was . The average age of employees in the final sample was . years 6D   . 
years, and 2 of them nested in teams were female. The dataset used to address the third 
subTuestion contained responses from  employees. 
 
 0L[HG PHWKRGV 
 
Although single methods were used to investigate the three subTuestions addressed in this 
study, the overall research can be defined as a mi[edmethod design. 6uch designs have 
crucial benefits compared to the use of a single research method *reene et al.,  
5obson, 22 TashaNNori 	 Teddlie, .  
)irst, Tualitative and Tuantitative methods are conducted in a complementary way to 
e[amine different elements of the potential relationship between leadership and innovation in 
a public sector conte[t. As depicted in the main research Tuestion, this research attempts to 
identify the e[tent to which leadership and innovation i.e., a climate for innovation and 
innovation performance are related in a public sector conte[t. It is also aimed at identifying 
strategies of leadership designed to accelerate innovation. In addition to uncovering 
relationships, therefore, this study tests and e[plains the impact of leadership on innovation. 
To meet these research aims, this study conducts both Tualitative and Tuantitative research 
methods. Qualitative research methods are appropriate for e[ploring and identifying the 
reasons underlying relationships between leadership and innovation in a public sector conte[t 
)lyvberg, 2. :hile Tuantitative research methods are well suited for testing 
relationships between these variables, they are less appropriate for uncovering the 
mechanisms for relationships Babbie, 2 *reene et al., . 0i[edmethods designs 
thus provide a strategy for combining the strengths of the two different research methods 
Bryman, 2.  
8sing both Tualitative and Tuantitative research methods in this dissertation also leads 
to the possibility of methodological triangulation of findings Babbie, 2 *reene et al., 
 TashaNNori 	 Teddlie, . In the social sciences, methodological triangulation 
concerns the use of two or more methods to e[amine a potential connection between 
different variables 5obson, 22. Triangulation thus refers to the application and 
combination of several research methods in a study of the same phenomenon, thereby 
facilitating the validation of research through crossverification from two or more sources 
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*reene et al., . If the same result is produced by different methods, this increases 
confidence in that result. 5esearchers combine multiple research methods in order to 
overcome the weaNnesses, intrinsic biases, or other problems associated with single methods. 
2ne implication of the advantages emerging from methodological triangulation could thus be 
that research Tuestions should be answered in different, and sometimes conflicting, ways.   
 
 &RQFOXVLRQ DQG GLVFXVVLRQ 
 
In the interest of internal validity, this research follows a case study design by investigating 
potential relationships between leadership and innovation in a single public organi]ation. 
*iven that all three empirical studies included in this research are embedded within the same 
organi]ation i.e., the 8:9 Benefits division, it is possible to conduct indepth 
investigations. Although the main purpose of this dissertation is not to compare the outcomes 
of the different studies, similarities between the studies increase the e[tent which research 
results can be compared across the individual studies. Another implication of adopting a case 
study design is therefore that the e[ternal validity is limited in order to ensure internal 
validity. 1evertheless, the findings are generali]ed in an analytical way by e[ploring, testing, 
and e[plaining relationships concerning the role that leadership plays in innovation i.e., a 
climate for innovation and innovation performance within a public sector conte[t. To this 
end, the research relies on analytic generali]ation, such that it does not draw inferences from 
data to a given population. Instead, it compares the research findings of one case study to 
e[isting theories. 
 The research consists of three studies, each of which is aimed at one empirical sub
Tuestion, thus addressing a different hierarchical level within the 8:9 Benefits division. 
The three studies are nevertheless interconnected, as they were conducted in the same 
organi]ation. In its essence, the organi]ation e[amined in this study is subMect to conflicting 
demands from its staNeholders, and it e[ists within an increasingly competitive environment. 
)or e[ample, the challenges facing the 8:9 Benefits division include the necessity of 
coping with competing demands for consistency and control, in addition to the myriad 
legislative changes that consume the time and energy of managers and employees. In 
response to these conflicting demands, the 8:9 Benefits division launched a program of 
organi]ational development entitled ³&ontinuous Improvement´ in 2. The program was 
intended to enhance innovativeness within the organi]ation by encouraging the development 
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of new insights, Nnowledge, and sNills. It reflects the high level of importance that the 
selected organi]ation attaches to innovation in response to conflicting demands. 
 The central research Tuestion was addressed with mi[ed methods. 8sing both 
Tualitative and Tuantitative methods has crucial advantages, because  they are 
complementary and 2 they allow methodological triangulation, which enhances the validity 
of research. In addition, multiple data sources and different research techniTues were used to 
answer the main research Tuestion. The Tualitative study which relates to the first sub
Tuestion relied on semistructured interviews with managers at the top level of the selected 
public organi]ation, while the two Tuantitative studies which address the second and third 
subTuestions were building upon a multisource survey design focusing on the team and 
individual level of the organi]ation, respectively.  
However, the use of different research methods may decrease the possibility of 
precise crosschecNing the findings obtained. )or e[ample, the impact of the e[ternal 
environment of the selected public organi]ation is e[amined only with Tualitative methods 
and thus not with Tuantitative methods. The final chapter of this dissertation therefore 
contains a discussion on the methodological triangulation of results, as crosschecNing 
research findings is not fully possible. 
Another limitation is the crosssectional character of both the Tualitative and 
Tuantitative research methods, as all data are collected at one single point in time. This poses 
an important threat to internal validity Babbie, 2, as heavy reliance on a crosssectional 
research design challenges the liNely direction of causality -ilNe et al., 2. In the 
Tualitative study, top managers may have neglecting information about their leadership 
activities while the process of developing enhanced innovativeness was ongoing within the 
selected public organi]ation. In the Tuantitative studies, employees who had received high 
ratings on their innovation performance might have been allowed more autonomy in their 
worN by their direct supervisors ³reverse causality´. As such, any causal relationships 
identified in this dissertation, moving from leadership to innovation are based only on 
theoretical insights rather than on empirical observations. Ideally, research should be 
longitudinal or e[perimental in nature, such that information about research variables is 
gained at different points in time. The research methods used in this dissertation thus provide 
only limited insights about causality.  
 An overview of the case selection, research methods, and techniTues of the three 
empirical studies is depicted in Table .. 
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Table .: 2YHUYLHZ RI WKH WKUHH HPSLULFDO VWXGLHV 
6XETXHVWLRQ 6HOHFWHG FDVH 5HVHDUFK PHWKRG 7HFKQLTXHV &KDSWHU 
:hich roles do top 
managers envision 
for themselves, and 
which leadership 
activities do they 
perform in order to 
foster a climate for 
innovation in a public 
sector conte[t" 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The 8:9 
Benefits 
division 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Qualitative method 
Interviews held with 
2 top managers from 
0arch 2 until 
-une 2 
&oding 
interview 
transcripts 
in 
0A;QDA 
&hapter  
To what e[tent does 
rulefollowing 
leadership influence 
the innovation 
performance of teams 
in a public sector 
conte[t" 
Quantitative method 
A survey among 
, employees 
launched in -anuary 
2, followed by 
another survey among 
2 supervisors in 
0ay 2 
Data 
aggregation 
in 6P66 and 
structural 
eTuation 
modeling in 
0plus 
&hapter  
To what e[tent is 
servant leadership 
related to employee 
innovation 
performance and 
employee Mob 
performance in a 
public sector conte[t" 
Quantitative method 
A survey among 
, employees 
launched in -anuary 
2, followed by 
another survey among 
2 supervisors in 
0ay 2 
6tructural 
eTuation 
modeling in 
0plus 
&hapter  
 
The three empirical studies also differ with regard to conceptual range. Although each 
of the three studies focus on the role that leadership plays in innovation within a public sector 
conte[t, the theoretical frameworN underlying these studies varies across &hapter  through 
&hapter . The study presented in &hapter  is aimed at e[ploring connections between 
leadership activities on the part of top managers and a climate for innovation at the 
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RUJDQL]DWLRQDO OHYHO. It also e[amines the impact of the distinct e[ternal environment of the 
public organi]ation that is e[amined. In &hapter , relationships between rulefollowing 
leadership and innovation performance at the WHDP OHYHO are analy]ed. The study discussed in 
&hapter  tests and e[plains the ways in which servant leadership is related to employee 
innovation performance and employee Mob performance at the LQGLYLGXDO OHYHO. (ach of these 
chapters thus e[pand the conceptual scope. )igure . outlines the theoretical focus of the 
empirical studies presented in &hapters  through . 
 
)LJXUe .1 2YHUYLHZ RI WKH WKHRUHWLFDO IRFXV RI WKH WKUHH VWXGLHV 
 
 
2rgani]ational level 
                                                             
  &hapter  6ubTuestion  
 
 
Team level 
                                                             
&hapter  6ubTuestion 2 
 
 
 
Individual level 
                                                            
&hapter  6ubTuestion 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chapter 4 
Fostering a climate for innovation in a public 
sector context: the role of Leadership 
activities on the part of top managers
 
$EVWUDFW 
 
*iven the challenges facing public organi]ations, the ability to innovate is becoming an 
increasingly important issue. The selected case for this study ± The 8:9 Benefits division ± 
e[ists within an increasingly competitive environment, in which a climate for innovation is 
essential to shortterm success and longterm survival. In addition, this case study e[amines 
the real competing demands for consistency and control that reduce the liNelihood of a 
conte[t for innovation, along with other challenges, including the myriad legislative changes 
that consume the time and energy of managers. As revealed in semistructured interviews, the 
managers participating in this study are aware of these tensions. The study in this chapter 
elaborates on their views and the ways in which their leadership activities cope with and 
adapt to these issues. The results indicate the need for a balance between standardi]ed 
efficiency, consistency and risN aversion, as well as a need for innovation, process re
engineering and mission adMustment. 
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The dissertation has argued that public organi]ations face uniTue risNs 9an :art, 2b. 
This has been particularly evident throughout the current economic downturn, which has 
resulted in shrinNing budgets and rising public e[penditures. These organi]ations are facing 
increasing, but unpredictable, demands on their services, in addition to public scrutiny with 
regard to how ta[es are spent. At the same time, public staNeholders citi]ens, ta[ payers, 
service users, and consumers, as well as the media and nongovernmental organi]ations are 
becoming increasingly vocal in their e[pectations regarding improvements in performance. 
The drive to provide greater value for the ta[ money spent has therefore become an important 
challenge for public organi]ations. 
2ne strategy for meeting this challenge involves encouraging innovation, which is 
regarded as a core competence that public organi]ations need in order to perform effectively 
within a challenging and rapidly changing environment e.g., Bysted 	 Hansen, 2 
2sborne 	 Brown, 2 :alNer, 2. )or e[ample, increased innovativeness has been 
associated with improvements in public organi]ations with regard to legitimacy, public 
services, and responsiveness to the demands of citi]ens and staNeholders BeNNers et al., 
2.   
Although results are becoming more nuanced Bysted 	 Hansen, 2, public sector 
organi]ations are not Nnown for their ability to innovate Damanpour 	 6chneider, 2, 
especially in times of economic crisis and scarcity. In fact, current economic circumstances 
are e[erting pressure for higher levels of accountability and control, which may be e[pected 
to increase the level of centrali]ation and formali]ation in public organi]ations Antonsen 	 
-orgensen, . In addition, public organi]ations have a monopoly on the production of 
specific public services BeNNers et al., 2. Because they do not compete with others, 
these organi]ations have little incentive to innovate. Although enhanced innovativeness has 
been identified as crucial to the shortterm success and longterm survival of public 
organi]ations in the contemporary world, innovation does not necessarily come naturally to 
public organi]ations. 
:ith the goal of fostering innovation in a public sector conte[t, the study in this 
chapter investigates how leadership is e[erted at the highest organi]ational level. This topic is 
important, given that top managers are liNely to play a significant role in some cases, the 
most important role in influencing the attitudes and behavior of employees and affecting 
organi]ational culture in public organi]ations 9an :art, 2. 0oreover, as argued by 
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Damanpour and 6chneider 2 , ³public administrators and business managers aliNe 
can influence worNers¶ motivation and Mob satisfaction, create a worN and social climate >«@ 
to improve morale, and encourage and reward innovation and change.´ 6imilarly, as noted by 
)ernande] and :ise 2 , leadership at the highest organi]ational level can facilitate 
³the changes in culture and organi]ational climate that are envisioned by ³reinventers.´ 
The study in this chapter thus emphasi]es the crucial importance of enhancing 
innovation to the ability of organi]ations in a public sector conte[t to cope with uniTue risNs 
and conflicting demands. The main purpose of the study presented in this chapter is to 
e[plore the roles that top managers envision for themselves and the leadership activities they 
perform in order to foster a climate for innovation of the 8:9 Benefits division. According 
to private management scholars Anderson 	 :est,  6chumpeter, 2 6omech 	 
Drach=ahavy, 2, an innovative climate refers to common perceptions about the desired 
practices, procedures, and behaviors that promote new combinations of e[isting resources. 
In line with the aim of the study in this chapter, the research Tuestion that will be 
addressed is as follows :KLFK URleV GR WRS PaQaJeUV eQYLVLRQ IRU WKePVelYeV aQG ZKLFK 
leaGeUVKLS aFWLYLWLeV GR WKe\ SeUIRUP LQ RUGeU WR IRVWeU a FlLPaWe IRU LQQRYaWLRQ LQ a SXblLF 
VeFWRU FRQWe[W" *iven that leadership at the highest organi]ational level focuses particularly 
on the e[ternal organi]ational environment 9an :art, 22 2b, this study devotes 
special attention to the ways in which top managers envision and conceptuali]e turbulence 
and comple[ity within the environment of their division when linNages of top managers¶ 
initiatives with a climate for innovation are investigated. 
:hereas innovative climate has received considerable attention in the private 
literature e.g. Anderson 	 :est,  6omech 	 Drach=ahavy, 2, very limited 
attention has been paid to the empirical e[amination of such climates within a specific 
conte[t of the public sector e.g. 0oolenaar, Daly, 	 6leegers, 2. This is surprising, 
given the important role that it is currently playing for public organi]ations. The study in this 
chapter addresses this gap, in addition to investigating an important antecedent of innovative 
climate by analy]ing the influence of leadership activities of top managers in this regard. 6o, 
this chapter maNes a theoretical contribution to an important topic in the public management 
literature fostering a climate for innovation in public sector organi]ations. 
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 7KHRUHWLFDO IUDPHZRUN 
 
In line with the main focus of this dissertation, this section presents a theoretical e[ploration 
of what top managers should do in order to foster a climate for innovation in a public sector 
conte[t.  
 
 7KH OHDGHUVKLS DFWLYLWLHV RI WRS PDQDJHUV DQG WKH H[WHUQDO RUJDQL]DWLRQDO 
HQYLURQPHQW 
 
Although entire booN chapters are spent to discuss different definitions of leadership Bass 	 
Bass, 2, one common perspective in such booN chapters is to define leadership by its 
ability to influence others 9an :art, 2b . In line with µt Hart 2, this chapter 
therefore defines the leadership of top managers as a particular set of activities and 
interactions to influence others, which is in line with the behavioral approach to leadership 
<uNl, 2. In this approach, the focus is on what leaders actually GR. 9an :art 22 
2 identifies seven types of leadership activities for top managers see Table ..  
:ith regard to these leadership activities, 9an :art emphasi]es 22 2b that 
top managers devote particular attention to the e[ternal organi]ational environment, as 
evidenced in the activities of scanning the environment, and networNing and partnering. In 
this chapter, therefore, special attention is paid to the ways in which top managers envision 
and conceptuali]e turbulence and comple[ity in the e[ternal environment, given that the 
environment influences the management of public organi]ations see 5ainey, 2. This 
research defines the e[ternal environment as ³the relevant physical and social factors that are 
located outside of the boundaries of the organi]ation and have a bearing on the decision
maNing processes and organi]ational behavior of actors within the organi]ation´ 9an der 
9oet et al., 2 2. The environment of public organi]ations is often assumed to be 
relatively turbulent and comple[ 5ainey, 2 :alNer, 2. The degree of turbulence and 
comple[ity is determined by three factors in the organi]ational environment on which public 
organi]ations are dependent Duncan, 2. 2ne environmental factor that increases 
turbulence and comple[ity is the diversity of relevant staNeholders. Public organi]ations 
interact with a great variety of staNeholders, including clients, partners, suppliers, and 
political superiors Boyne, 22 . Instability is a second factor. 0echanisms of public 
accountability in the environment often result in a continuous process of pressure from and 
change in policy Bo]eman,  2. Political superiors, the media, and citi]ens often 
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scrutini]e public organi]ations 5ainey, 2. )inally, environmental turbulence and 
comple[ity in public organi]ations can be due to openness Antonsen 	 -orgensen,  
2. It is relatively easy for staNeholders to influence public organi]ations. )or e[ample, 
empirical evidence has indicated that public organi]ations ³are influenced by users, the 
parent ministry, politicians, professional organi]ations, the media, the public, the employees¶ 
trade unions, and other public organi]ations´ Antonsen 	 -orgensen,  .  
 
Table .1: /HDGHUVKLS DFWLYLWLHV RI WRS PDQDJHUV EDVHG RQ 9DQ :DUW   
/HDGHUVKLS DFWLYLW\ 'HILQLWLRQ 
6canning the 
environment 
&areful monitoring of an organi]ation¶s e[ternal environment to 
detect early signs of opportunities and threats that may influence 
its current and future plans 
6trategic planning 6etting priorities and communicating the actions needed to 
achieve those priorities 
Articulating the 
mission and the vision 
([plaining why the organi]ation e[ists mission and what 
defines its character and ethos vision 
1etworNing and 
partnering 
1etworNing focuses on meeting e[ternal staNeholders and 
benefiting from those relationships, while partnering implies 
worNing together with the goal of combining strengths in relevant 
domains. 
Performing general 
management functions 
)unctions including coordination, staffing and delegation 
Decision maNing 6electing a logical choice from the available options by 
determining the positive and negative characteristics of each 
option and considering all the alternatives 
0anaging 
organi]ational change 
)acilitating the transition of individuals, teams, and organi]ations 
to a desired future state 
 
 $ FOLPDWH IRU LQQRYDWLRQ LQ SXEOLF RUJDQL]DWLRQV 
 
0any scholars have argued the importance of climate dimensions for innovation, given that 
innovations are often unsuccesfull or not implemented e.g. (isenbeiss et al., 2 6arros et 
al., 2. 0ore specifically, as argued by Baer and )rese 2 , an organi]ational 
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climate is needed in which people feel safe to taNe interpersonal risNs, are encouraged to 
develop new ideas and openly discuss problems in order to innovate. Therefore, the study in 
this chapter focuses on the organi]ational conte[t of a climate for innovation Anderson 	 
:est, .  
In line with scholars Anderson 	 :est,  6chumpeter, 2 6omech 	 Drach
=ahavy, 2, an innovative climate refers to common perceptions about the desired 
practices, procedures, and behaviors that promote new combinations of e[isting resources. 
0ore specifically, an innovative climate is characteri]ed by employees who help and support 
each other, teams and departments that worN together, and the e[change of promising ideas 
IsaNsen 	 ANNermans, 2. An innovative climate also encourages risNtaNing behavior, 
as it helps to advance new ideas IsaNsen 	 ANNermans, 2.  
6everal instruments have been designed for assessing the internal environment of an 
organi]ation with regard to innovation. In a review, 0athisen and (inarsen 2 2 
identify the following instruments the 6iegel 6cale of 6upport for Innovation 666I 6iegel 
	 .aemmerer, , .(<6 Amabile et al., , the &reative &limate Questionnaire 
&&Q (Nvall, , the Team &limate Inventory T&I Anderson 	 :est, , and the 
6ituational 2utlooN Questionnaire 62Q IsaNsen et al., . In terms of Tuality, 0athisen 
and (inarsen conclude that the reliability and validity of the 66&I and the &&Q could be 
called into Tuestion 2 22. They further note that .(<6 focuses specifically on a 
climate of creativity, and not of innovation 2 2, and that the T&I instrument is liNely 
to be particularly useful for studies of a more Tuantitative nature 2 . This research 
has therefore adopted the 62Q. To date, the application of the 62Q has been limited to the 
e[amination of private organi]ations 0athisen 	 (inarsen, 2 2. To our Nnowledge, 
this study is the first to apply it within a public conte[t. 
Drawing on information obtained with the 62Q, IsaNsen and ANNermans 2 argue 
that a climate of innovation is characteri]ed by several dimensions see Table .2. 
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Table . 'LPHQVLRQV RI DQ LQQRYDWLYH FOLPDWH EDVHG RQ ,VDNVHQ DQG $NNHUPDQV  
 
'LPHQVLRQ 'HILQLWLRQ 
&hallenge  
Involvement 
The degree to which people are involved in daily operations, longterm 
goals, and visions 
)reedom The degree of independence and capacity for individual discretion 
Trust2penness The degree of emotional safety in relationships greater trustopenness 
maNes people more comfortable sharing ideas 
Idea time The amount of time people can and do use for elaborating new ideas 
Playfulness  
Humor 
The presence of a rela[ed atmosphere and spontaneity, which is important 
for developing new ideas 
&onflicts The presence of personal and emotional tensions, which implies 
discussing and confronting new insights 
Idea support The degree to which ideas and suggestions are received in an attentive and 
professional manner 
Debates The e[change of different voices and points of view in order to develop 
new ideas 
5isNtaNing The e[tent to which people can maNe decisions even without certainty or 
all of the information desired 
 
(ven though developing a climate of innovation in public organi]ations is arguably a 
crucial factor for public organi]ations, it is not a foregone conclusion that public 
organi]ations will have such a climate, particularly given the turbulence and comple[ity in 
their environment. The µpublicness¶ of the environment generally demands high levels of 
accountability and control, thereby resulting in higher levels of centrali]ation and 
formali]ation, as compared to organi]ations in the private sector Antonsen 	 -orgensen, 
 Boyne, 22 Bo]eman 	 Bretschneider, . *iven that public organi]ations often 
face pressure to develop climates that are anything but innovative, insight is needed into how 
organi]ations in a public sector conte[t can foster a climate for innovation.  
This study e[plores and analyses how the leadership activities of top managers might 
bolster an innovative climate in a public sector conte[t Damanpour 	 6chneider, 2  
)ernande] 	 :ise, 2  9an :art, 2. )or e[ample, scanning the environment 
entails the careful monitoring of the organi]ation¶s e[ternal environment by detecting early 
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signs of opportunities and threats that may influence its current and future obMectives 9an 
:art, 22. :hen top managers detect early signs of opportunities and threats, they are 
liNely to create incentives for employees to develop new ideas for taNing advantage of 
opportunities and coping with threats.  
 
 )LQGLQJV 
 
The findings in this chapter are based on semistructured interviews with 2 public managers 
spanning the highest level in the hierarchy of the 8:9 Benefits division for a discussion 
concerning the method used in this chapter, see &hapter . The interviews are transcribed 
verbatim. 0A;QDA software is used in the systematic coding and analysis of the transcripts 
see Table ..  
 
Table .: 7KH FRGHV XVHG LQ 0$;4'$ IRU H[SORULQJ DQG H[DPLQLQJ WKH PDLQ FRQFHSWV 
7XUEXOHQFH DQG FRPSOH[LW\ LQ WKH RUJDQL]DWLRQDO HQYLURQPHQW 
)DFWRU &RGHV 
9ariety of staNeholders 1umbers, roles, activities, tasNs, responsibilities 
Instability Pressure, policy changes, disturbances, interruption, 
tumult, clash 
2penness Influence, impact, effects, developments 
,QQRYDWLRQ 
'LPHQVLRQ RI D FOLPDWH IRU 
LQQRYDWLRQ 
&RGHV 
&hallengeInvolvement 0eaningfulness, commitment, intrinsically motivated, 
)reedom Independence, autonomy, discretion, individualism 
Trust2penness 0utual respect, sharing of credit, openness, franNness 
Idea time Developing, elaborating, creating, thinNing, e[ploring, 
worN on 
PlayfulnessHumor 6pontaneity, ease, MoNing, laughing, rela[ing, humor 
&onflict Tension, slander, gossip, critici]ing, interpersonal 
warfare 
Idea support Helping, bacNing up, assisting, sustaining  
Debate Disagreement, discussion, conversation, dialogue, talN 
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5isNtaNing 8ncertainty, ambiguity, new initiatives, risNs, failures, 
unNnown outcomes, gambling, mistaNes  
/HDGHUVKLS DFWLYLWLHV RI WRS PDQDJHUV 
$FWLYLW\ &RGHV 
6canning the environment Actors, representatives, monitoring, forecasting, 
assessing  
6trategic planning Direction, strategy, future, actions, longterm, values  
Articulating the mission and the 
vision 
Purpose, view, mission, message, obMectives, targets, 
tactics  
1etworNing and partnering 5elationships, common goal, partnerships, collaboration, 
e[changing 
Performing general 
management functions 
1eeds of employees, empowering, encouraging, twoway 
communication patterns  
Decision maNing &hoices, opportunities, deciding, determining 
0anaging organi]ational 
change 
&oordinating, managing, directing, controlling, 
regulating 
 
As shown in Table ., the codes developed in 0A;QDA relate to the main concepts 
addressed in this study, in addition to helping to e[plore and clarify possible relationships 
between these concepts.  
The presentation of the findings starts by e[amining the ways in which top managers 
interpret their environment in terms of the variety of staNeholders, instability, and openness 
9an :art, 22 2b. Then, interpretations about innovative climate, based on the 
dimensions proposed by IsaNsen and ANNermans 2, are discussed. )inally, 
considerations about the roles that top managers envision for themselves and the leadership 
activities they perform to foster a climate for innovation are showed. These considerations 
center on the leadership activities proposed by 9an :art 22 2. 
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 3HUFHSWLRQV RI WRS PDQDJHUV UHJDUGLQJ WXUEXOHQFH DQG FRPSOH[LW\ LQ WKH 
RUJDQL]DWLRQDO HQYLURQPHQW  
 
This section investigates the ways in which top managers consider turbulence and comple[ity 
in the e[ternal environment with regard to the variety of staNeholders and the level of 
instability and openness. 
 
9DULHW\ RI VWDNHKROGHUV The managers participating in this study noted that the 8:9 
Benefits division currently interacts with a wide variety of staNeholders, including 
municipalities, trade unions, political entities, and organi]ations for employers and for 
employees. (ach of these staNeholders pursues uniTue organi]ational goals with regard to the 
8:9 Benefits division, and these goals are sometimes in conflict with each other. )or 
e[ample, the managers defined several staNeholders as competitors of the division, in that 
these staNeholders would also liNe to also offer public services that are currently performed 
by the 8:9 Benefits division. In this regard, one district manager noted 
 
+RZHYHU \RX ORRN DW LW LQ WKH SROLWLFDO DUHQD WKHUH DUH FRPSHWLWRUV OLNH VRFLDO 
LQVXUDQFH EDQNV DQG PXQLFLSDOLWLHV ,Q SROLWLFDO GLVFXVVLRQV LW LV DOZD\V SRVVLEOH WR 
ILQG UHDVRQV IRU WUDQVIHUULQJ WDVNV IURP WKH 8:9 %HQHILWV GLYLVLRQ WR WKHVH 
FRPSHWLWRUV    
 
This manager further e[pressed that the division must regularly cope with conflicting goals 
within its environment, due to the wide variety of e[ternal staNeholders. 
 
,QVWDELOLW\ 0any of the managers referred to the instability that has emerged within the 
environment of the 8:9 Benefits division due to the continuous process of change in 
legislation and regulations on the part of the Dutch national government. These changes 
regularly affect the legislative domain of the division. As such, it must constantly cope with 
pressure to change in response to new legislation and regulations. As e[plained by one of the 
managers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:H DUH FRQVWDQWO\ FKDQJLQJ ,W LV QRW RXU DLP WR FKDQJH EXW WKH OHJLVODWXUH LV IRUFLQJ 
XV WR LQQRYDWH :H DUH FRQIURQWHG ZLWK  OHJLVODWLYH FKDQJHV SHU \HDU VRPH VPDOOHU 
DQG VRPH ODUJHU 7KDW¶V D ORW ,W¶V HQRUPRXV $V D UHVXOW ZH DUH FRQVWDQWO\ KDYLQJ WR 
FRPH XS ZLWK QHZ LQLWLDWLYHV 
 
As illustrated by this statement, the ongoing pressure caused by continuous change within the 
division¶s legislative domain maNes it necessary to develop new sNills and enhance the 
available e[pertise. 
 
%XIIHU UROH The 8:9 Benefits division must constantly manage environmental turbulence 
and comple[ity in order to avoid situations involving unacceptable demands. The 8:9 
([ecutive Board of 8:9 mitigates the variety of staNeholders and instability, thus 
functioning as a µbuffer¶ between the e[ternal organi]ational environment and the 8:9 
Benefits division. This buffer role limits the amount of turbulence and comple[ity 
confronting the division¶s top managers, essentially shielding them from the effects of the 
variety of staNeholders and instability. As indicated by one district manager 
 
,Q P\ RSLQLRQ ZH KDUGO\ HYHU GHDO ZLWK H[WHUQDO VWDNHKROGHUV 7KH RQO\ WKLQJ , QRWLFH 
ZLWK UHJDUG WR H[WHUQDO VWDNHKROGHUV« ,Q IDFW ZH KDYH RQO\ RQH VWDNHKROGHU WKH 
0LQLVWU\ RI 6RFLDO $IIDLUV DQG (PSOR\PHQW  
 
This statement clearly illustrates the buffer role played by the 8:9 ([ecutive Board in 
limiting the implications of e[ternal staNeholders for the 8:9 Benefits division, which 
essentially has only one important staNeholder.  
 
1HHG IRU LQQRYDWLRQ Despite the buffer role of the 8:9 ([ecutive Board, the managers 
participating in this study emphasi]ed the continuing need for innovation in order to 
accommodate environmental turbulence and comple[ity. This is necessary, as the 8:9 
Benefits division is simultaneously facing massive cutbacNs and increasing demands from 
political superiors and citi]ens. The ability to innovate is thus crucial to the division, as it 
could strengthen and facilitate the development of new insights, Nnowledge, and sNills. As 
e[plained by a staff manager and a district manager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:H KDYH WR VDYH PRQH\ 7KHVH VDYLQJV FDQQRW EH UHDOL]HG E\ LQFUHPHQWDO FKDQJHV DQG 
LPSURYHPHQWV :H QHHG WR LPSOHPHQW PDMRU FKDQJHV LQ RUGHU WR PDLQWDLQ RXU OHYHO RI 
RXU VHUYLFH SURYLVLRQ ZLWK OHVV PRQH\ 
 
7KH FXUUHQW SROLWLFDO FRQWH[W LV XQVWDEOH DV D UHVXOW RI PDQ\ JRYHUQPHQWDO FKDQJHV 
)XUWKHUPRUH ZH DUH IDFLQJ DQ HFRQRPLF FULVLV 7DNHQ WRJHWKHU WKLV UHVXOWV LQ D ODUJH 
QXPEHU RI OHJLVODWLYH FKDQJHV DQG D KLJK OHYHO RI SUHVVXUH DQG GHPDQGV RQ RXU 
RUJDQL]DWLRQ 
 
These two statements underscore the need for maMor innovations in order to guarantee both 
the shortterm success and the longterm survival of the 8:9 Benefits division. 
At first sight, the Tualitative data presented above appear to indicate that top managers 
must often cope with turbulence and comple[ity within their environments. The findings 
further demonstrate that the ([ecutive Board of the public service agency addressed here 
acted as a buffer, thereby limiting the amount of environmental turbulence and comple[ity 
that these managers must face. The identification of this buffer role with regard to e[ternal 
environmental factors in the conte[t of fostering a climate for innovation is a new 
contribution to the current literature on innovation in the public sector. According to Bernier 
et al. 2 2, environmental factors have a weaNer influence on innovativeness than do 
either organi]ational characteristics or the attitudes of top managers. By emphasi]ing the 
specific impact of environmental turbulence and comple[ity on a climate of innovation, the 
results might offer an e[planation for why innovative climate is less affected by 
environmental factors than it is by organi]ational characteristics or the role of top managers, 
at least in public service agencies. According to these findings, the buffer role can reduce the 
effects of environmental turbulence and comple[ity on a climate for innovation.     
 
 ,QWHUSUHWDWLRQV RI WRS PDQDJHUV ZLWK UHJDUG WR IRVWHULQJ D FOLPDWH IRU LQQRYDWLRQ 
 
Based on IsaNsen and ANNermans 2, the study presented in this chapter investigates a 
particularly relevant aspect of the worNing conte[t of top managers an innovative climate. 
This aspect could be regarded as an important prereTuisite for enhancing the ability to 
innovate :alNer, 2.  
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)UHHGRP As indicated by the managers participating in this study, the role of freedom is 
important to developing a climate for innovation. )reedom means that employees have the 
ability and autonomy to organi]e and perform their own worN, possibly resulting in 
creativity. The interviewees also noted that freedom can generate opportunities for employees 
to develop new ideas ± and therefore innovation ± as it allows them to e[press their 
creativity. In this regard, one district manager noted   
 
7KHUH LV D ORW RI FUHDWLYLW\ ZLWKLQ RXU RUJDQL]DWLRQ 2QH LPSRUWDQW TXHVWLRQ FRQFHUQV 
KRZ ZH FDQ VSRW WKLV FUHDWLYLW\ +RZ FDQ SHRSOH UHFRJQL]H WKH DXWRQRP\ WKDW WKH\ 
KDYH DQG DFWXDOO\ XVH LW" 1HYHUWKHOHVV QRW HYHU\RQH KDV WR XVH KLV RU KHU DXWRQRP\ 
7KDW¶V QRW P\ SRLQW 0\ SRLQW LV WKDW WDOHQWHG SHRSOH VKRXOG EH JLYHQ DXWRQRP\ 7KHVH 
SHRSOH DUH DOVR WKH NH\ LQLWLDWRUV RI WKH FKDQJH SURFHVV  
 
This manager¶s statement assumes that employee autonomy is an important prereTuisite for 
e[pressing creativity, with the condition that autonomy is in particularly suited to talented 
employees. 1evertheless, this manager regarded autonomy as crucial to the development of 
new ideas, which can provide an important condition for innovation. 
 
7UXVW Trust has been identified as an essential means of fostering a climate for innovation. 
According to the managers participating in this research, trust refers to a situation in which 
individuals feel comfortable confronting and sharing new ideas with others whom they do not 
yet Nnow well and for whom they do not have full Nnowledge about their intentions or what 
they have to offer. :ith regard to trust, one manager referred to the relationship between 
managers and employees   
 
,W DOO VWDUWV ZLWK WUXVW $W ILUVW VLJKW WUXVW DSSHDUV WR EH D QRXQ ,Q P\ RSLQLRQ 
KRZHYHU LW LV D YHUE <RX UHDOO\ KDYH WR IRVWHU WUXVW DQG WKDW LV DQ RQJRLQJ SURFHVV 
<RX PXVW FRQVWDQWO\ HQVXUH WKDW WKHUH LV D IXQGDPHQWDO OHYHO RI WUXVW EHWZHHQ 
PDQDJHUV DQG HPSOR\HHV 
 
This district manager stressed the crucial role of trust to enhancing a climate for innovation, 
identifying trust as the starting point. Instead of being selfevident, this manager defined trust 
as a delicate and immediate tasN for upper management. 
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5LVN DYHUVLRQ The interviewees emphasi]ed the necessity of minimi]ing risNs within the 
conte[t of fostering a climate for innovation. 5isNs could have harmful side effects for the 
primary tasN of the 8:9 Benefits division i.e., implementing employee insurance policies 
and providing labormarNet and data services. In this regard, the managers noted the 
importance of risN management, which entails the identification, assessment, and 
prioriti]ation of risNs in order to control the impact of unfortunate events. The most important 
aim of risN management is to mitigate risNs. In other words, it is intended to lessen, reduce, 
decrease, or eliminate risNs. In doing so, it is particularly important to identify potential risNs 
in advance, as such risNs could prevent the organi]ation from achieving its primary tasN and 
obMectives. As e[plained by a staff manager 
  
5LVN PDQDJHPHQW LV DLPHG DW SUHYHQWLRQ , SUHIHU LW WR EH PDLQO\ SUHYHQWLYH EHFDXVH 
WKLV HQVXUHV WKDW ULVNV ZLOO QRW RFFXU ,I VRPHWKLQJ KDV DOUHDG\ RFFXUUHG LW LV QR 
ORQJHU D ULVN EXW DQ LVVXH ± D SUREOHP 
 
According to this manager, the primary goal of risN management should be to prevent or 
avoid risNs, rather than reducing or eliminating them, thus allowing them to be transformed 
into problems.    
 
2UJDQL]DWLRQDO VWUXFWXUHV DQG SURFHVVHV The managers participating in this study noted the 
importance of building an organi]ational infrastructure that can support innovativeness. As 
such, they regarded organi]ational structures and processes as important elements involved in 
developing a climate for innovation. They were thus particularly liNely to rely on 
organi]ational procedures and the associated bureaucracy in order to foster an innovative 
climate. As e[plained by a district manager 
 
:H KDYH GHYHORSHG FHUWDLQ RUJDQL]DWLRQDO VWUXFWXUHV LQ RUGHU WR PDQDJH LQQRYDWLRQV 
'LUHFW VXSHUYLVRUV DUH H[SHFWHG WR UHJLVWHU QHZ LPSURYHPHQW LQLWLDWLYHV FRQFHLYHG E\ 
WKHLU HPSOR\HHV RQ WKH ³TXDOLW\ SDJH´ :H KDYH DOVR GHYHORSHG SURFHGXUHV IRU 
GLVWULFW VHHNLQJ WR LPSOHPHQW VSHFLILF QHZ LQLWLDWLYHV 
 
As described by this manager, organi]ational structures and processes are important 
instruments for supporting and e[changing new initiatives and ideas between various districts 
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in the 8:9 Benefits division. These instruments help to enable districts to implement such 
new initiatives.    
 
'HFUHDVHG DELOLW\ WR LQQRYDWLRQ The managers participating in this study nevertheless 
acNnowledged that the focus on risN aversion and on organi]ational structures and processes 
can decrease the ability to innovate, which they recogni]ed as dependent upon freedom and 
creativity. They thus regarded organi]ational structures and process as constraints on 
developing a climate for innovation. As indicated by one staff manager 
 
,I , ZDQW WR LQQRYDWH , VKRXOG GR HYHU\WKLQJ , FDQ , PXVW RYHUFRPH IRUPDO 
RUJDQL]DWLRQDO VWUXFWXUHV , ZLOO DOVR IDFH DOO NLQGV RI SHRSOH ZKR EHOLHYH WKH\ KDYH D 
VD\ LQ WKH SURFHVV HYHQ WKRXJK LQQRYDWLRQ LV DOO DERXW PRYLQJ EH\RQG VWUXFWXUHV 
 
As indicated by this manager, the focus on organi]ational structures and processes can result 
in formal discussions and arguments concerning how new initiatives should be initiated. They 
thus limit a climate for innovation, which reTuires moving away from formal structures.  
As demonstrated by the Tualitative data presented above, top managers are liNely to 
associate freedom and trust with a climate for innovation. At the same time, they are liNely to 
regard risN aversion and organi]ational structures and processes as important elements in this 
climate. This is surprising, given their acNnowledgement of the potential of these elements to 
decrease the ability to innovate. 1evertheless, the balance between the need for risN aversion 
and standardi]ed efficiency and the need for autonomy and creativity is a commonly cited 
feature of the public sector. )or e[ample, according to studies by Adler and Borys  and 
by Adler et al. , organi]ations within a dynamic and comple[ environment whose 
primary tasNs are essentially repetitive e.g., mass production are particularly liNely to 
attempt to enhance their efficiency by supporting a bureaucratic organi]ational form. 
Bureaucracy thus serves the purpose of enabling worN systems, thereby implying a strong 
emphasis on organi]ational structures and formal processes Adler 	 Borys,  Adler et 
al., . In contrast, however, Adler et al.   argue that the greatest challenge 
for these types of organi]ations consists of actually reali]ing innovative practices, as this 
reTuires them to ³forgo the bureaucratic features of organi]ations that could ensure 
efficiency. 0ore bureaucracy, we are told, means less motivating worN characteristics and 
thus less innovation´. The findings reflect this balance and suggest that it is ultimately 
necessary. 
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  3HUFHSWLRQV RI WRS PDQDJHUV UHJDUGLQJ OHDGHUVKLS DFWLYLWLHV WKDW DUH OLNHO\ WR 
IRVWHU D FOLPDWH IRU LQQRYDWLRQ 
 
2ne purpose of this study is to investigate the roles that top managers envision for themselves 
and the leadership activities they perform in order to foster a climate for innovation, centering 
on the leadership activities proposed by 9an :art 22 2. 
 
0DQDJLQJ WKH RUJDQL]DWLRQDO GLUHFWLRQ The 8:9 Benefits division has recently launched an 
organi]ational development program entitled ³&ontinuous Improvement´, with the goal of 
enhancing the ability to innovate. According to the managers who were interviewed, 
understanding the ³whys and hows´ of this development program reTuires e[plaining the 
division¶s current organi]ational situation to its employees. In order to understand the actual 
situation, the managers must identify what is occurring now and subseTuently ensure that 
employees assign high priority to the development program. The managers further referred to 
the importance of managing employees based on the principles of the development program. 
As noted by a staff manager 
 
:H KDYH IRUPXODWHG D FOHDU GLUHFWLRQ IRU KRZ ZH VKRXOG GHYHORS LQ WKH QH[W IHZ 
\HDUV ,W LV LPSRUWDQW IRU RXU HPSOR\HHV WR PRYH LQ WKH VDPH GLUHFWLRQ 0RUHRYHU LW LV 
SDUWLFXODUO\ LPSRUWDQW IRU PH WR WU\ WR HQVXUH WKDW RXU HPSOR\HHV GHYHORS WKHPVHOYHV 
WR ILW ZLWKLQ RXU GLUHFWLRQ 
 
As emphasi]ed by this manager, employees should be managed according to the principles of 
the development program. They should also align and develop themselves according to this 
program. 
 
%HLQJ D UROH PRGHO The managers participating in this study noted that they regularly provide 
and confront employees with e[periencebased e[amples of the content of the development 
program relating to the ability to innovate, thereby providing both clarification and 
prioriti]ation. As the Ney initiators of the development program, the managers were 
convinced that their own behavior bore a maMor impact on their employees. As e[plained by a 
district manager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,W DOVR FRQFHUQV \RXU RZQ H[HPSODU\ EHKDYLRU 7KLV LV RI PDMRU LPSRUWDQFH , DFWXDOO\ 
H[SHFW WKDW IURP WKH HQWLUH PDQDJHPHQW 
 
This manager argued that the e[emplary behavior of a manager plays a decisive role in the 
success of the development program. *iven the crucial role of e[emplary behavior in 
effecting the intended development, the entire management should be aware of their status as 
role models. 
 
)RUPXODWLQJ WKH PLVVLRQ DQG YLVLRQ The managers who were interviewed argued the 
importance of stating the mission and the vision of the 8:9 Benefits division, as they 
illustrate and enforce the program of development with regard to enhancing the ability to 
innovate through concrete actions. They further indicated that the formulation of mission and 
vision statements can provide longterm direction for the organi]ation with regard to 
additional innovativeness, while endowing the organi]ation with a sense of purposeful action. 
As e[plained by two managers 
 
«DQG EDVHG RQ RXU YLVLRQ WKDW¶V RXU GLUHFWLRQ :H KDYH WR PRYH IURP RXU FXUUHQW 
VLWXDWLRQ WR WKH GHVLUHG VLWXDWLRQ 7KDW¶V RXU GLUHFWLRQ IRU GHYHORSLQJ RXUVHOYHV 
 
,Q P\ RSLQLRQ WKLV ZDV DOUHDG\ LQFOXGHG LQ RXU YLVLRQ IRUPXODWHG LQ  ,Q RXU 
YLVLRQ IRU  ZH KDYH GHILQHG WKH VDPH JRDOV DV ZH GLG LQ  2XU DLP IRU WKH 
QH[W IHZ \HDUV LV WR PDNH D VLJQLILFDQW VKLIW IURP RXU FXUUHQW VLWXDWLRQ WR WKH GHVLUHG 
VLWXDWLRQ ZKLFK LV EDVLFDOO\ DQ H[SUHVVLRQ RI ZKDW ZDV DOUHDG\ DUWLFXODWHG LQ  
 
According to these managers, the vision that was formulated for the 8:9 Benefits division 
is a crucial condition for the intended direction of the development program. It therefore 
serves as the fundamental foundation for the organi]ational direction. 0oreover, the basic 
assumptions of the development program are not completely new, as they had already been 
articulated several years before.  
 
7RSGRZQ PHFKDQLVPV The managers participating in this study noted the importance of 
using monitoring and surveillance mechanisms for managing and constraining the behavior 
of employees, which should be based on the fundamental principles of the development 
program. They therefore arrived at the notion of a culture of blame a set of attitudes that can 
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be characteri]ed by an unwillingness to taNe risNs, due to a fear of criticism or a lacN of 
safety. Although the managers noted that there is no culture of blame within the 8:9 
Benefits division, upper managers do use their formal positions of power and responsibility to 
sanction employees. The penalties for mistaNes are intended to move employees in the 
intended direction of the development program. As e[plained by a staff manager and a 
district manager  
 
«DQG WKDW D FHUWDLQ OHYHO RI VWHHULQJ LV LQFOXGHG« ,W LV QRW DOO DERXW IUHHGRP DQG 
FUHDWLYLW\ :H DUH QRW GHDOLQJ ZLWK DQ HQYLURQPHQW ZKLFK WKDW DOORZV SHRSOH WR VD\ 
³2ND\ , GRQ¶W IHHO ZHOO DQG , DP WKHUHIRUH QRW JRLQJ WR GR WKDW 
 
 3HRSOH DUH REYLRXVO\ KHOG DFFRXQWDEOH LI WKH\ PDNH PDMRU PLVWDNHV ,W LV LPSRUWDQW WR 
KDYH WKHVH W\SHV RI PHFKDQLVPV 
 
Both of these managers referred to elements of a culture of blame, indicating that 
mechanisms for sanctioning employees are crucial for those who maNe repeated mistaNes. 
They thus identified error correction as an important instrument for top managers.  
As demonstrated by the Tualitative data presented above, top managers are liNely to 
be aware that they play a crucial role in fostering a climate for innovation, referring to such 
leadership activities as managing programs aimed at achieving greater abilities to innovate, 
being a role model, and formulating the mission and the vision of the organi]ation. The 
managers in this study also substantiated their leadership roles by effecting topdown 
mechanisms, including monitoring and controlling their employees. Because this leadership 
role limits freedom and trust, however, it may ultimately decrease the ability to innovate. 2ne 
theoretical e[planation for the effects of such topdown mechanisms at least in public 
organi]ations has been proposed in studies by 5ainey 2 and by 9an der 9oet et al. 
2. As indicated in these studies, perceptions of environmental turbulence and 
comple[ities lead top managers to adopt a more planned approach to change. This type of 
approach assumes that an organi]ation can be moved away from an unsatisfactory current 
state and toward a desired future state, thus implying that the obMectives of the change are 
formulated in advance By, 2 9an der 9oet et al., 2. As argued by 5ainey 2, 
planned change refers to initiatives that are driven from the topdown, centering on 
controlling, commanding, and directing employees from the highest hierarchical level. In this 
light, the perceptions of turbulence and comple[ity in the e[ternal environment investigated 
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in this study offer an important e[planation for why top managers should engage in topdown 
leadership activities.  
 
 &RQFOXVLRQ DQG GLVFXVVLRQ 
 
The ability to innovate is crucial for enabling public sector organi]ations to cope with their 
rapidly changing and challenging environment Bysted 	 Hansen, 2 2sborne 	 Brown, 
2. The role of top managers in fostering innovation is important, as ³leaders of the 
organi]ation help define and shape worN conte[ts that contribute to organi]ational 
innovation´ 6arros et al., 2 . The study in this chapter e[amines a specific aspect of 
the conte[t of worN in the 8:9 Benefits division a climate for innovation, which could be 
regarded as an important prereTuisite for enhancing the ability to innovate. This study is an 
e[ploration of the roles that top managers envision for themselves and the leadership 
activities they perform in order to foster a climate for innovation in one publicsector 
organi]ation, thereby providing an answer to the first subTuestion of this dissertation :KLFK 
URleV GR WRS PaQaJeUV eQYLVLRQ IRU WKePVelYeV aQG ZKLFK leaGeUVKLS aFWLYLWLeV GR WKe\ 
SeUIRUP LQ RUGeU WR IRVWeU a FlLPaWe IRU LQQRYaWLRQ LQ a SXblLF VeFWRU FRQWe[W" 
2ne conclusion from this investigation is that the interpretations that top managers 
have of an innovative climate can both enhance and limit the ability to innovate in the 8:9 
Benefits division. The managers interviewed referred to freedom and trust. )or employees, 
freedom involves having the ability and autonomy to organi]e and perform their own worN, 
which results in creativity and therefore innovativeness. Trust implies that employees feel 
comfortable confronting and sharing new ideas with others. 1evertheless, the managers also 
emphasi]ed the need to minimi]e risNs, as well as the need for organi]ational structures and 
processes, which tend to decrease the ability to innovate by limiting creativity and the 
development of new ideas.  
A second conclusion is that the roles that top managers envision for themselves 
simultaneously strengthen and disturb the process of fostering the ability to innovate. 2n the 
one hand, top managers can foster a climate for innovation by serving as role models and by 
formulating and e[pressing the mission and the vision of the organi]ation, thereby clarifying 
and enforcing the organi]ational direction toward increased innovativeness through concrete 
actions. 2n the other hand, they are liNely to substantiate their leadership roles by using top
down mechanisms e.g., monitoring and controlling to manage their employees according to 
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the intended organi]ational direction. These mechanisms conflict with freedom and trust, 
thereby disrupting the process of fostering a climate for innovation.  
These findings have important implications, especially for µmachine bureaucracies¶ in 
a public sector conte[t 0int]berg, 2. )irst, as e[amined in this study, the roles played 
by top managers in fostering a climate for innovation within a public sector conte[t can be 
ambiguous, as they can simultaneously encourage and disrupt such climates. This 
contradictory or balancing role could be considered in relation to the core values of public 
management Hood,  . :hen top managers act as role models and formulate the 
mission and vision of their organi]ations, their activities are consistent with µlambdatype¶ 
values, which are based on robustness and adaptivity. As described by Hood   
adaptivity is ³the capacity to withstand and learn from the blows of fate, to avoid 
µcompetency traps¶ in adaption processes, to Neep operating even in adverse µworst case¶ 
conditions and to adapt rapidly in a crisis.´ Acting as a role model and formulating mission 
and vision statements stimulate the processes needed in order to foster a climate for 
innovation. These leadership activities thus correspond to this type of values, which also 
emphasi]es a climate for innovation. :hen top managers enact topdown mechanisms, their 
actions relate to µsigmatype¶ values, which are e[pressed in control systems and 
³mechanistic´ structures Hood,  2. These values place a strong emphasis on 
controlling output, as opposed to process or input. They are thus reflected in topdown 
mechanisms, which are based on monitoring and controlling employees. 2ne important 
implication is therefore that the process of fostering a climate for innovation reflects different 
and conflicting core values of public management. As indicated by the results of this chapter, 
the shortterm success and longterm survival of the 8:9 Benefits division ultimately 
depend on the balance between these values. This finding might also e[plain why the ability 
to innovate is not always a given in organi]ations within a public sector conte[t, particularly 
those resembling µmachine bureaucracies¶. 
Another implication of the findings has to do with the particular emphasis that top 
managers place on the e[ternal organi]ational environment 9an :art, 22 2b. The 
investigation of the ways in which top managers envision and conceptuali]e environmental 
turbulence and comple[ity demonstrate that these managers tend to maNe conscious efforts to 
mitigate turbulence and comple[ity in the e[ternal environmental, thereby fulfilling a µbuffer 
role¶. This buffer role apparently allows the 8:9 Benefits division to have a certain level of 
µchoice¶ in the manner in which and the e[tent to which they will cope with turbulence and 
comple[ity in their environment. 0ore precisely, the results imply that, when upper 
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management serves as a buffer, this tends to reduce the internal effects of dynamics in the 
environment of the 8:9 Benefits division. They are therefore able to manage and constrain 
environmental turbulence and comple[ity. 
2ne important limitation of this chapter is that the interviews with top managers were 
aimed at investigating the characteristics of climate of innovation in order to e[amine the 
ability to innovate. As emphasi]ed by various scholars, however, the characteristics of such a 
climate are particularly liNely to be influenced by the perceptions and behaviors of managers 
and employees at lower levels in the organi]ation e.g., Anderson 	 :est,  6omech 	 
Drach=ahavy, 2. The interpretations and factors e[plored in this chapter are thus 
restricted to the views of the upperlevel managers who were interviewed. This research 
therefore recommends that future studies on the characteristics of an innovative climate in 
public sector organi]ations should focus on managers and employees at lower organi]ational 
levels.  
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chapter 5 
Linking rule-Following Leadership to team 
innovation performance in a public sector 
context
 2
$EVWUDFW 
 
The discipline of public management has produced several important studies on the 
relationship between leadership and performance. However, most of these studies focus on 
transformational leadership and Mob performance at the individual level, thereby using the 
same source for collecting information about both leadership and performance. The study in 
this chapter contributes by  investigating the role that rulefollowing leadership plays in 
team innovation performance, 2 e[amining the moderating impact of team educational level 
on any relationship between rulefollowing leadership and team innovation performance and 
 using multisource data to reduce common source bias. The study is conducted within the 
8:9 Benefits division, which can be considered a µmachine bureaucracy¶. 5esults indicate 
that a strong focus on rules i.e. strong rulefollowing leadership plays an important role in 
enhancing team innovation performance, particularly for teams with lower levels of 
education. This chapter discusses these findings and suggests directions for future research. 
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 ,QWURGXFWLRQ 
 
Leadership is considered a crucial resource for enhancing performance within the conte[t of 
public organi]ations )ernande] et al., 2 Hassan 	 HatmaNer, 2 0oynihan 	 
Pandey, 2 2ra]i et al., 2 9an :art, 2b. 0any studies have demonstrated that 
leadership is positively related to performance Andrews 	 Boyne 2 0oynihan 	 
Ingraham, 2 Paarlberg 	 Lavigna, 2. )or e[ample, in an e[perimental study, Bellp 
2 reports that nurses who had been randomly e[posed to transformational leadership 
performed better than did nurses who had not encountered transformational leadership.  
 Although this evidence might seem convincing, it would be hasty to conclude that 
leadership and performance are related within the field of public administration. )irst, most 
studies focus on transformational leadership and Mob performance at the individual level in 
public sector organi]ations Bellp, 2 Breevaart et al., forthcoming 0oynihan et al., 
22a, thereby ignoring other potential relationships between leadership and performance at 
different organi]ational levels. )or e[ample, given that :ang et al. 2 identify an overall 
positive relationship between shared leadership and team performance in the private sector, it 
could be interesting to replicate their study within a public sector conte[t. 6econd, most 
public sector studies on leadership and performance are subMect to common source bias 
PodsaNoff et al., 22, which could possibly e[plain any positive relationships found 9an 
Loon, forthcoming. &ommon source bias arises when the same source is used for collecting 
information about both leadership and performance )avero 	 BullocN, 2. )or e[ample, 
employees who rate their supervisors as highly transformational might have a tendency to 
rate their own performance higher as well. 6uch biases thus call into Tuestion the validity of 
findings in many studies of leadershipperformance within the field of public administration.  
The study in this chapter addresses the gap in the public administration literature with 
regard to the relationship between leadership and performance in several ways. )irst, it 
investigates connections between rulefollowing leadership and team innovation 
performance, given the importance of this form of leadership for public leaders. Based on 
Tummers and .nies 2 , this chapter defines rulefollowing leadership activities as 
³encouraging employees to carry out tasNs in line with governmental rules and regulations´. 
Its importance is emphasi]ed by 2berfield 2, who argues that ignoring or departing 
from governmental rules and regulations increases the liNelihood of corruption and 
inconsistently implementation of policies. By addressing the potential impact of rule
following leadership on team innovation performance, this chapter responds to -acobsen and 
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Andersen 2 , who observe a need for public management studies e[amining the 
relationship between leadership and performance. A second contribution of this chapter has 
to do with its rigorous research design, with 2, employees measuring the rulefollowing 
leadership of their supervisors in -anuary 2, and 2 supervisors rating the innovation 
performance of their teams in 0ay 2. The use of multisource data significantly reduces 
the liNelihood of common source bias )avero and BullocN 2 -aNobsen and -ensen 2. 
The purpose of the study conducted in this chapter is to e[amine the potential effects 
of rulefollowing leadership on team innovation performance in a public sector conte[t. 
Therefore, the following research Tuestion is addresses in this chapter TR ZKaW e[WeQW GReV 
UXleIRllRZLQJ leaGeUVKLS LQIlXeQFe WKe LQQRYaWLRQ SeUIRUPaQFe RI WeaPV LQ a SXblLF VeFWRU 
FRQWe[W" :ith respect to this, studies argue that public leaders are not unconditionally 
successful in affecting performance Bellp, 2 Hassan 	 HatmaNer, 2. Team conte[t 
is a crucial factor in this regard, given its potential to moderate the relationship between 
leadership and team innovation performance (isenbeiss et al., 2 6chippers et al., 2. 
Team conte[t can be defined as the differences between worN groups in terms of specific 
personal attributes -acNson et al., 2. )ollowing private management studies that have 
argued the appropriateness of addressing educational level in the e[amination of team conte[t 
Horwit] 	 Horwit], 2 6omech 	 Drach=ahavy, 2, this research analyses the 
e[tent to which the educational level of a team might moderate any relationship between rule
following leadership and team innovation performance.    
 
 7KHRUHWLFDO IUDPHZRUN 
 
The following sections discusses the theoretical frameworN and presents the hypotheses of 
this chapter.  
 
 %DFNJURXQG RQ UXOHIROORZLQJ OHDGHUVKLS 
 
5ulefollowing is a topic of great interest in public administration Bardach 	 .agan, 2 
:eber,  :ilson, . 0any studies have raised the Tuestion how employees can be 
encouraged to engage in rulefollowing. 6ome findings suggest that rulefollowing depends 
on how employees see themselves and how they understand their roles DeHartDavis, 2 
Her]field, 2 0erton, . )or e[ample, employees may follow rules when they ³see 
themselves as neutral, dispassionate cogs in a system that processes people´ 2berfield, 2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. )ollowing Tummers and .nies 2, this chapter moves away from those findings 
and argue that how the role of leadership is e[erted plays an important role in encouraging 
employees to act in accordance with governmental rules and regulations. )or e[ample, as 
noted by Terry 22 , one important tasN of public leaders is to reduce violations of 
governmental rules and regulations, and thus to ensure rulefollowing.  
Defining leadership has proven difficult, and definitions abound <uNl 2. 2ne 
common feature of these varied definitions involves the description of leadership as the 
process of influencing others 9an :art, 2b  <uNl, 2 2. This chapter focuses 
on particular DFWLYLWLHV that supervisors perform when trying to encourage employees to act in 
line with governmental rules and regulations. This is in line with the behavioral approach to 
leadership, which concerns what leaders should or actually GR in their worN <uNl, 2 ¶t 
Hart, 2.  
:ith a focus on leadership, this chapter analyses rulefollowing activities that 
emphasi]e  following the law, 2 carrying out governmental policies properly and  
acting precisely in accordance with the rules and procedures Tummers 	 .nies, 2. 
Those leadership initiatives are of paramount importance for public sector administrations, as 
they relate to the traditional rationallegal authority of a bureaucratic system :eber,  
Pollitt 	 BoucNaert, 2. As noted by Lane  , the rule of law is thus at the very 
heart of public administration. In this regard, 9an der :al et al. 2 provide empirical 
evidence identifying accountability and following governmental rules as the most important 
public sector values.  
 
 %DFNJURXQG RQ WHDP LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH 
 
Teams are defined as units of two or more members interacting interdependently to achieve a 
common obMective Bell, 2. In line with 6omech and Drach=ahavy 2 , team 
innovation performance refers to the e[tent to which a team introduces and applies ³ideas, 
processes, products or procedures that are new to the team and that are designed to be 
useful´. Accordingly, innovative teams generate creative ideas and process them critically so 
that useless ideas are discarded and promising ideas are implemented Anderson 	 :est, 
. )or e[ample, innovative teams envision new ways to worN together with citi]ens and 
novel ways of coping with accountability pressures 9oorberg et al., 2.  
 The literature on management in the private sector contains a large number of studies 
on team innovation performance &hen 	 Huang, 2 0iron6peNtor et al., 2. 0any of 
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these studies emphasi]e the important role that team innovation plays in determining the 
success of organi]ations 6omech 	 Drach=ahavy, 2. Although the literature on 
innovation in the public sector has been growing Borins, 2 Bysted 	 Hansen, 2 De 
9ries et al., 2 .im 	 &hang, 2 0oore 	 Hartley, 2, and although public 
administration researchers are increasingly seeNing to e[plain innovative behavior 
Damanpour 	 6chneider, 2 0eiMer, 2 :alNer, 2, public management scholars 
have yet to devote specific attention to WHDP innovativeness in the public sector.  
 2ne e[planation for the aforementioned gap in the literature could be that, as 
observed by many scholars in the field of public administration, public organi]ations are not 
Nnown for their innovativeness BeNNers et al., 2. According to 5ainey  2, 
important reasons include  the absence of economic marNet for output, 2 the presence of 
multiple, conflicting and vague goals and  weaN leadership and administrative authority. 
The field of public administration is nevertheless becoming more nuanced. )or e[ample, with 
regard to innovativeness, Bysted and Hansen 2  note ³that it is not sector per se that 
important, instead it is the differences between subsectorsindustries and Mob types´. 
0oreover, scholars have recently argued that the ability to encourage innovation should be 
considered a core competence in the public sector, in order to improve governmental 
performance within a rapidly changing environment Bysted 	 Hansen, 2 :alNer, 2.  
 
 5HODWLRQVKLSV EHWZHHQ UXOHIROORZLQJ OHDGHUVKLS DQG WHDP LQQRYDWLRQ 
SHUIRUPDQFH 
 
In theory, rulefollowing leadership activities could generally be e[pected to have a negative 
impact on team innovation performance. At least two arguments can be given for this 
assumption. )irst, as noted by Tummers and .nies 2, such activities encourage 
³employees to follow governmental rules and regulations, and prevent them from rule
breaNing´. :ith respect to rulebreaNing, 0orrison 2  emphasi]es that rule violation 
can be related to positively intended behaviors e.g. innovation. 6tudies on such behaviors 
tend to focus on the liNelihood of employees to address or solve problems proactively by 
stepping outside the boundaries of their own Mobs 1emeth, , which has been proposed 
as a critical condition for innovation 6omech 	 Drach=ahavy, 2. 5ulefollowing 
leadership activities might thus potentially limit incentives for employees to innovate, as they 
prevent them from breaNing rules. 6econd, emphasis on following rules and regulations is 
often considered a part of controlling public employee life, because it could potentially 
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structure and discipline behavior DeHartDavis et al., 2. )ormal control refers to ³direct 
attention, motivate, and encourage organi]ational members to act in ways desirable to 
achieving organi]ation¶s obMectives´ &ardinal et al., 2 . As argued by DeHartDavis 
et al. 2 , control determines the level of discretion, such that high control limits and 
low control enables discretion in worN. In this respect, 6omech and Drach=ahavy 2 
emphasi]e that employees who e[perience discretion in their worN are increasingly inclined 
to do something e[ceptional and to generate new ideas, which have been regarded as crucial 
conditions for enhanced innovativeness Anderson and :est . 5ulefollowing 
leadership activities might thus potentially decline the liNelihood of employees to innovate, as 
they are perceived as a strategy designed to control, leading to constrained discretion in worN. 
Based on these observations, the study conducted in this chapter hypothesi]es 
 
 Ha  5ulefollowing leadership activities are negatively related to team  
  innovation performance. 
  
&onversely, rulefollowing leadership activities could arguably have a positive 
influence on team innovation performance in some conte[ts. 0achine bureaucracies are 
currently facing increasing yet unpredictable demands on their services, in addition to public 
scrutiny regarding how ta[es are spent. At the same time, public staNeholders e.g. citi]ens, 
ta[payers, service users are becoming increasingly vocal in their e[pectations regarding 
improvements in performance. )or e[ample, machine bureaucracies are forced to apply 
governmental rules properly to thousands of individual cases involving such issues as income 
support, registration and subsidies 6chillemans, forthcoming. *reater innovativeness has 
therefore become an important goal for machine bureaucracies, as a means of meeting the 
challenges with which they are confronted 9an :art 2b. In this conte[t, it is important 
to mention one relevant mechanism from goalsetting theory, as developed by LocNe and 
Latham 2. As demonstrated by these authors, strategies designed to motivate and guide 
a person or group towards a specific goal are liNely to increase performance. The theoretical 
argument behind this observation is that µdoing one¶s best¶ is not sufficient having a goal is 
of vital importance in order to focus efforts in a specific direction LocNe 	 Latham, 2. 
)rom a more pragmatic perspective, this chapter supposes that rulefollowing leadership 
activities provide effective directions and strategies, in addition to providing teams in 
machine bureaucracies with the energy that they need in order to achieve the goal of 
increasing their innovativeness, given its importance to the longterm survival and shortterm 
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success of the organi]ation. The emphasis that activities associated with rulefollowing 
leadership place on acting in accordance with governmental rules and regulations 
corresponds to the characteristics of machine bureaucracies, particularly with regard to 
formali]ed procedures and standardi]ed worN 0int]berg, 2 6chillemans, forthcoming. 
As such, in machine bureaucracies, rulefollowing leadership activities might be able to 
determine opportunities for teams, in addition to energi]ing them to innovate e.g. as 
reflected in the practice of encouraging the development of alternative worN procedures for 
reasons of efficiency. )rom a more theoretical perspective, as argued earlier, the emphasis 
on following rules and regulations is often related to strategies designed to control. (vidence 
suggest that an optimal level of control ± neither too high nor too low DeHartDavis et al., 
2  ± helps employees to reach performance obMectives BiMlsma)ranNema 	 &osta, 
2 , as rules and regulations structure the way in which worN is performed 2berfield, 
2, leading to behavior toward organi]ational goals Hall,  . The following 
hypothesis is based on these observations 
 
 Hb  5ulefollowing leadership activities are positively related to team  
           innovation performance in machine bureaucracies. 
 
 &RQWH[W RI WHDPV 
 
6cholars have emphasi]ed that leaders are often conditionally successful in influencing 
performance within public sector organi]ations Bellp, 2 Hassan 	 HatmaNer, 2. As 
noted in the literature, team conte[t is therefore a crucial factor to consider in any study 
conducted at the team level Bowers et al., 2 -oshi 	 5oh, 2 6omech 	 Drach
=ahavy, 2. Team conte[t refers to differences between interdependent worN groups with 
regard to specific personal attributes -acNson et al., 2. The conte[t of a team could 
potentially moderate the relationship between leadership and team innovation performance 
(isenbeiss et al., Boerner 2 6chippers et al., 2. )or e[ample, in a study conducted in 
the private sector, 6omech 2 reports that, in highly heterogeneous teams, a participative 
leadership style is positively associated with team reflection, which in turn fosters team 
innovation. &onversely, a more directive leadership style tends to promote team reflection in 
less heterogeneous teams.  
 :hile acNnowledging the possibility of other relevant moderators e.g. the dominant 
type of tasNs in teams .eller, 2, the study presented in this chapter focuses on team 
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educational level as a potential moderator, as studies in the private management literature 
have argued the appropriateness of addressing this factor in the e[amination of team conte[t 
Horwit] 	 Horwit], 2 6imons et al.,  :ebber 	 Donahue, 2. According to 
6omech and Drach=ahavy 2, one important argument for this is that educational level 
can be considered a great e[ample of a specific personal attribute of a team, which is a core 
feature in the definition of team conte[t. )or e[ample, -oshi and 5oh 2  associate 
educational level with sNillbased and informational differences between teams, possibly 
e[plaining positive performance outcomes under specific conditions of education. )rom this 
perspective, the educational level of a team might have important moderating effects on the 
relationship between leadership and team innovation performance.  
 This chapter proposes that the potential impact of rulefollowing leadership activities 
on team innovation performance is less positive for highly educated teams in machine 
bureaucracies. The theoretical argument behind this assumption focuses on the Mob autonomy 
of teams. In the conte[t of worN, autonomy refers to ³the relative freedom that >teams@ 
e[perience in decisionmaNing processes related to the inputs and processes of the 
organi]ation´ 9an der 9oet 	 9an de :alle, forthcoming. -ob autonomy is particularly 
important for teams with a high level of education Buelens 	 9an den BroecN, 2 
&rewson,  0orgeson et al., 2, given the tendency of such teams to value freedom 
and discretion in their worN 6hin 	 =hou, 2. It could nevertheless be argued that 
activities associated with rulefollowing leadership could limit the Mob autonomy of teams, as 
they are liNely to force teams and their members to behave in accordance with governmental 
rules and regulations, rather than providing them with decisionmaNing authority over their 
own worN Tummers 	 .nies, 2. This situation suggests the following hypothesis 
concerning the moderating effect of team educational level 
 
 H2  The impact of rulefollowing leadership activities on team  
  innovation performance is less positive for highly educated teams 
in machine bureaucracies. 
 
The conceptual model outlining the e[pected relationships is depicted in )igure .. 
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)LJXUe .1: &RQFHSWXDO PRGHO 
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Ha   Hb 
  
 
 
 5HVXOWV 
 
This section depicts the results deriving from a multisource survey design conducted in the 
8:9 Benefits division for a discussion concerning the method used in this chapter, see 
&hapter . In this respect, 2, employees 2 have measured the rulefollowing 
leadership of their supervisors in -anuary 2, and 2 supervisors  rated the 
innovation performance of their teams in 0ay 2. To assess the potential relationship 
between rulefollowing leadership and team innovation performance, items regarding rule
following leadership activities are aggretated from the individual level to the team level in a 
Mustified manner *eroge 	 -ames, . The resulting data set comprised responses from 
 employees in  different teams.  
 
 )DFWRU DQDO\VLV 
 
The study presented in this chapter conducts confirmatory factor analysis &)A in 0plus 
version .2 to test the factor structure of latent constructs. This techniTue has important 
advantages compared to e[ploratory factor analyses ()A, including the ability to model 
measurement error and estimate latent constructs rather than only measured variables, thereby 
improving both validity and reliability Brown, 2. The data have a µnested¶ structure, in 
which employees are µnested¶ within teams, with supervisors rating team innovation 
performance. )or this reason, the µcluster¶ command is used for &)A within 0plus T<P(   
&20PL(; and (6TI0AT25   0L5 as a way of taNing teams into account. To assess the 
overall model fit, this study e[amines the root mean sTuare error of appro[imation 
560(A, the comparative fit inde[ &)I and the TucNerLewis inde[ TLI. Acceptable fit 
5ulefollowing 
leadership activities 
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is evidenced by a 560(A of . or lower, and &)I and TLI scores of . or higher Bentler, 
. 5esults of &)A reveal acceptable fit indices 506(A   . &)I   . TLI   .2. 
 
 'HVFULSWLYH VWDWLVWLFV 
 
The means, standard deviations and correlations of all the variables as calculated in 6P66 
version 22 are displayed in Table .. According to these results, rulefollowing leadership 
activities are not associated with team innovation performance, and team educational level is 
positively correlated with team innovation performance. :ith regard to the control variables, 
the age and tenure of teams are negatively correlated with team innovation performance, as is 
the educational level of supervisors. 
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 6(0 5HVXOWV 
 
6tructural eTuation modeling 6(0 in 0plus is conducted to test the hypotheses. This 
research initially used T<P(   &20PL(; analysis and (6TI0AT25   0L5 commands, 
which enabled the study to determine the e[tent to which our model and its main effects 
provided an acceptable fit for the data. The model had a good fit 506(A   . &)I   . 
TLI   .2, and it e[plained 2. of the variance 5ð in team innovation performance. The 
T<P(   &20PL(; analysis and (6TI0AT25   0L5 commands could not be used to 
investigate potential moderating effects. In order to compare a model with the main effects to 
a model that includes moderating effects, this dissertation uses T<P(   &20PL(; 
5A1D20 analysis and 0L5 estimation. The results are displayed in Table .2. 0odel  
includes the control variables and the main effects, while 0odel 2 contains the control 
variables, main effects, in addition to team educational level as a moderator. The results do 
not include the 506(A, &)I and TLI fit criteria for the different models. The only available 
fit inde[es are the ANaiNe Information &riterion AI& and the Bayesian Information 
&riterion BI&, which are used to compare 0odel  with 0odel 2. Lower scores on the AI& 
and BI& indices mean that the model fits better 6chreiber et al. 2. According to these 
results, 0odel 2 fits the data better than 0odel  does 0odel  AI&   2. BI&   
2., 0odel 2 AI&   2. BI&   .2. 
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Table .1: 5HVXOWV RI 6(0 DQDO\VHV IRU WHDP LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH 
                       0RGHO  ±             0RGHO  ±  
                  2YHUDOO PRGHO       2YHUDOO PRGHO 
                 ZLWK        
             PRGHUDWLQJ
                        HIIHFWV 
&RQWURO YDULDEOHV       
Age of teams                 . .    . 
Tenure of teams                .      .   .2 
*ender of supervisors                .      .   . 
Age of supervisors               .     .  . 
(ducational level of supervisors                  
Tenure of supervisors               .     .  .2 
0RGHUDWRU 
Team educational level                   
0DLQ HIIHFW 
5ulefollowing leadership activities                   .     .   . 
0RGHUDWLQJ HIIHFW 
5ulefollowing leadership activities  
Team educational level                     
AI&         2.         2. 
BI&                2.         .2 
 p  .  p  ..  
 
0odel , which includes only the main effects, provides no evidence that rule
following leadership activities affect team innovation performance, thus providing no support 
                                                 
 (stimates and standardi]ed coefficients for 0odel  by using T<P(   &20PL(; analysis 
and (6TI0AT25   0L5 commands are presented based on the ]scores of the items used, 
as 0plus does not generate standardi]ed coefficients when using T<P(   &20PL(; 
5A1D20 analysis command and 0L5 estimation. The ]scores for the items are computed 
in 6P66 before conducting structural eTuation modeling 6(0 in 0plus.  
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for Ha and Hb. The model further reveals that team educational level is positively related 
to team innovation performance. :ith regard to the control variables, the results indicate that 
higher education on the part of supervisors is negatively related to team innovation 
performance. 1o effects are found for the age or tenure of teams, of for the gender, age or 
tenure of supervisors.  
In 0odel 2, the study conducted in this chapter investigates the e[tent to which team 
educational level moderates the relationship between leadership and team innovation 
performance. According to the results from this model, rulefollowing leadership activities 
are positively associated with team innovation performance, particularly for teams with lower 
levels of education see )igure .2. This result provides support for the second hypothesis. 
 
)LJXUe .: 5XOHIROORZLQJ OHDGHUVKLS DFWLYLWLHV  WHDP HGXFDWLRQDO OHYHO RQ WHDP LQQRYDWLRQ 
SHUIRUPDQFH 
 
 
  &RQFOXVLRQ DQG GLVFXVVLRQ 
 
The study conducted in this chapter contributes to understanding with regard to the 
leadershipperformance relationship in a public sector conte[t by developing an e[plicit 
theoretical model, and testing it according to multisource data with a large number of 
respondents. 0ore specifically, this chapter analyses rulefollowing leadership activities as 

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potential predictors of team innovation performance in the 8:9 Benefits division, as well as 
e[amining the e[tent to which this relationship is moderated by team educational level. By 
doing so, this study provides an answer to the second subTuestion of this dissertation, which 
is formulated as follows TR ZKaW e[WeQW GReV UXleIRllRZLQJ leaGeUVKLS LQIlXeQFe WKe 
LQQRYaWLRQ SeUIRUPaQFe RI WeaPV LQ a SXblLF VeFWRU FRQWe[W"  
2ne conclusion is that rulefollowing leadership activities are positively related to 
team innovation performance in machine bureaucracies within a public sector conte[t for 
teams with lower levels of education, but not for teams with higher levels of education. As 
indicated by the results, rulefollowing leadership activities involve the development of 
actions or strategies designed to foster team innovation performance in machine 
bureaucracies when teams are not highly educated. In other words, in machine bureaucracies, 
the efforts of supervisors to encourage teams to act according to governmental rules and 
regulations tend to provide direction to teams with lower levels of education, energi]ing them 
to innovate. *iven the importance of providing direction, teams with lower levels of 
education could arguably benefit from limited autonomy over their worN, as a means of 
enhancing innovativeness. Based on goalsetting theory LocNe 	 Latham, 2, the results 
suggest that supervisors can increase the performance of teams with lower levels of education 
by motivating and guiding them in terms of behaving in accordance with governmental rules 
and regulations with regard to enhanced innovativeness. This finding highlights the vital 
importance of setting goals in order to focus efforts in specific directions Latham et al., 
2.  
 The following practical e[ample illustrates the conclusion stated above. In 2, the 
public organi]ation addressed in this study ± the 8:9 Benefits division ± was confronted by 
a new governmental rule reTuiring employees to call the calls of citi]ens i.e., µclients¶ with 
Tuestions concerning their applications for unemployment benefits within two hours. 
Initially, the team supervisors within the 8:9 Benefits division implemented this 
governmental rule by assigning team members responsibility for specific numbers of clients. 
8nder this system, individual team members were reTuired to call their µown¶ citi]ens bacN 
promptly if they had any Tuestions. In practice, however, the goal of returning all client calls 
within two hours proved impossible e.g. when particular team members were absent due to 
holiday or illness. In response, team members developed an alternative way of coping with 
this governmental rule by maNing teams as a whole rather than individual team members 
responsible for calling clients bacN within two hours. Throughout the day, team members 
collected callbacN reTuests from citi]ens concerning applications for unemployment 
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benefits. These reTuests were subseTuently divided amongst the team members available, 
thus maNing it possible to return the calls of citi]ens within two hours, regardless of the 
personal situations of individual team members.  
 As illustrated in this e[ample, innovativeness in machine bureaucracies within a 
public sector conte[t can taNe place within the frameworN of prevailing governmental rules 
and regulations in this case, the reTuirement to return citi]en calls within two hours. In this 
respect, strategies that are incremental and evolutionary in nature are more liNely to enhance 
team innovation performance in machine bureaucracies than topdown, transformative 
strategies. Building upon the worN of BeNNers et al., 2 22, this chapter offers three 
possible e[planations  evolutionary strategies are needed in order to cope with the many 
comple[ and µwicNed¶ governmental rules and procedures, 2 in some cases, conflicting 
interests in the public sector e.g. rules focusing on legitimacy vs. rules focusing on 
effectiveness can challenge support for innovation and  the success of strategies for 
innovation depend upon specific leadership behaviors. As demonstrated in this chapter, rule
following leadership activities are positively related to team innovation performance in 
machine bureaucracies for teams with lower levels of education.  
This chapter is concluded by discussing two important limitations of the research 
conducted. )irst, this study has addressed the conte[t of teams by e[amining team 
educational level as a moderator for the relationship between rulefollowing leadership and 
team innovation performance. This research is nevertheless aware that this constitutes only a 
very small part of team conte[t. )uture research would therefore benefit from analysing team 
conte[t in greater depth. )or e[ample, it would be worthwhile for future research to 
distinguish teams whose duties consist predominantly of providing services to citi]ens i.e. 
µclients¶ from those that are generally focused on regulations with regard to citi]ens -ensen, 
forthcoming. Any connections between rulefollowing leadership activities and team 
innovation performance could arguably depend upon this distinction. )inally, this chapter can 
be regarded as responding to the call made by -acobsen and Andersen 2  for public 
management studies investigating the leadershipperformance relationship. 1evertheless, 
future studies would benefit from analysing additional studies of such relationships in order 
to fill the gap in the public administration literature on this topic. In this regard, one 
interesting avenue for future research could be to build upon the recent worN of Tummers and 
.nies 2, who developed an instrument for measuring public leadership, focusing 
specifically on the µpublic¶ aspect of public leadership. )or e[ample, their instrument could 
be used to measure accountability leadership or governance leadership, in order to test 
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relationships between public leadership and various indicators of team performance.  
 In conclusion, the research findings of this chapter indicate that activities associated 
with rulefollowing leadership are related to team innovation performance in machine 
bureaucracies within a public sector conte[t, depending upon team educational level. These 
results emphasi]e the importance of leadership within a public sector conte[t :right 	 
Pandey, 2  Tummers 	 .nies, 2  and the necessity of considering the team 
conte[t when analysing connections between rulefollowing leadership and team innovation 
performance. 
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chapter 6
examining the relationship of servant 
Leadership to employee innovation performance 
and employee Job performance in a public 
sector context
 
$EVWUDFW  
 
In this chapter, an important theory of leadership ± servant leadership theory ± is applied to 
analyse the relationship of leadership to employee innovation performance and employee Mob 
performance. It thus  responds to the call for more investigation of servant leadership in 
public sector organi]ations, 2 contributes to the field of public management by e[amining 
relationships between leadership and performance and  moves beyond public management 
studies by analysing supervisor ratings of employee innovation performance e.g. instead of 
focusing solely on innovative intentions and employee Mob performance. The data for this 
study are collected through two surveys of 2, employees and 2 supervisors worNing in 
the 8:9 Benefits division. The results indicate that strong empowering leadership ± a core 
dimension of servant leadership ± is important for fostering both employee innovation 
performance and employee Mob performance. Directions for future research are discussed.  
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 ,QWURGXFWLRQ 
 
In recent years, strong emphasis on approaching leadership as a more shared, relational and 
ethical process has emerged in response to studies focusing on leadership in its hierarchical 
form 9an DierendoncN, 2 22. The interaction between leaders and followers is a Ney 
element of such peoplecentred perspectives on leadership Avolio et al., 2. *iven the 
increased attention that is currently being devoted to peopleoriented management, one theory 
of leadership may be of great value in this respect servant leadership theory &hiniara 	 
Bentein, 2 9an DierendoncN 	 1uiMten, 2. 2riginally introduced by *reenleaf 
, the theory of servant leadership has been rediscovered by scholars in more recent 
years Liden et al., 2 :alumbwa et al., 2. 0ore than any other approach to 
leadership, servant leadership is characteri]ed by putting the needs of others first and helping 
people to achieve the greatest possible personal development 0ayer et al., 2 1eubert et 
al., 2 Patterson, 2. Because servant leadership is a peoplefocused leadership style, a 
large amount of empirical evidence has demonstrated that servant leadership has positive 
effects on individual Mob attitudes e.g. Mob satisfaction and organi]ational commitment and 
various performance indicators e.g. organi]ational citi]enship behavior 2&B and team 
effectiveness 9an DierendoncN, 2 2. 
 According to 0iao, 1ewman, 6chwar] and ;u 2 2, servant leadership theory 
may also be of great value to leaders in SXEOLF organi]ations, which are facing a decrease in 
public confidence due to reports of corruption and other selfinterested initiatives on the part 
of their employees 0iao et al., 2. These developments have resulted in a call for public 
leaders who concentrate on the interest of society in general instead of engaging in self
serving tendencies Han et al., 2. The service orientation of servant leaders inside their 
organi]ations e.g. providing employees with information that will help them do their worN 
well, as well as outside e.g. emphasi]ing the societal responsibility of worN, responds to 
call for public leaders who are willing to forego practices focusing largely on their own self
interest. In addition, the tendency of servant leaders to serve others first *reenleaf,  is 
liNely to correspond well to the attitude of selfsacrifice and the prosocial motivation that tend 
to characteri]e public employees Brewer, 2 Houston, 2. In this conte[t, self
sacrifice refers to the willingness to accept personal loss in order to provide services to others 
Perry, . Prosocial motivation refers to the motivation to maNe a positive difference in 
the lives of other people *rant, 2 . 
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Despite the potential advantages of servant leadership, there remains much to learn. 
As observed by &hiniara and Bentein 2 2, ³servant leadership research is still in its 
early stages´. 2nly in the past decade have studies started to clarify the processes that can 
e[plain how this leadership style affects outcomes. This is particularly true within the field of 
public administration field, as emphasi]ed by Parris and Peachey 2 in their systematic 
literature review of servant leadership theory. 6imilarly, 0iao and colleagues 2 2 
note that ³limited research has e[amined the prevalence of servant leadership in the public 
sector, its effectiveness in promoting positive employee attitudes, and the e[act mechanisms 
by which it e[erts its effects´. 
The study in this chapter addresses this gap in the public management literature by 
analysing the ways in which servant leadership is related to employee innovation 
performance and employee Mob performance. )ollowing 2sborne and Brown 2, 
employee innovation performance refers to the e[tent to which employees introduce and 
apply new ideas, processes, products or procedures that are designed to be useful. (mployee 
Mob performance refers to worN performance in terms of Tuantity and Tuality e[pected from 
each employee :elbourne et al.,  in order to achieve organi]ational goals &ampbell et 
al.,  . These two performance concepts were selected for this study, given their 
potentially crucial role in determining the success of public organi]ations. 6everal authors 
Bysted 	 Hansen, 2 :alNer, 2 have recently emphasi]ed that the ability to 
encourage innovation should be regarded as a core competence that public organi]ations need 
in order to cope with maMor environmental challenges e.g. budget pressure. In addition, 
many scholars have argued that high employee Mob performance maNes distinct contributions 
to the ability of public organi]ations to achieve their goals Alonso 	 Lewis, 2 Anderson 
	 6tritch, 2 Bellp, 2. 
 The study conducted in this chapter maNes three primary contributions to the 
literature. )irst, it investigates the e[tent to which servant leadership is related to employee 
innovation performance and employee Mob performance within a public sector conte[t. These 
relationships have not yet been studied, as most public management studies on leadership and 
performance focus on transformational leadership e.g. Bellp, 2. By addressing the ways 
in which servant leadership is related to employee innovation performance and employee Mob 
performance, this chapter responds to the recent call by -acobsen and Andersen 2 
 for public management studies e[amining potential relationships between leadership and 
performance that e[tend beyond the impact of transformational leadership.  
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A second contribution of this chapter has to do with its focus on servant leadership 
and innovation SHUIRUPDQFH. 0ost public management studies on leadershipinnovation 
e[amine the innovative LQWHQWLRQV of employees e.g. Bysted 	 -espersen, 2 )ernande] 	 
0oldoga]iev, 2. As observed by )ernande] and 0oldoga]iev 2 , the 
inclination to innovation does not automatically translate ³into actual innovative proposals, 
whether or not those proposals are accepted´. The e[tent to which innovative intentions 
directly result in actual innovations is thus unclear. By focusing on innovation performance, 
the study in this chapter moves beyond analyses focusing on the influence of leadership on 
innovative intentions. 
)inally, in contrast to most public sector studies on leadership and performance, 
which are subMect to common source bias PodsaNoff et al., 22, the study presented in this 
chapter is based on a multisource design. 6tarting in -anuary 2, a survey is completed by 
2, employees, measuring the leadership of their direct supervisors. A second survey is 
conducted in 0ay 2, in which 2 supervisors rated employee innovation performance 
and employee Mob performance. The use of multisource data in this chapter substantially 
reduces the liNelihood of common source bias )avero 	 BullocN, 2 -aNobsen 	 -ensen, 
2 0eier 	 2¶Toole, 2.  
The main purpose of this study is to investigate the relationship of servant leadership 
to employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance in a public sector 
conte[t, based on the following research Tuestion TR ZKaW e[WeQW LV VeUYaQW leaGeUVKLS 
UelaWeG WR ePSlR\ee LQQRYaWLRQ SeUIRUPaQFe aQG ePSlR\ee MRb SeUIRUPaQFe LQ a SXblLF 
VeFWRU FRQWe[W" 
 
 7KHRUHWLFDO IUDPHZRUN 
 
The following sections provide a discussion of the theoretical frameworN of the study in this 
chapter, followed by a presentation of hypotheses.  
 
 %DFNJURXQG RQ VHUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS 
 
)ollowing 9an :art 2b  and <uNl 2 2, one common theme across all 
definitions of leadership is that leadership is a social process intended to influence others i.e. 
followers. This chapter focuses on particular DFWLYLWLHV that supervisors perform when 
attempting to influence others. This approach corresponds to the behavioral approach to 
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leadership, which concerns what leaders GR or that others perceive that they do in their worN 
<uNl, 2 ¶t Hart, 2.  
 The focus of the investigation in this chapter is on activities associated with servant 
leadership. *reenleaf  is regarded as the founder of servant leadership theory. 
Although he does not specify a precise definition of servant leadership, *reenleaf does 
identify µgoing beyond one¶s selfinterest¶ as the most important element. As such, Luthans 
and Avolio 2 argue that the primary aim of servant leaders is to allow followers to 
e[perience personal growth. )or e[ample, servant leaders learn new sNills and the art of 
dealing with difficult people. It is also important to mention that servant leaders are described 
as µthe SULPXV LQWHU SDUHV¶ *reenleaf, . In this vein, 9an DierendoncN 2 22 
notes that ³servant leaders do not use SRZHU to get things done, but SHUVXDVLRQ to convince 
their followers´. Based on *reenleaf¶s ideas, 6pears  identifies  characteristics that 
are generally considered the core elements of servant leadership listening, empathy, healing, 
awareness, persuasion, conceptuali]ation, foresight, stewardship, commitment and 
communitybuilding.  
  )rom a theoretical point of view, many characteristics have been attributed to leaders 
who could be identified as VHUYDQW leaders. The concept of servant leadership should therefore 
be investigated from a multidimensional approach Patterson, 2. Building upon the worN 
of 9an DierendoncN and 1uiMten 2, the study in this chapter conceptuali]es servant 
leadership as a multidimensional concept. In an attempt to develop a validated 
multidimensional instrument to measure servant leadership, 9an DierendoncN and 1uiMten 
2 note that  most studies adopt a unidimensional approach to servant leadership, 
thereby ignoring the multidimensional nature of the concept 2 studies that do distinguish 
different dimensions of servant leadership have difficulty capturing the solidity of the 
multidimensional structure and  the only e[isting study to confirm a multidimensional 
model of servant leadership as the bestfitting model Liden et al., 2 neglects the 
important aspects of accountability and courage. The multidimensional approach to servant 
leadership developed by 9an DierendoncN and 1uiMten 2 provides valid and reliable 
evidence on which to base investigations of the underlying premises of servant leadership 
theory in a public sector conte[t. To illustrate, Table . presents the eight dimensions of 
servant leadership from 9an DierendoncN and 1uiMten 2, which have been adopted and 
used in this study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Table .1: &RQFHSWXDOL]DWLRQ RI VHUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS EDVHG RQ 9DQ 'LHUHQGRQFN 	 1XLMWHQ 
  
'LPHQVLRQ 'HVFULSWLRQ ([DPSOH 
(mpowering  Leaders enable and encourage the 
personal development of their 
followers 
Allowing employees time off to taNe 
a course in order to learn new sNills 
 
6tanding bacN Leaders assign priority to the 
interests of their followers and 
provide support and credit to their 
followers 
Placing employees in the spotlight 
after winning a bid instead of 
drawing all attention to themselves 
 
Accountability Leaders hold their followers 
accountable for performance that 
they can control 
0easuring the Tuantity of the worN 
output of individual employees and 
assessing whether they have met 
their goals 
)orgiveness Leader understand and e[perience 
the feelings of others, letting go of 
perceived wrongdoings 
Allowing employees to maNe 
mistaNes in their worN 
&ourage Leaders dare to taNe risNs and try 
new approaches to old problems 
*ranting permission to an employee 
to implement a new way of providing 
unemployment benefits  
Authenticity  Leaders are true to themselves, 
accurately representing internal 
states, intentions and 
commitments 
([pressing personal sadness to an 
employee after he or she has lost a 
family member 
Humility Leaders dare to admit that they are 
not infallible and do maNe 
mistaNes 
Learning from feedbacN received 
from employees 
6tewardship Leaders taNe responsibility for the 
larger institution and strive for 
service instead of control and self
interest 
([plaining to employees the 
importance of providing health 
insurance 
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The investigation in this chapter e[amines the e[tent to which these dimensions of 
servant leadership are related to employee innovation performance and employee Mob 
performance. In the following sections, the concepts of employee innovation performance 
and employee Mob performance are discussed, along with the dimensions of servant leadership 
that are associated with these concepts. 
 
 %DFNJURXQG RQ HPSOR\HH LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH DQG HPSOR\HH MRE 
SHUIRUPDQFH 
 
This chapter addresses innovation performance. Definitions of innovation are based primarily 
on  perceived novelty and 2 the initial adoption of an idea by a given organi]ation De 
9ries et al., 2. This research defines employee innovation performance as the e[tent to 
which employees actually introduce and apply ideas, processes, products or procedures that 
are new to the organi]ation and that are designed to be useful 2sborne 	 Brown, 2. As 
argued by :elbourne and colleagues  , in addition to behaving in innovative ways 
with regard to their specific Mobs, employees should ³contribute to the effectiveness and 
adaptability of their organi]ation as a whole´. Accordingly, innovative employees develop 
creative ideas and process them critically, such that useless ideas are discarded and promising 
ideas are implemented &hen 	 Huang, 2. )or e[ample, innovative employees might 
implement new ways of cooperating with citi]ens and develop novel strategies for coping 
with pressures relating to accountability 9oorberg et al., 2. 
As often noted in the discipline of public management, public organi]ations are not 
Nnown for their innovativeness BeNNers et al., 2. According to 5ainey  2, 
important reasons include  the absence of incentives, as there is no competition in terms of 
output, 2 multiple and in some cases, conflicting, goals and  the absence of strong 
leadership and administrative authority. The field of public administration is nevertheless 
becoming more nuanced :alNer, 2. )or e[ample, with regard to innovativeness, Bysted 
and Hansen 2  note ³that it is not sector per se that important, instead it is the 
differences between subsectorsindustries and Mob types´. 0oreover, it has recently been 
argued that the ability to encourage innovation can be regarded as of Ney importance for 
public organi]ations, as it helps in coping with economic and social challenges taNing place 
within a rapidly changing environment Bysted 	 -espersen, 2 Bysted 	 Hansen, 2.  
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In addition to the concept of innovation performance, Mob performance is regarded as 
one of the most significant dimensions of performance because of its contribution to 
organi]ational goal achievement &hiniara 	 Bentein, 2. In other words, Mob 
performance represents the traditional view of employee performance. The Mob performance 
of employees has been defined as worN performance in terms of Tuantity and Tuality 
e[pected from each employee within a standard interval of time :elbourne et al.,  that 
is relevant to the goals of the organi]ation &ampbell et al.,  . )or e[ample, Mob 
performance could refer to observable behaviors necessary to complete tasNs that contribute 
to  the core products or services produced by the organi]ation line functions or 2 the 
servicing and maintenance of the technical core of the organi]ation staff functions 
0otowidlo et al., . The study in this chapter analyses the Tuantity and Tuality of 
employee worN output and evaluates the e[tent to which employees carry out tasNs 
accurately.  
 
  /LQNLQJ VHUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS DFWLYLWLHV WR HPSOR\HH LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH DQG 
HPSOR\HH MRE SHUIRUPDQFH 
 
The first theoretical e[pectation of this chapter is that servant leadership activities are 
positively related to employee innovation performance. 2ne theoretical argument for this 
e[pectation is that the focus of servant leaders on the growth and wellbeing of their 
followers generates positive emotions amongst followers <oshida et al., 2. )or e[ample, 
activities associated with empowerment reflect the peopleoriented focus of servant leaders, 
as they accelerate a proactive, selfconfident attitude among followers by encouraging 
personal development 9an DierendoncN 	 1uiMten, 2 2. In this respect, )redricNson 
  emphasi]es that positive emotions emerging from servant leadership e.g. 
happiness, hope and gratitude are liNely ³to pursue novel, creative, and often unscripted 
paths of thought and action´, as they tend to broaden the momentary thoughtaction 
repertoires of individuals. The resulting positive emotions are therefore liNely to foster 
employee innovation performance. 
Another theoretical argument for e[pecting a positive relationship between servant 
leadership and employee innovation performance draws upon social e[change theory Liden 
et al., 2. As suggested in the literature, activities associated with servant leadership 
generate positive evaluations amongst followers with regard to servant leaders 9an 
DierendoncN, 2 2. These positive evaluations result into a strong sense of 
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psychological safety in the relationship between servant leaders and their followers <oshida 
et al., 2. Psychological safety refers to circumstances that lead employees to feel 
comfortable taNing risNs and developing novel ideas (dmondson, . 6cholars have 
noted that a psychologically safe conte[t provides an important foundation for innovation, as 
it allows employees to feel safe worNing on new and improved ways of carrying out tasNs 
Anderson 	 :est,  Baer 	 )rese, 2. The following hypothesis is based on this line 
of reasoning 
 
H The dimensions of servant leadership are positively related to employee  
innovation performance in a public sector conte[t. 
 
The second theoretical e[pectation is that servant leadership activities are positively 
related to employee Mob performance. 6cholars have noted that servant leadership is an 
employeeoriented style of leadership that facilitates such employee attitudes as 
organi]ational commitment Liden et al., 2, 2&B (hrhart, 2 and inrole 
performance 1eubert et al., 2 9an DierendoncN 	 1uiMten, 2. 6ervant leadership is 
e[pected to enhance employee Mob performance for at least two reasons. )irst, by focusing on 
putting the needs of others first, behaving with integrity, providing essential support and 
sharing information, servant leaders enact strategies that enhances the wellbeing and 
functioning of their followers (hrhart, 2 Liao 	 &huang, 2 :alumbwa et al., 2. 
Drawing on social e[change theory Liden et al., 2, servant leadership involves an 
e[change process in which leaders facilitate followers by affirming their strengths and 
potential capabilities, in addition to providing support for the development of followers Hu 
	 Liden, 2 . )ollowers reciprocate the benefits that they have received in the form of 
positive Mob attitudes, including 2&B and increased performance 9an DierendoncN, 2 
2. :alumba and colleagues 2 provide evidence to support the e[istence of this 
proposed process of social e[change, reporting that teamlevel servant leadership is positively 
related to selfefficacy on the part of followers.  
A second reason for e[pecting servant leadership to enhance employee Mob 
performance is that servant leaders enact strategies that are designed to increase goal clarity, 
as emphasi]ed by Hu and Liden 2. *oal clarity arises when employees are committed to 
the goal LocNe 	 Latham, . In this conte[t, the employeecentred focus of servant 
leaders is liNely to increase the acceptance of and commitment to goals amongst followers 
Hu 	 Liden, 2 . This is because servant leaders, rather than engaging in 
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opportunistic behavior, put the needs of others first and help people to achieve as much 
personal development as possible, with the ultimate goal of achieving career success 
*reenleaf,  1eubert et al., 2. As suggested by goalsetting theory, clear goals 
result into improved Mob performance, due to their role in directing and guiding attention and 
behavior, while encouraging persistence on the part of individuals or groups LocNe 	 
Latham, 2. As argued by LocNe and Latham 2, clear goals focus the efforts of 
individuals in specific directions, which conseTuently lead to improvement in performance. 
The following hypothesis is based on these observations 
 
H2  The dimensions of servant leadership are positively related to employee  
Mob performance in a public sector conte[t. 
 
)inally, the study conducted in this chapter investigates the e[tent to which some 
dimensions of servant leadership are more important than others in relation to employee 
innovation performance and employee Mob performance. In this vein, 9an DierendoncN and 
1uiMten 2 2 identify five essential dimensions of servant leadership ± empowerment, 
accountability, standing bacN, humility and stewardship ± with authenticity, courage and 
forgiveness as secondary dimensions. This array of factors is based on  the results of 
confirmatory factor analyses in the development phase of servant leadership, 2 the results of 
e[ploratory factor analyses including other leadership scales e.g. transformational leadership 
and ethical leadership in addition to servant leadership and  the results of the correlations 
between the eight dimensions of servant leadership and behaviors of followers e.g. vitality, 
engagement, Mob satisfaction, organi]ational commitment and performance. In addition, 
Liden et al. 2 identify the empowering dimension of servant leadership as the most 
important. By definition, servant leaders focus e[plicitly on the needs of their followers. In 
this sense, they help followers grow, thus ma[imi]ing organi]ational and career success 
*reenleaf, . The dimension of empowerment offers the best illustration of this primary 
focus of servant leadership, as it refers to concern that servant leaders show for the career 
growth and development of their followers by supporting and facilitating them in solving 
problems, such that they can do their worN well Liden et al., 2 2. The third 
hypothesis of this chapter is based on these insights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H The empowerment dimension of servant leadership has the strongest  
positive relationship with employee innovation performance and employee  
Mob performance in a public sector conte[t. 
 
 5HVXOWV 
 
This section presents the results deriving from a multisource survey design conducted in the 
8:9 Benefits division for a discussion concerning the method used in this chapter, see 
&hapter . 6tarting in -anuary 2, a survey was completed by 2, 2 employees, 
measuring the servant leadership of their direct supervisors. A second survey was conducted 
in 0ay 2, in which 2 supervisors  rated employee innovation performance and 
employee Mob performance. The data from the first survey were linNed to those of the second 
survey to create a final data set comprising responses from  employees. 
 
 )DFWRU DQDO\VLV 
 
Prior to testing the research hypotheses, this chapter conducts confirmatory factor analyses 
&)A in 0plus version .2 to assess validity of the measures for the eight dimensions of 
servant leadership, employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance. The 
data have a µnested¶ structure employees are µnested¶ within teams, as supervisors rate the 
innovation and Mob performance of employees within their team. )or this reason, the µcluster¶ 
command for &)A within 0plus T<P(   &20PL(; and (6TI0AT25   0L5 is used as 
a way of taNing teams into account. 0ultiple indices are used to assess the fit of the 
measurement model. As suggested by Bentler , an acceptable fit is evidenced by a root 
mean sTuare error of appro[imation 560(A of . or lower, a comparative fit inde[ &)I 
of . or higher, and a TucNerLewis inde[ TLI of . or higher. The values obtained for the 
506(A ., &)I . and TLI . from the &)A results reveal acceptable convergent 
and discriminant validity for the model.  
 
 'HVFULSWLYH VWDWLVWLFV 
 
0eans, standard deviations and correlation coefficients for the chapter measures as 
calculated in 6P66 version 22 are displayed in Table .2. As shown in this table, the mean 
score for employee innovation performance was lower than the mean score for employee Mob 
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performance. 6ervant leadership initiatives that corresponding to empowering, standing bacN, 
forgiveness and stewardship are positively correlated with employee innovation performance, 
while, servant leadership activities focused on empowering, standing bacN and forgiveness 
are positively associated with employee Mob performance. At this point, it is important to note 
that, of all dimensions of servant leadership, the empowering dimension is the most strongly 
correlated with employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance. :ith 
regard to the control variables, employee age and tenure are negatively associated with 
employee innovation performance, while the age of employees and the educational level of 
supervisors are negatively correlated with employee Mob performance. In contrast, the 
educational level of employees is positively correlated with employee innovation 
performance.  
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 6(0 5HVXOWV 
 
6tructural eTuation modeling 6(0 is performed to assess whether servant leadership is related 
to employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance. These analyses are 
performed in 0plus, using the following commands T<P(   &20PL(; analysis and 
(6TI0AT25   0L5 commands. These commands demonstrate the e[tent to which the model 
and its main effects provided an acceptable fit for the data. The model had a good fit 506(A   
. &)I   . TLI   ., and e[plained . of the variance 5ð in employee innovation 
performance and . of the variance 5ð in employee Mob performance. The results are 
displayed in Table ..  
As indicated by the 6(0 results, servant leaders who engaged in empowering are 
positively related to employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance. These 
results provide limited support for the first and second hypothesis ± only the empowering 
dimension of servant leadership is positively associated with ratings on employee innovation 
performance and employee Mob performance ± and full support for the third hypothesis. The 
beneficial role that empowering leadership tends to play in employee innovation performance 
and employee Mob performance could be due to the increased liNelihood of followers to taNe 
initiative to solve problems 6rivastava et al., 2 2 and the reinforcement of the 
instrumental sNills, abilities and associated efficacy beliefs of followers 5aub 	 5obert, 2 
.  
The results of this chapter further indicate that servant leaders who dare to taNe risNs e.g. 
strong courage servant leadership are negatively related to employee Mob performance. Based on 
goalsetting theory LocNe 	 Latham, 2, servant leaders who engage in courage might 
arguably be engaging in opportunistic behavior rather than directing the efforts of followers to 
the achievement of goals, thus leading to a decline in performance LocNe 	 Latham, 2. 
6uch an interpretation, however, should be approached with caution. As shown in Table .2, the 
courage dimension of servant leadership is not correlated with employee Mob performance. This 
result might be due to biases caused by multicollinearity ± high correlations among the latent 
constructs *rewal et al., 2 ± which might have affected the ways in which the various 
dimensions of servant leadership are connected with employee innovation performance and 
employee Mob performance. To detect multicollinearity in the data, this chapter employs YDULDQFH 
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LQIODWLRQ IDFWRUV 9I). As the name suggests, 9I) Tuantifies the e[tent to which the variance is 
inflated Belsley, . In general, 9I) values between  and  indicate that multicollinearity 
problems are liNely, with values that e[ceeding  confirming the presence of such problems 
Belsley, . 1one of the 9I) values obtained in this study as calculated in 6P66 is higher 
than  the highest value found is . for the humility dimension of servant leadership, thus 
indicating no multicollinearity problems in the data.  
:ith regard to the control variables, higher age on the part of employees is negatively 
related to employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance. In addition, higher 
education on the part of employees is positively related to employee innovation performance, 
while employee tenure is positively associated with employee Mob performance. )urthermore, 
higher education on the part of supervisors is negatively related to employee innovation 
performance and employee Mob performance. 1o effects are found for employee gender or for the 
gender, age or tenure of supervisors. 
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Table .: 5HVXOWV RI 6(0 DQDO\VHV IRU HPSOR\HH LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH DQG HPSOR\HH MRE 
SHUIRUPDQFH 
               (PSOR\HH LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH    (PSOR\HH MRE SHUIRUPDQFH 
               5ð             5ð      
&RQWURO YDULDEOHV          
*ender of employees          .     .2 
Age of employees               
(ducational level of employees              . 
Tenure of employees           .2      
*ender of supervisors          .     . 
Age of supervisors           .    . 
(ducational level of supervisors            
Tenure of supervisors         .    . 
0DLQ HIIHFWV 
(mpowering                 
6tanding bacN          .     .2 
Accountability          .2     . 
)orgiveness           .2    . 
&ourage          .     
Authenticity           .     . 
Humility          .     .2 
6tewardship           .    . 
 p  .  p  .. 6tandardi]ed coefficients are presented. 
 
 &RQFOXVLRQ DQG GLVFXVVLRQ 
 
The study in this chapter e[amines the role played by the full range of servant leadership 
dimensions as developed by 9an DierendoncN and 1uiMten, 2 in employee innovation 
performance and employee Mob performance in the 8:9 Benefits division. By doing so, this 
study provides an answer to the third subTuestion of this dissertation, which is formulated as 
follows TR ZKaW e[WeQW LV VeUYaQW leaGeUVKLS UelaWeG WR ePSlR\ee LQQRYaWLRQ SeUIRUPaQFe aQG 
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ePSlR\ee MRb SeUIRUPaQFe LQ a SXblLF VeFWRU FRQWe[W" The results revealed in this chapter 
contribute to insight into relationships between leadership and performance in the field of public 
management by developing a distinct theoretical model and testing it according to multisource 
and large 1 data. 
2ne conclusion is that servant leadership activities associated with empowerment are 
positively related to employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance. As 
indicated by the results, empowerment involves the development of actions or strategies 
designed to enhance employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance. In other 
words, within a public sector conte[t, the efforts of servant supervisors to e[press confidence in 
the performance ability of their followers, to provide their followers with autonomy in their 
worN, and to provide their followers with access to Mobrelated Nnowledge )ernande] 	 
0oldoga]iev, 2 tend to accelerate employee innovation performance and employee Mob 
performance. This conclusion is consistent with Liden et al. 2, who identify empowerment 
as the most important dimension of servant leadership. 6imilarly, in the conte[t of public sector 
organi]ations, )ernande] and 0oldoga]iev 2 2 highlight the importance of empowerment 
for public leaders, arguing that facilitating and supporting public sector employees in worN can 
enhance the Tuality of public services. In this respect, this chapter relies upon a multidimensional 
approach to servant leadership, given its potential to identify underlying premises of servant 
leadership theory in public organi]ations in this case, the crucial role that empowerment plays in 
employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance within the 8:9 Benefits 
division, thus moving beyond studies based on unidimensional approaches to servant leadership 
e.g. 0iao et al., 2. 
A second conclusion that can be drawn from the results of this chapter is that many 
dimensions of servant leadership e.g. standing bacN, accountability, forgiveness, authenticity, 
humility and stewardship are unrelated to either employee innovation performance or employee 
Mob performance. There are at least two possible e[planations for these findings. 2ne has to do 
with the fact that the case selected for the study ± the 8:9 Benefits division ± could be 
regarded as a µmachine bureaucracy¶ 0int]berg, 2, as it is defined by its standardi]ation. It 
is therefore logical to e[pect that activities associated with servant leadership activities could be 
more effective in µprofessional bureaucracies¶, given that considerable importance is attached to 
individual development, training, e[pertise and specialism within this organi]ational conte[t 
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0int]berg, 2. )rom this perspective, professional bureaucracies would seem one of the 
most appropriate conte[ts within which to study connections between servant leadership and 
performance. 
Another reason for the large number of nonsignificant findings in this chapter has to do 
with the use of multisource data. As argued by 0eier and 2¶Toole 2, the analysis of 
multisource data provides a more stringent and accurate test of relationships than does the 
analysis of common source data. In this regard, )avero and BullocN 2  emphasi]e that 
using a common source to measure both the independent and dependent variables can be 
problematic in terms of validity. )or e[ample, employees who rate their supervisors as highly 
forgiveness might have a tendency to rate their own innovation performance higher as well. 6uch 
biases may thus result into erroneously significant outcomes.  
Two limitations to the study conducted in this chapter should be mentioned. )irst, despite 
the benefits associated with the use of multisource data, the data used in this study are also cross
sectional in nature, meaning that they are collected at a specific point in time. &rosssectional 
designs can obscure the direction of causality -ilNe et al., 2, which is assumed in this 
chapter to move from servant leadership to performance. )or e[ample, it could be that 
supervisors tend to allow greater Mob autonomy to employees who receive high ratings on Mob 
performance µreverse causality¶. In this regard, one interesting avenue for future research 
would be to conduct e[perimental or longitudinal studies, thereby significantly advancing 
Nnowledge about causality Bellp, 2 Perry, 22. A second limitation of this chapter is that 
it is conducted within a specific public sector organi]ation, which can be regarded as 
representative of machine bureaucracies 0int]berg, 2. This reduces the e[ternal validity of 
the results. To address this limitation, future studies could incorporate a great variety of public 
sector organi]ations in order to e[amine the e[tent to which the findings reported in this chapter 
can be generali]ed to other types of public organi]ations.  
In conclusion, the findings of this chapter should be regarded as initial evidence of a 
relationship of servant leadership to employee innovation performance and employee Mob 
performance in a public sector conte[t. 0ore specifically, they indicate that servant leaders who 
engage in empowerment could be positively associated with enhanced employee innovation 
performance and employee Mob performance. Additional research is needed to confirm and 
generali]e these findings. 
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chapter 7 
conclusions and reﬂ ections
 
 ,QWURGXFWLRQ 
 
The overall aim of this research is to develop greater insight into the relationship between 
leadership and innovation in a public sector conte[t. This is an important topic, as many 
e[amples indicate that governments around the world are currently facing maMor challenges, 
including cutbacNs and increasing demands see Bartlett 	 Dibben, 22 Bysted 	 Hansen, 
2 BeNNers et al., 2. 6hrinNing budgets are pressuring governments to do more with 
fewer resources, and increasing community e[pectations and obligations have created a need to 
understand the leadership of innovation. 
In this final chapter, the research Tuestions of this dissertation are answered 6ection .2, 
and its contributions are discussed in greater detail 6ection .. A reflection on this research is 
provided in section ., followed by suggestions for a future research agenda and 
recommendations for practical implications 6ection ..  
 
 $QVZHULQJ WKH UHVHDUFK TXHVWLRQV RI WKLV VWXG\ 
 
This dissertation is aimed at answering the following main research Tuestion 
 
:KaW URle GReV leaGeUVKLS Sla\ LQ LQQRYaWLRQ ZLWKLQ WKe FRQWe[W RI WKe SXblLF VeFWRU" 
 
The main research Tuestion can be broNen down into three subTuestions 
. :hich roles do top managers envision for themselves, and which leadership activities do 
they perform in order to foster a climate for innovation in a public sector conte[t" 
2. To what e[tent does rulefollowing leadership influence the innovation performance of 
teams in a public sector conte[t"  
. To what e[tent is servant leadership related to employee innovation performance and 
employee Mob performance in a public sector conte[t" 
 
TaNen together, the answers to these three subTuestions generate an answer to the main research 
Tuestion. The answers to the research Tuestions are shown in Table .. This table is closely 
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linNed to Table .2, which presents a schematic overview of the study based on the research 
Tuestions.  
 
Table .1: %ULHI DQVZHUV WR WKH WKUHH VXETXHVWLRQV 
&KDSWHU 6XETXHVWLRQ %ULHI DQVZHU 
&hapter  :hich roles do top managers 
envision for themselves, and 
which leadership activities do 
they perform in order to foster a 
climate for innovation in a 
public sector conte[t" 
2n the one hand, top managers may foster a 
climate for innovation by serving as role 
models and by formulating and e[pressing the 
mission and the vision of the organi]ation. 2n 
the other hand, they are liNely to substantiate 
their leadership roles by using topdown 
mechanisms, which conflict with freedom and 
trust, which are regarded as important 
characteristics of a climate for innovation. 
&hapter  To what e[tent does rule
following leadership influence 
the innovation performance of 
teams in a public sector conte[t"  
6trong rulefollowing leadership seems to 
play an important role in enhancing team 
innovation performance, particularly for 
teams with lower levels of education. 
&hapter  To what e[tent is servant 
leadership related to employee 
innovation performance and 
employee Mob performance in a 
public sector conte[t" 
6ervant leadership activities associated with 
empowerment are positively related to 
employee innovation performance and 
employee Mob performance. 
 
 7KH UROH RI WRS PDQDJHUV UHIOHFWV GLIIHUHQW FRUH YDOXHV RI SXEOLF PDQDJHPHQW LQ WKH 
FRQWH[W RI IRVWHULQJ D FOLPDWH IRU LQQRYDWLRQ 6XETXHVWLRQ  
  
The first subTuestion concerns the roles that top managers envision for themselves, as well as 
which leadership activities they perform in order to foster a climate for innovation in a public 
sector conte[t. 
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 Based on academic literature ¶t Hart, 2, this study defines the leadership of top 
managers as a particular set of activities and interactions aimed at influencing others. This 
definition is in line with the behavioral approach to leadership <uNl, 2. Behavioral theories 
of leadership focus on what leaders actually GR behavior. As emphasi]ed by 9an :art 22 
2b, top managers devote particular attention to the e[ternal organi]ational environment, as 
evidenced in their leadership activities of scanning the environment, networNing, and partnering. 
)or this reason, &hapter  of this dissertation devotes particular attention to the ways in which 
top managers envision and conceptuali]e turbulence and comple[ity in the e[ternal environment, 
given the influence that the environment influences on the management of public organi]ations 
see 5ainey, 2. An innovative climate is further characteri]ed by employees who help and 
support each other, teams and departments that worN together, and the e[change of promising 
ideas IsaNsen 	 ANNermans, 2. An innovative climate also encourages risNtaNing behavior, 
as such behavior helps to advance new ideas IsaNsen 	 ANNermans, 2.  
As demonstrated in &hapter  of this dissertation, Tualitative research methods were 
applied in order to obtain the data for this subTuestion. 6emistructured interviews were held 
with 2 public managers spanning the highest level in the hierarchy of the 8:9 Benefits 
division. The interviews were transcribed verbatim, and 0A;QDA software was used in the 
systematic coding and analysis of the transcripts.  
As indicated by the results presented in &hapter , the leadership roles that top managers 
envision for themselves simultaneously strengthen and disturb the process of fostering a climate 
for innovation. 2n the one hand, top managers apparently foster a climate for innovation by 
serving as role models and by formulating and e[pressing the mission and the vision of the 
organi]ation. These activities are consistent with ³lambdatype´ values, which are based on 
robustness and adaptivity. As described by Hood  , adaptivity is ³the capacity to 
withstand and learn from the blows of fate, to avoid µcompetency traps¶ in adaption processes, to 
Neep operating even in adverse µworst case¶ conditions and to adapt rapidly in a crisis.´ Acting as 
a role model and formulating mission and vision statements stimulate the processes needed in 
order to foster a climate for innovation. These leadership activities thus correspond to this type of 
values, which also emphasi]e a climate for innovation. 2n the other hand, top managers are 
liNely to substantiate their leadership roles by using topdown mechanisms, which conflict with 
freedom and trust. 6uch topdown mechanisms are related to ³sigmatype´ values, which are 
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e[pressed in control systems and ³mechanistic´ structures Hood,  2, placing heavy 
emphasis on controlling output, as opposed to either process or input. They are thus reflected in 
topdown mechanisms, which are based on monitoring and controlling employees.  
In summary, the role played by leadership on the part of top managers in fostering a 
climate for innovation reflects different and conflicting core values of public management i.e., 
³lambdatype´ values versus ³sigmatype´ values.  
 
 5XOHIROORZLQJ OHDGHUVKLS DIIHFWV WKH LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH RI WHDPV GHSHQGLQJ 
XSRQ WHDP HGXFDWLRQDO OHYHO 6XETXHVWLRQ  
 
The second subTuestion concerns the e[tent to which rulefollowing leadership influences team 
innovation performance in a public sector conte[t.  
 Based on Tummers and .nies 2, rulefollowing leadership activities are defined in 
this dissertation as ³encouraging employees to carry out tasNs in line with governmental rules 
and regulations.´ The importance of such activities has been emphasi]ed by 2berfield 2, 
who argues that ignoring or departing from governmental rules and regulations increases the 
liNelihood of corruption and the inconsistent implementation of policies. In addition, and 
consistent with 6omech and Drach=ahavy 2 , team innovation performance refers to 
the e[tent to which a team introduces and applies ³ideas, processes, products, or procedures that 
are new to the team and that are designed to be useful´. Accordingly, innovative teams generate 
creative ideas and process them critically, such that useless ideas are discarded and promising 
ideas are implemented Anderson 	 :est, .  
Although leadership is generally regarded as a crucial resource for enhancing 
performance within the conte[t of public organi]ations )ernande] et al., 2 Hassan 	 
HatmaNer, 2 0oynihan 	 Pandey, 2 2ra]i et al., 2 9an :art, 2b, various 
scholars have argued that public leaders are not unconditionally successful in affecting 
performance Bellp, 2 Hassan 	 HatmaNer, 2. Team conte[t is a crucial factor in this 
regard, given its potential to moderate the relationship between leadership and team innovation 
performance (isenbeiss et al., 2 6chippers et al., 2. )ollowing private management 
studies that argue the appropriateness of addressing educational level in the e[amination of team 
conte[t Horwit] 	 Horwit], 2 6omech 	 Drach=ahavy, 2, this study includes an 
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analysis of the e[tent to which the educational level of a team might moderate any relationship 
between rulefollowing leadership and team innovation performance.    
As demonstrated in &hapter , Tuantitative research methods were used to collect the data 
for this subTuestion. Through an analysis of multisource data from two different surveys 
incorporating the views of  employees in  different teams worNing in the 8:9 Benefits 
division, several hypotheses were tested using structural eTuation modeling in 0plus. 
As indicated by the results reported in &hapter , a strong focus on rules i.e., strong rule
following leadership plays an important role in enhancing team innovation performance, 
particularly for teams with lower levels of education. In other words, the efforts of supervisors to 
ensure that their teams following the law, carry out governmental policies properly, and act 
precisely in accordance with rules and procedures apparently provide direction to teams with 
lower levels of education, thereby encouraging them to innovate. These results thus suggest that 
supervisors might enhance the performance of teams with lower levels of education by 
motivating and guiding them with regard to behaving in accordance with governmental rules and 
regulations with regard to enhanced innovativeness. 
In summary, activities associated with rulefollowing leadership are related to team 
innovation performance in a public sector conte[t, depending upon team educational level.  
 
 6HUYDQW OHDGHUV ZKR HQJDJH LQ HPSRZHUPHQW LQIOXHQFH HPSOR\HH LQQRYDWLRQ  
SHUIRUPDQFH DQG HPSOR\HH MRE SHUIRUPDQFH 6XETXHVWLRQ  
 
The third subTuestion of this study concerns the e[tent to which servant leadership can be 
related to employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance in a public sector 
conte[t. 
 5egarded as the founder of servant leadership theory, *reenleaf  identifies ³going 
beyond one¶s selfinterest´ as the most important element. 6cholars have argued that the service 
orientation of servant leaders ± both within and outside their organi]ations ± may be of great 
value to leaders in public organi]ations, particularly in light of decreasing public confidence due 
to reports of corruption and other selfinterested initiatives on the part of their employees 0iao 
et al., 2. )rom a theoretical point of view, many characteristics have been attributed to 
leaders who could be regarded as servant leaders Patterson, 2. Building on the worN of 9an 
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DierendoncN and 1uiMten 2, servant leadership is thus developed as a multidimensional 
concept in this dissertation. In addition, employee innovation performance is defined as the 
e[tent to which employees introduce and apply new ideas, processes, products, or procedures 
that are designed to be useful 2sborne 	 Brown, 2. (mployee Mob performance is related to 
worN performance in terms of the Tuantity and Tuality e[pected from each employee :elbourne 
et al.,  in order to achieve organi]ational goals &ampbell et al.,  .  
As reported in &hapter , Tuantitative methods were used in order to answer this sub
Tuestion. 6tarting in -anuary 2, a survey was completed by 2, employees, measuring the 
leadership of their direct supervisors. A second survey was conducted in 0ay 2, in which 
2 supervisors rated employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance. The 
data from the first survey were linNed to those of the second survey to create a final dataset 
comprising responses from  employees worNing in the 8:9 Benefits division. 
 As indicated by the results reported in &hapter , servant leadership activities associated 
with empowerment are positively related to employee innovation performance and employee Mob 
performance. In other words, within a public sector conte[t, the efforts of servant supervisors to 
e[press confidence in the performance ability of their followers, to provide their followers with 
autonomy in their worN, and to provide their followers with access to Mobrelated Nnowledge 
apparently accelerate employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance. 
1evertheless, the findings also demonstrate that many dimensions of servant leadership e.g., 
standing bacN, accountability, forgiveness, authenticity, humility, and stewardship are unrelated 
to either employee innovation performance or employee Mob performance. 2ne e[planation for 
these findings could be that, within the case selected for the dissertation, less importance was 
attached to individual development, training, and e[pertise. 
In summary, servant leaders who engage in empowerment could be positively associated 
with enhanced employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance in a public 
sector conte[t.  
 
 $QVZHULQJ WKH FHQWUDO UHVHDUFK TXHVWLRQ 
 
Based on the answers to the subTuestions, as discussed above, this section provides an answer to 
the main research Tuestion of the study. The findings indicate that the manner in which the role 
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(        
of leadership is e[erted plays an important role in innovation i.e., a climate for innovation and 
innovation performance. As such, the results reported in this dissertation provide additional 
insight into the relationship between leadership and innovation in the field of public 
management. )igure . summari]es the most important relationships revealed in this research. 
The figure is closely related to )igure .. 
 
)LJXUe .1: 2YHUYLHZ RI WKH PRVW LPSRUWDQW UHODWLRQVKLSV UHYHDOHG LQ WKLV VWXG\ 
 
2rgani]ational level 
                                                                   
        Top managers serve as role models                   &limate for innovation 
  
        Top managers formulate and e[press                &limate for innovation 
        the mission and vision of the  
        organi]ation 
 
        Top managers use topdown                               &limate for innovation 
        mechanisms e.g., monitoring                     
        and controlling 
 
 
Team level 
                                                                   
        6upervisors perform rule                          Team innovation performance for 
        following leadership activities     teams with lower levels of education 
         
 
Individual level 
                                                                   
        6upervisors empower their followers       (mployee innovation performance 
        and employee Mob performance 
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The first conclusion has to do with leadership on the part of top managers and D FOLPDWH 
IRU LQQRYDWLRQ. )irst, the results indicate that leadership activities e.g., being a role model play 
a decisive role in an innovative climate. In the case addressed in this study, the H[HPSODU\ 
EHKDYLRU of top managers was of great importance for fostering a climate for innovation. 
6econd, the findings indicate that activities related to formulating and e[pressing the mission and 
vision of the organi]ation both illustrated and enforced development with regard to developing a 
climate for innovation through concrete actions. In this case, PLVVLRQ DQG YLVLRQ VWDWHPHQWV 
provided longterm direction for the organi]ation with regard to a climate for innovation, while 
endowing the organi]ation with a sense of purposeful action. The research results also 
demonstrate that top managers are liNely to substantiate their leadership activities by HQDFWLQJ 
WRSGRZQ PHFKDQLVPV, including monitoring and controlling their employees. Because these 
leadership activities limit freedom and trust, however, they disrupt the process of fostering a 
climate for innovation Anderson 	 :est, . Based on these findings, it can be concluded 
that, although top managers can be considered an important factor for fostering a climate for 
innovation, their tendency to use topdown activities diminishes the liNelihood of such a climate 
in a public sector conte[t. 
 The second conclusion of this dissertation focuses on rulefollowing leadership and team 
innovation performance. As demonstrated by the findings, strong UXOHIROORZLQJ OHDGHUVKLS 
DFWLYLWLHV are liNely to enhance WHDP LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH for WHDPV ZLWK ORZHU OHYHOV RI 
HGXFDWLRQ, but not for teams with higher levels of education. According to Tummers and .nies 
2, rulefollowing leadership activities emphasi]e  following the law, 2 carrying out 
governmental policies properly and  acting precisely in accordance with the rules and 
procedures. In conclusion, strong rulefollowing leadership is liNely to have a positive impact on 
team innovation performance for teams with lower levels of education in a public sector conte[t. 
 The third conclusion of this dissertation has to do with the effects of servant leadership 
on employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance. According to the research 
results, strong HPSRZHULQJ OHDGHUVKLS ± a core dimension of servant leadership ± can be 
positively related to HPSOR\HH LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH and HPSOR\HH MRE SHUIRUPDQFH. In 
other words, the efforts of servant supervisors to e[press confidence in the performance ability of 
their followers, to provide their followers with autonomy in their worN, and to provide their 
followers with access to Mobrelated Nnowledge )ernande] 	 0oldoga]iev, 2 are liNely to 
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accelerate the innovativeness and enhance the Mob performance of employees. In conclusion, 
servant leaders who engage in empowerment seem to enhance employee innovation performance 
and employee Mob performance.  
 
 &RQWULEXWLRQV RI WKLV GLVVHUWDWLRQ 
 
The previous section presents three main conclusions derived from this research in answer to the 
central research Tuestion. This section relates these conclusions to the appropriate bodies of 
literature, as presented schematically in Table .2. The results thus demonstrate the 
interdisciplinary character of the research, as depicted in )igure .2. 
 
Table .: &RQWULEXWLRQ RI WKH GLVVHUWDWLRQ 
6XETXHVWLRQ &RQWULEXWLRQ LQ VKRUW $GGV WR WKH 
OLWHUDWXUH RQ 
:hich roles do top managers 
envision for themselves, and 
which leadership activities do 
they perform in order to foster 
a climate for innovation in a 
public sector conte[t"  
(mpirical investigation of a climate 
for innovation in a public sector 
conte[t 
Public administration 
Identification of a buffer role on the 
part of top managers 
Public administration, 
innovation 
To what e[tent does rule
following leadership influence 
the innovation performance of 
teams in a public sector 
conte[t"  
(ffect of rulefollowing leadership on 
team innovation performance 
Public administration 
To what e[tent is servant 
leadership related to employee 
innovation performance and 
employee Mob performance in 
a public sector conte[t" 
0ultidimensional approach to servant 
leadership in a public sector conte[t 
Public administration, 
leadership 
Impact of servant leadership on 
employee innovation performance and 
employee Mob performance 
Public administration 
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 (PSLULFDO LQYHVWLJDWLRQ RI D FOLPDWH IRU LQQRYDWLRQ LQ D SXEOLF VHFWRU FRQWH[W 
 
This dissertation investigates the roles that top managers envision for themselves, as well as the 
leadership activities they perform in order to foster a climate for innovation in a public sector 
conte[t. The research findings reveal that the roles that top managers envision for themselves 
simultaneously strengthen and disturb the process of fostering a climate for innovation.  
2ne way in which this study contributes to the public administration literature has to do 
with its focus on a climate for innovation, which has received considerable attention in the field 
of private management e.g., Anderson 	 :est,  6omech 	 Drach=ahavy, 2. )or 
e[ample, &hen and colleagues 2 report that support at the teamlevel for an innovative 
climate captures motivational impact that mediate between transformational leadership and the 
innovation performance of teams.  
Despite the considerable body of literature on innovative climate, little attention has been 
paid to the empirical investigation of such a climate within a specific conte[t of the public sector. 
2ne e[ception is a study by 0oolenaar and colleagues 2, investigating a climate for 
innovation in schools. The limited attention to innovative climate in the public administration 
literature is surprising, given the important role that it currently plays for public organi]ations. 
This dissertation addresses this gap, in addition to investigating an important antecedent of 
innovative climate by analy]ing the impact of leadership activities performed by top managers in 
this regard. In conclusion, the research reported in this dissertation maNes a theoretical 
contribution to an important topic within the field of public administration the empirical 
investigation of a climate for innovation in a public sector conte[t. 
 
 ,GHQWLILFDWLRQ RI D EXIIHU UROH RQ WKH SDUW RI WRS PDQDJHUV  
 
Investigation of the roles that top managers envision for themselves and the leadership activities 
they perform in order to foster a climate for innovation in a public sector conte[t has identified a 
buffer role on the part of top managers. 0ore precisely, the findings of this study imply that, 
when upper management serves as a buffer, this tends to reduce the internal effects of dynamics 
in the e[ternal organi]ational environment. The identification of this buffer role is an important 
contribution to the literature on public administration and innovation.  
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 )urther Mustification of this claim is provided by Damanpour and 6chneider 2 22, 
who conclude that environmental factors have a weaNer influence on innovation than do either 
organi]ational characteristics or the attitudes of top managers in the public sector. In a recent 
study, however, Bernier and colleagues 2 challenge this conclusion, arguing that it is aimed 
at demonstrating the more specific impact of environmental factors on innovation. 1evertheless, 
according to their results, only the rate of unemployment and type of government maMority 
government versus minority government influence public sector innovation, while 
organi]ational si]e, strength of the economy, and investments in research and development 
5	D have no discernible effect. 6uch studies pay little attention to the identification of reasons 
why environmental factors have less impact on innovation than do the roles of top managers. By 
emphasi]ing the buffer role on the part of top managers, this dissertation provides an e[planation 
for why innovation is less affected by environmental factors than it is by organi]ational 
characteristics or activities undertaNen by top managers.   
 The identification of this buffer role also contributes to the literature on innovation. 2ne 
assumption within this body of literature is that the e[ternal environment has a strong impact on 
the nature of innovation. 6upport for this claim is provided by 0adMar and colleagues 2, 
who argue that a lacN of resources e.g., materials, time, financial means in the environment 
may limit radical ideas, which is an important prereTuisite for innovation Anderson 	 :est, 
. In a similar vein, 6imseN 2  proposes that whether the e[ternal environment of 
an organi]ation can be regarded as comple[ and dynamic, and that it determines the need for 
innovation. 1evertheless, top managers apparently play a buffer role that allows organi]ations to 
have a certain level of ³choice´ with regard to the manner in which and the e[tent to which they 
will cope with budget pressure, increasing demands, and other environmental factors. 0ore 
precisely, when upper management serves as a buffer, this tends to reduce the effects of 
dynamics in the e[ternal environment on innovation. Another important contribution of this 
dissertation to the innovation literature is therefore the finding that the buffer role of top 
managers has the potential to mitigate environmental impact on innovation.  
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 (IIHFW RI UXOHIROORZLQJ OHDGHUVKLS RQ WHDP LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH 
 
As demonstrated in this dissertation, rulefollowing leadership activities are positively related to 
team innovation performance for teams with lower levels of education, but not for teams with 
higher levels of education. This finding is an important contribution to the public administration 
literature. 
In contrast to the literature on private management e.g., &hen 	 Huang, 2 6omech 
	 Drach=ahavy, 2, the public administration literature offers very little empirical evidence 
relating to innovation and its leadership at the team level in the public administration field. 2ne 
recent e[ception is a study by Torugsa and Arundel 2, who e[plore factors associated with 
comple[ity and e[amine how comple[ity affects innovation outcomes at the worNgroup level. 
2ne conclusion of Torugsa and Arundel is that management interest plays a crucial role in 
supporting comple[ innovation in the public sector. 
Despite the study by Torugsa and Arundel 2, the relationship between rule
following leadership and team innovation performance has yet to be studied within the field of 
public administration. This is surprising, given that the importance of this form of leadership for 
public leaders is often emphasi]ed. )or e[ample, Terry 22  notes that one important tasN 
of public leaders is to reduce violations of governmental rules and regulations, thus ensuring 
rulefollowing. By addressing the impact of rulefollowing leadership on team innovation 
performance, this research responds to -acobsen and Andersen 2 , who observe a need 
for public administration studies investigating the relationship between different forms of 
leadership and various performance indicators. This dissertation thus contributes to the public 
administration literature by investigating relationships between rulefollowing leadership and 
team innovation performance.  
 
 0XOWLGLPHQVLRQDO DSSURDFK WR VHUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS LQ D SXEOLF VHFWRU FRQWH[W 
 
The research conducted within the frameworN of this dissertation e[amines the e[tent to which 
servant leadership activities are related to employee innovation and employee Mob performance in 
a public conte[t setting. *iven the many characteristics that have been attributed to servant 
leaders 9an DierendoncN, 2, a multidimensional approach was adopted in order to 
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investigate the concept of servant leadership. The use of this approach constitutes another 
contribution that this dissertation maNes to the literature on public administration and leadership. 
 )irst, in recent years, scholars of public management have paid increasing attention to 
servant leadership theory. )or e[ample, 0iao and colleagues 2 e[amine the trustbased 
mechanisms by which servant leadership influences organi]ational commitment in the &hinese 
public sector. According to their results, affective trust and not cognitive trust is the mechanism 
by which servant leadership induces higher levels of trust. In a similar vein, 6chwar] and 
colleagues forthcoming investigate the mediating effects of public service motivation P60 on 
the relationship between servant leadership and follower Mob performance. Their results 
demonstrate that the altruistic behavior demonstrated by servant leaders increases levels of the 
altruistic behaviors that characteri]e P60, which in turn enhances Mob performance. 
1evertheless, both of these studies rely upon a unidimensional approach in their analysis of 
servant leadership. In doing so, such studies neglect the multidimensional character of servant 
leadership theory Patterson, 2 9an DierendoncN 	 1uiMten, 2. By adopting a 
multidimensional approach to servant leadership, this dissertation goes beyond public 
administration studies based on unidimensional approaches to servant leadership.  
 This multidimensional approach investigation of servant leadership is the first aimed at 
grasping the essence of this form of leadership in a public sector conte[t. The research findings 
suggest that e[erting empowering activities can be crucial for servant leaders in public 
organi]ations, as they are positively related to employee innovation performance and employee 
Mob performance. This is consistent with )ernande] and 0oldoga]iev 2 2, who highlight 
the importance of empowerment for public leaders, arguing that facilitating and supporting 
public sector employees at worN can enhance the Tuality of public services. 6imilarly, the results 
of this study correspond to the literature on leadership in the private sector. )or e[ample, Liden 
and colleagues 2 identify empowerment as the most important dimension of servant 
leadership, given its positive correlation with inrole performance and organi]ational 
commitment. This dissertation thus provides initial evidence that carrying out empowering 
activities could be regarded as essential for leaders of any organi]ation, regardless of the conte[t 
i.e., public or private sector in which these activities are performed. This study therefore adds 
to the leadership literature by demonstrating the same relevant underlying premises of servant 
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leadership theory in a public sector conte[t that have been identified in studies conducted within 
the field of private management.  
   
 ,PSDFW RI VHUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS RQ HPSOR\HH LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH DQG HPSOR\HH  
 MRE SHUIRUPDQFH 
 
The results reported in this dissertation demonstrate that empowering leadership ± a core 
dimension of servant leadership ± has a positive effect on employee innovation performance and 
employee Mob performance. The identification of this relationship constitutes an important 
contribution to the public administration literature, although caution is advised in terms of 
causality.  
 In general, the literature on leadership in the private sector contains a large number of 
studies on servant leadership theory &hiniara 	 Bentein, 2 1eubert et al., 2 9an 
DierendoncN, 2 :alumbwa et al., 2. Despite a growing body of literature on servant 
leadership in the public sector 0iao et al., 2 6chwar] et al., forthcoming, scholars of public 
administration have thus far devoted scarce attention to servant leadership in a public conte[t. 
This is surprising, given that servant leadership theory may also be of great value to leaders in 
public organi]ations 0iao et al., 2.  
 0ore specifically, scholars within the field of public management have yet paid scarce 
attention to relationships of servant leadership to employee innovation performance and 
employee Mob performance. 0ost public management studies on leadership and performance 
focus on transformational leadership. )or e[ample, in an e[perimental study, Bellp 2 
reports that nurses who had been randomly e[posed to transformational leadership performed 
better than did nurses who had not encountered transformational leadership.  
This dissertation thus contributes to the field of public administration by addressing the 
ways in which servant leadership may influence employee innovation performance and 
employee Mob performance. In doing so, it responds to the recent call by -acobsen and Andersen 
2  for public management studies e[amining potential relationships between 
leadership and performance that e[tend beyond the impact of transformational leadership. 
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 5HIOHFWLRQV 
 
In the process of answering the overall research Tuestion of this dissertation, several decisions 
were taNen when conducting the research. This section presents a reflection on the dissertation, 
thereby focusing on the central choices, limitations, and dilemmas of this research. 
 
 7KH ORJLF RI DSSURSULDWHQHVV DQG WKH ORJLF RI FRQVHTXHQFH 
 
The focus of this research is on leadership activities in innovation, with the obMective of 
analy]ing KRZ leadership and innovation are related, rather than e[amining reasons ZK\ 
innovation is important for particular organi]ations.  
As demonstrated by the Tualitative study see &hapter , top managers encounter 
turbulence and comple[ities in the e[ternal environment, and this leads them to engage in 
specific leadership activities when enhancing a climate for innovation. In this light, the results of 
this study reveal that, despite the importance of offering freedom and autonomy in worN to 
promoting a climate of innovation, top managers have a strong preference for topdown 
initiatives in response to environmental turbulence and comple[ity, even though such initiatives 
ultimately hinder a climate for innovation. This does not mean that top managers should be 
regarded as incapable or incompetent with regard to fostering a climate for innovation. Instead, 
top managers are simultaneously concerned with developing a climate for innovation and coping 
with turbulence and comple[ities in the e[ternal environment. As argued, turbulence and 
comple[ities in the environment force top managers to engage in topdown leadership activities. 
The behavior of top managers should therefore be understood as a choice for the most effective 
strategy with which to foster a climate for innovation, as well as in terms of initiatives that are a 
result of the character of the e[ternal organi]ational environment.  
As revealed by one of the Tuantitative studies in this dissertation see &hapter , team 
supervisors who perform activities associated with strong rulefollowing leadership are liNely to 
enhance the innovation performance of teams with lower levels of education. 5esults from 
another Tuantitative see &hapter  demonstrate that supervisors who engage in activities 
associated with empowering leadership ± a core dimension of servant leadership ± may enhance 
employee innovation performance and employee Mob performance.  
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These findings distinguish two logics that can help to e[plain the role of leadership in 
innovation within a public sector conte[t. )irst, the Tualitative study emphasi]es a logic of 
appropriateness, which refers to a view of action oriented toward the matching of situations, 
roles, rules, and demands 0arch, . In this respect, the top managers participating in this 
study indicated that the use of topdown leadership activities can be an effective strategy when 
confronted with turbulence and comple[ity in the e[ternal environment. Although these activities 
disrupt the process of fostering a climate for innovation, they reflect a set of activities that can 
match a particular situation. In addition, the Tuantitative studies highlight a logic of conseTuence. 
In this logic, actions are a result of selfinterested rational actors with fi[ed preferences and 
identities, whose behavior is determined by the calculation of e[pected returns from alternative 
choices 0arch, . In this respect, enhanced team innovation performance can be regarded 
as a clear result of rulefollowing leadership activities, with enhanced employee innovation 
performance and employee Mob performance resulting from servant leaders engaging in 
empowerment. This result seems particularly applicable to servant leadership and employee 
innovation performance, as reflected in one theoretical argument for e[pecting a positive 
relationship between servant leadership and employee innovation performance. This argument 
draws on social e[change theory, which is based heavily on a process of negotiated e[changes 
between parties Liden et al., 2, thereby underscoring the importance of twosided returns.  
In conclusion, although the logic of appropriateness differs from the logic of 
conseTuence, it is important to emphasi]e that ³both are logics of reason´ 0arch,  . In 
the field of public administration, most recent theories focus on conseTuences developing 
effective or successful conditions for innovation within a public sector conte[t. This research 
reveals that specific characteristics of the e[ternal environment of a given public sector 
organi]ation lead to a uniTue set of activities on the part of top managers, while particular 
leadership activities at the team and individual levels within the organi]ational hierarchy tend to 
accelerate both innovation performance and Mob performance.  
 
 7KH FRQFHSW RI SXEOLFQHVV 
 
:ith the obMective of contributing to theory about the role that leadership plays in innovation 
within a public conte[t, this research proceeds from a dimensional approach to ³publicness´ 
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Antonsen 	 -orgensen,  Bo]eman 	 Bretchschneider, . In this approach, the e[tent 
to which a given organi]ation is ³public´ has conseTuences for the characteristics of the 
organi]ation itself Andrews et al., 2. As argued throughout this dissertation, the presence of 
political constraints in the e[ternal environment, less agreement about the meaning of 
organi]ational goals, and similar characteristics are e[pected to be associated with organi]ations 
that are more ³public.´  
The dimensional approach to publicness is accompanied by two important disadvantages. 
)irst, such an approach is unliNely to generate a clear, complete theory. In this respect, potential 
differences between public sector organi]ations could maNe it difficult to apply distinctive 
characteristics to all public organi]ations. )or e[ample, public organi]ations that are typically 
characteri]ed by political constraints in their environments e.g., professional autonomous 
administrative authorities are liNely to be fundamentally different from other types of public 
sector organi]ations e.g., municipalities. 0oreover, following a dimensional approach to 
publicness, distinct public sector characteristics can be applied to private organi]ations as well 
Bo]eman 	 Bretschneider, . 6econd, as discussed in &hapter 2, organi]ations with a high 
level of publicness can be described according to four dimensions the organi]ational 
environment, organi]ational goals, organi]ational structures and the values of the staff. Although 
these broad dimensions are operationali]ed by a single main public factor, the dimensions and 
factors that may capture specific characteristics of public organi]ations are potentially unlimited. 
)or e[ample, studies by )arnham and Horton  and by Boyne 22 mention many other 
distinct public sector characteristics, including tasN characteri]ations and Mob security. As noted 
throughout this dissertation, other important dimensions and related factors could obviously be 
important for studying specific public characteristics.   
8nfortunately, the e[tent to which a high degree of publicness and its effects have been 
subMected to empirical investigation in this research is limited by the research methods used. The 
Tualitative method allowed the analysis of the impact of a specific public sector characteristic. 
Qualitative methods have been used to e[plore the impact of turbulence and comple[ities e.g., 
political constraints in the e[ternal environment on the relationship between the leadership 
activities performed by top managers and a climate for innovation. The results of the Tualitative 
study demonstrate that conflicting demands of e[ternal staNeholders can lead top managers to 
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adopt topdown leadership activities, which subseTuently limits the liNelihood of an innovative 
climate.  
The Tuantitative methods adopted in this study were not well eTuipped to assess any 
influence that the distinct characteristics of a public sector conte[t might have on innovation and 
its leadership. In line with Table 2. in &hapter 2, Tuantitative methods see Appendi[ D were 
used to gather information about goal ambiguity organi]ational goals, red tape organi]ational 
structures, and P60 values of the staff from , employees in -anuary 2. To assess the 
potential effects of these factors on any potential relationship between rulefollowing leadership 
and team innovation performance, attempts were made to aggregate items regarding goal 
ambiguity 6ta]yN 	 *oerdel, 2, red tape Borry, forthcoming, and P60 :right et al., 
2 from the individual level to the team level. 6uch aggregation was not Mustified, however, as 
no significant differences were identified between teams with regard to their perceptions on goal 
ambiguity, red tape, and P60. This made it impossible to e[amine the potential impact of a 
distinct public sector conte[t at the team level. 6econd, although this dissertation aimed to 
e[amine the potential influence of goal ambiguity, red tape, or P60 on any relationship between 
servant leadership and employee innovation performance or employee Mob performance, the 
research results do not reveal any significant effects.  
In conclusion, the Tualitative methods used in this dissertation allowed the e[amination 
of a high degree of publicness and its effects, but the Tuantitative methods employed were not as 
well eTuipped to investigate the potential impact of a high degree of publicness. 
 
 0HWKRGRORJLFDO FRQFHUQV 
 
Despite the benefits offered by the combination of Tualitative and Tuantitative research methods, 
this dissertation is subMected to several methodological shortcomings. 
)irst, the research design favors internal validity over e[ternal validity. As noted in the 
methodological chapter, only one case was selected, in order to ma[imi]e internal validity. This 
ensured that the research results of the three studies focusing on different hierarchical levels 
would be connected to each other, as all of the studies were conducted within the same 
organi]ation which could be regarded as a ³machine bureaucracy´ see 0int]berg, 2. 
Although this strategy enhanced the validity with which the research results could be attributed 
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to the central variables addressed in this dissertation, the e[amination of a single case poses 
disadvantages to e[ternal validity, as the central variables were investigated within only one 
specific organi]ational conte[t. It is therefore not possible to generali]e the findings of this 
research to other types of public sector organi]ations e.g., schools or fire services.     
A second methodological limitation has to do with the Tuantitative research methods used 
to gather information about team innovation performance, employee innovation performance, 
and employee Mob performance based on the perceptions of supervisors. In this respect, it is 
important to mention that the limited accuracy of perceptual measures of performance is liNely to 
bias any relationship between performance and other variables 0eier 	 2¶Toole, 2. To 
reduce the potential impact of methodological biases, multisource data were collected with 
respect to leadership and performance. 0ore specifically, the leadership activities of supervisors 
were rated by employees, while the supervisors of these employees measured the innovation 
performance of their teams, as well as the innovation performance and Mob performance of their 
followers. )ully acNnowledging the limitations of using perceptual biases of performance in this 
dissertation, the use of multisource data substantially reduces the liNelihood of common source 
bias )avero 	 BullocN, 2 -aNobsen 	 -ensen, 2 0eier 	 2¶Toole, 2. 0oreover, a 
comparison of the research results obtained with the Tuantitative methods reveals a relationship 
between leadership and performance, regardless of whether the study was conducted at the team 
or individual level. *iven that obMective data on performance are generally regarded as less 
biased -acobsen 	 Andersen, 2, however, the replication of this research using obMective 
performance indicators of team innovation performance, employee innovation performance, and 
employee Mob performance could be an interesting avenue for future research. 
Third, this study combines Tualitative and Tuantitative research methods, thus allowing 
for methodological triangulation. In the social sciences, methodological triangulation involves 
the use of two or more methods to e[amine a potential relationship between different variables 
5obson, 22. Triangulation thus facilitates the internal validation of research through cross
verification from two or more methods *reene et al., . 1evertheless, the application of 
methodological triangulation in this research is limited. Although leadership and innovation i.e., 
a climate for innovation or innovation performance are addressed as central concepts in each of 
the three empirical studies, a single method was used to e[amine each subTuestion. The study 
presented in &hapter  is based solely on information obtained from semistructured interviews. 
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5ather than testing the findings of the Tualitative research with Tuantitative methods, the 
Tuantitative studies in &hapter  and  test and e[plain other relationships with respect to 
leadership and innovation. 0oreover, the various studies were conducted at different levels 
within the hierarchy of the organi]ation than was the case for the Tualitative study. The cross
verification of results in this research is therefore limited. 1evertheless, one important advantage 
of combining Tualitative and Tuantitative research methods in this dissertation is that these 
methods are complementary. As such, this study should be understood as a first attempt to 
uncover particular relationships of leadership to innovation in a public sector conte[t.  
 
 )XWXUH UHVHDUFK DJHQGD DQG SUDFWLFDO LPSOLFDWLRQV 
 
This section discusses a number of future research recommendations, along with the implications 
of this dissertation for practitioners.  
 
 )XWXUH UHVHDUFK GLUHFWLRQV 
 
The results of this research suggest several interesting avenues for future research, focusing on 
the generali]ation of the research findings, methodological triangulation, and connections 
between leadership and innovation.  
)irst, the main purpose of this research is to contribute to theory about the role that 
leadership plays in innovation within a public conte[t. In analy]ing the effects of the distinct 
public character i.e., a high degree of publicness, however, the Tuantitative methods used in 
this research were less appropriate for investigating the potential impact of public sector 
characteristics. 2ne important e[planation for this result has to do with the research design 
developed for the dissertation. )or the saNe of internal validity, a single public sector 
organi]ation was selected for investigation in this research. It is nevertheless interesting to note 
that the respondents, all of whom were employed in the same organi]ation, apparently had nearly 
identical perceptions concerning the characteristics of their organi]ation in terms of ambiguity of 
goals, red tape, and P60. )or e[ample, according to the research results obtained with data 
aggregation, a large number of employees rated the e[tent to which their organi]ation had clearly 
defined goals in a manner similar to that of other members in the same organi]ation. As a result, 
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no differences emerged in the responses of employees aggregated to the teams in which they 
were nested in terms of goal ambiguity, red tape, or P60. 2ne interesting avenue for future 
research could therefore involve incorporating a wide variety of public sector organi]ations when 
e[amining the impact of the public character of an organi]ation on innovation and leadership. 
Differences could be e[pected between the organi]ational and team levels with regard to the 
ambiguity of organi]ational goals, the prevalence of red tape, andor levels of P60, as the 
participants would be employed in different public organi]ations. 0oreover, the e[amination of 
the characteristics of various public sector organi]ations could enhance the e[ternal validity of 
the research results found in this dissertation. As discussed previously, the case selected for this 
study is only representative of machine bureaucracies, thus limiting the generali]ation of 
findings. 
6econd, as noted above, methodological triangulation was applied to only a limited e[tent 
in this study, as a single method was used to answer each subTuestion. As a result, it was not 
possible to crosschecN research results with different research methods. 2ne interesting avenue 
for future research could therefore be to replicate and crosschecN the results found in this 
dissertation using multiple methods. As argued previously, Tualitative research methods would 
be appropriate for the further e[ploration or description of the relationship of leadership to 
innovation that has been revealed in this dissertation. )urthermore, Tuantitative research methods 
are very useful for indepth testing relationships uncovered. 2ne important consideration in this 
regard concerns the use of obMective performance indicators. Two conditions should be 
addressed. )irst, it is important to collect obMective innovation performance data on as many 
teams and employees as possible, in order to allow the statistically testing of their relationship to 
leadership. A second condition would be to collect longitudinal or e[perimental data on 
innovation performance and leadership, thus allowing causality to be addressed -ilNe et al., 
2. 
 )inally, in contrast to the field of private management e.g. Anderson et al., 2 Bass 	 
Avolio,  (lNins 	 .eller, 2, scholars of public administration have paid limited 
attention to determining the role that leadership plays in innovation. In this regard, 5icard and 
colleagues forthcoming have recently suggested that additional research is needed on the 
relationship between leadership and innovation in the public sector. This dissertation can be 
regarded as a response to calls for public management studies investigating leadership
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innovation relationships. )uture studies in the field of public administration would nevertheless 
benefit from analy]ing additional relationships of leadership to innovation as a means of further 
addressing the gap in the public administration literature. 2ne interesting avenue in this regard 
could be to build upon the recent worN of Tummers and .nies 2, who developed an 
instrument for measuring public leadership, focusing specifically on the ³public´ aspect of public 
leadership. In this way, their instrument could be used to measure accountability leadership or 
governance leadership in order to test the effects of these forms of public leadership on 
innovation. Another interesting avenue could be to draw upon the worN of De 9ries and 
colleagues 2. In their systematic literature review on public sector innovation, they classify 
four types of innovation e.g., process innovation, product or service innovation, conceptual 
innovation, and governance innovation. These distinctions could be used to analy]e the impact 
of leadership on various types of public innovation.  
 
 5HFRPPHQGDWLRQV IRU SUDFWLFH 
 
As stated in the introductory chapter, this research focuses e[plicitly on connecting theory to 
practice. Practitioners should therefore benefit from this research as well. The results of this 
dissertation could enable practitioners e.g., public leaders, managers, or trainers to determine 
the leadership roles needed to promote innovation. 0ore specifically, several recommendations 
for practice can be given with respect to  the beneficial role that the leadership of top 
managers could potentially play in fostering a climate for innovation at the organi]ational level 
2 the support that rulefollowing leadership activities tend to provide in enhancing the 
innovation performance of teams with lower levels of education and  the stimulating impact 
that supervisors who engage in empowerment might have on the innovation performance and Mob 
performance of their followers. The most important practical recommendations of this research 
are presented in Table .. 
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Table .: 5HFRPPHQGDWLRQV IRU SUDFWLFH   
+LHUDUFKLFDO 
OHYHO 
)RVWHULQJ D FOLPDWH IRU 
LQQRYDWLRQ 
([DPSOHV 
2rgani]ational 
level 
 
Top managers model their own 
e[emplary behavior to members 
of the organi]ation 
 
Top managers e[plain the 
mission and vision of the 
organi]ation to members 
TaNing risNs in worN by introducing a 
new strategy for addressing 
complaints from citi]ens 
 
2rgani]ing a meeting to emphasi]e the 
importance of innovation for the 
organi]ation 
+LHUDUFKLFDO 
OHYHO 
(QKDQFLQJ LQQRYDWLRQ 
SHUIRUPDQFH 
([DPSOHV 
Team level 
 
6upervisors ensure that teams 
with lower levels of education 
follow governmental laws 
 
 
6upervisors ensure that teams 
with lower levels of education 
act in accordance with rules and 
procedures 
(ncouraging teams with lower levels 
of education to develop a new way of 
sanctioning citi]ens who engage in 
fraud, based on the legal frameworN   
 
&hallenging teams with lower levels 
of education to create a new, fi[ed 
manner of tasN completion that 
consists of a seTuence of steps that 
must be followed 
Individual 
level 
6upervisors e[press confidence 
in the performance ability of 
their followers 
 
6upervisors provide autonomy 
in the worN of their followers 
([pressing belief in the capabilities of 
employees that Mob duties are not 
beyond their grasp 
 
Allowing employees the opportunity 
to set their own deadlines  
 
2ne practical recommendation emerges from the fact that this research provides evidence 
that the leadership of top managers could offer a strategy for developing a climate for innovation 
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within a public sector conte[t. Based on this study, managers at the highest hierarchical level in 
public organi]ations ± particularly those organi]ations that could be regarded as machine 
bureaucracies ± should use their own e[emplary behavior, along with mission and vision 
statements, to foster an innovative climate. As also revealed in this study, however, 
environmental turbulence and comple[ity can cause top managers to have a strong tendency to 
engage in topdown activities e.g., surveillance mechanisms for managing and constraining 
behaviors of employees, which ultimately disrupts the process of bolstering a climate for 
innovation. The roles played by top managers in developing an innovative climate are thus 
ambiguous. In this respect, it is important for top managers to be aware of their contradictory or 
balancing role. 
6econd, it seems advantageous for public sector organi]ations to ensure that teams with 
lower levels of education act in accordance with governmental rules and regulations. In this light, 
the results of this research indicate that rulefollowing leadership activities are beneficial to the 
innovation performance of teams in machine bureaucracies for teams that are not highly 
educated. To illustrate, governmental rules and regulations tend to provide direction to teams 
with lower levels of education, thus energi]ing them to innovate. *iven the importance of 
providing direction, teams with lower levels of education could arguably benefit from having 
limited autonomy over their worN as a means of enhancing their innovativeness. As such, another 
important recommendation is that supervisors should increase the performance of teams with 
lower levels of education by motivating and guiding them in terms of behaving in accordance 
with governmental rules and regulations with regard to enhanced innovativeness. )or e[ample, 
supervisors could challenge teams to develop a new, fi[ed manner of tasN completion that 
consists of a seTuence of steps that must be followed. 
 Third, although the results of this study indicate that many activities of servant leaders 
are unrelated to employee innovation performance, activities associated with empowerment ± a 
core dimension of servant leadership ± are positively related to employee innovation 
performance. As indicated by the results, empowerment involves the development of actions or 
strategies designed to enhance employee innovation performance. Important recommendations 
for practice are therefore that supervisors should  e[press confidence in the performance 
ability of their followers 2 provide their followers with autonomy in their worN and  provide 
their followers with access to Mobrelated Nnowledge. :hen supervisors ³go beyond self
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interest,´ it thus leads to improvements in employee innovation performance in public sector 
organi]ations, particularly in those that are representative of machine bureaucracies. The 
findings reported in this dissertation also indicate that the Mob performance of employees could 
be improved through leadership activities corresponding to empowerment. 0ore generally, 
therefore, supervisors stand to benefit from the positive effects of empowering their followers. 
In conclusion, despite the substantial practical relevance of this research, this section 
should not be understood as stepbystep plans for fostering public sector innovation i.e., a 
climate for innovation and innovation performance. Instead, the leadership roles proposed at 
either the organi]ational, team, or individual level should be taNen as important considerations 
for increased innovativeness in public sector organi]ations, particularly those resembling 
³machine bureaucracies.´ 
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appendices
 
$SSHQGL[ $ )XOO LQWHUYLHZ TXHVWLRQV XVHG LQ &KDSWHU  
 
$ FOLPDWH IRU LQQRYDWLRQ 
.  How familiar are you with the organi]ational development entitled ³&ontinuous 
Improvement´ of the 8:9 Benefits Division" 
2. :hy do you thinN it might be important for the 8:9 Benefits Division to enhance its 
ability to innovate" 
. In your view, what does a climate for innovation mean with regard to the 8:9 Benefits 
Division" 
. :hat do you thinN are the most important features of an organi]ational setting that fosters 
innovation within the 8:9 Benefits Division" 
([WHUQDO RUJDQL]DWLRQDO HQYLURQPHQW 
.  In your opinion, what are the most relevant characteristics of the e[ternal organi]ational 
environment of the 8:9 Benefits Division" 
2. :hat influence do these characteristics actually have on the functioning of the 8:9 
Benefits Division" 
. Are you taNing efforts to control those characteristics and, if so, which strategies have 
you adopted in this regard" 
. To what e[tent do you thinN that these characteristics of the e[ternal environment of the 
8:9 Benefits Division stimulate andor limit the ability to innovate"  
/HDGHUVKLS RQ WKH SDUW RI WRS PDQDJHUV 
.  In your view, what does leadership mean with regard to the 8:9 Benefits Division, 
particular with regard to leadership on the part of toplevel managers" 
2. As a toplevel manager, which concrete activities are involved in fulfilling your tasN 
responsibilities" 
 . :hich efforts are you taNing to affect an organi]ational setting that accelerate innovation 
within the 8:9 Benefits Division" 
. To what e[tent are your activities as a toplevel manager determined by the 
aforementioned characteristics of the e[ternal environment of the 8:9 Benefits 
Division" 
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$SSHQGL[ % )XOO PHDVXUHV XVHG LQ &KDSWHU  
 
Items used for measuring rulefollowing leadership activities Tummers 	 .nies, 2 ± 
answers ranging from strongly disagree  to strongly agree  
5XOHIROORZLQJ OHDGHUVKLS &$  
.  0y team manager emphasi]es to me and my colleagues that it is important to follow 
 the law. 
2.  0y team manager gives me and my colleagues the means to properly follow 
 governmental rules and regulations. 
. 0y team manager emphasi]es that my colleagues and I should carry out government 
 policies properly. 
. 0y team manager ensures that we accurately follow the rules and procedures. 
 
Items used for measuring team innovation performance Anderson 	 :est,  ± answers 
ranging from strongly disagree  to strongly agree  
7HDP LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH &$  
.  0y team often implements new ideas to improve the Tuality of our products and services. 
2.  Team tim gives little considerations to new and alternative methods and procedures for 
doing their worN reverse coded. 
. 0embers of my team often produce new services, methods, or procedures. 
. 0y team is an innovative team. 
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$SSHQGL[ & )XOO PHDVXUHV XVHG LQ &KDSWHU   
 
Items used for measuring servant leadership activities 9an DierendoncN 	 1uiMten, 2 ± 
answers ranging from strongly disagree  to strongly agree  
6HUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS (PSRZHULQJ &$  
.  0y team manager gives me the information I need to do my worN well. 
2.  0y team manager encourages me to use my talents. 
. 0y team manager helps me further develop myself. 
. 0y team manager encourages hisher staff to come up with new ideas. 
. 0y team manager gives me the authority to taNe decisions which maNe worN easier for 
me. 
. 0y team manager enables me to solve problems myself instead of Must telling me what to 
do. 
. 0y team manager offers me abundant opportunities to learn new sNills. 
6HUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS 6WDQGLQJ EDFN &$  
.  0y team manager Neeps himherself in the bacNground and gives credit to others. 
2. 0y team manager is not chasing recognitions or rewards for the change the things heshe 
does for others. 
. 0y team manager appears to enMoy hisher colleagues¶ success more than hisher own. 
6HUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS $FFRXQWDELOLW\ &$  
.  0y team manager holds me responsible for the worN I carry out. 
2. I am held accountable for my performance by my team manager. 
. 0y team manager holds me and my colleagues responsible for the way we handle a Mob. 
6HUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS )RUJLYHQHVV &$  
.  0y team manager Neeps critici]ing people for the mistaNes they have made in their worN 
reverse coded. 
2. 0y team manager maintains a hard attitude towards people who have offended himher at 
worN reverse coded. 
. 0y team manager finds it difficult to forget things that went wrong in the past reverse 
coded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6HUYDQW /HDGHUVKLS &RXUDJH &$  
.  0y team manager taNes risNs even when heshe is not certain of the support from hisher 
own manager. 
2. 0y team manager taNes risNs and does what needs to be done in hisher view. 
6HUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS $XWKHQWLFLW\ &$  
.  0y team manager is open about hisher limitations and weaNnesses. 
2. 0y team mnager is often touched by the things heshe sees happening around himher. 
. 0y team manager is prepared to e[press hisher feelings even if this might have 
undesirable conseTuences. 
. 0y team manager shows hisher true feelings to hisher staff. 
6HUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS +XPLOLW\ &$  
.  0y team manager learns from criticism 
2. 0y team manager tries to learn from criticism heshe gets from hisher superior. 
. 0y team manager admits hisher mistaNes to hisher superior. 
. 0y team manager learns from the different views and opinions of others. 
. If people e[press critisim, my team manager tries to learn from it. 
6HUYDQW OHDGHUVKLS 6WHZDUGVKLS &$  
.  0y team manager emphasi]es the importance of focusing on the good of the whole. 
2. 0y team manager has a longterm vision. 
. 0y team manager emphasi]es the societal responsibility of our worN. 
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Items used for measuring employee innovation performance How would you assess employee 
;;; on the following dimensions" :elbourne et al.,  ± answers ranging from needs 
much improvement  to e[cellent  
(PSOR\HH LQQRYDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH &$  
.  &oming up with new ideas. 
2.  :orNing to implement new ideas. 
. )inding improved ways to do things. 
. &reating better processes and routines. 
Items used for measuring employee Mob performance How would you assess employee ;;; on 
the following dimensions" :elbourne et al.,  ± answers ranging from needs much 
improvement  to e[cellent  
(PSOR\HH MRE SHUIRUPDQFH &$  
.  Quantity of worN output. 
2.  Quality of worN output. 
. Accuracy of worN. 
. 6ervices provided to colleagues internal andor to citi]ens e[ternal. 
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$SSHQGL[ ' )XOO PHDVXUHV XVHG IRU SXEOLFQHVV 
 
Items used for measuring goal ambiguity 6ta]yN 	 *oerdel, 2 ± answers ranging from 
strongly disagree  to strongly agree  
*RDO DPELJXLW\ &$  
.  The organi]ation¶s mission is clear to almost everyone who worNs here reverse coded. 
2. It is easy to e[plain the goals of this organi]ation to outsiders reverse coded. 
. The organi]ation has clearly defined goals reverse coded. 
 
Items used for measuring red tape How would you describe policies and procedures in your 
worN division between the following opposite characteristics" Borry, forthcoming ± the 
characteristics below are presented along with five choices between either e[treme 
5HG WDSH &$  
.  1ot burdensome to burdensome. 
2. 1ecessary to unnecessary. 
. (ffective to ineffective. 
 
Items used for measuring public service motivation :right et al., 2 ± answers ranging from 
strongly disagree  to strongly agree  
3XEOLF 6HUYLFH 0RWLYDWLRQ &$  
.  0eaningful public service is very important to me. 
2. I am often reminded by daily events about how dependent we are on one another. 
. 0aNing a difference in society means more to me than personal achievements. 
. I am prepared to maNe enormous sacrifices for the good of society. 
. I am not afraid to go to bat for the rights of others even if it means I will be ridiculed. 
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$SSHQGL[ ( /LVW RI WUDQVODWLRQV DQG DEEUHYDWLRQV 
 
AI&  ANaiNe Information &riterion 
B  Beta coefficient 
BI&  Bayes Information &riterion 
&A  &ronbach¶s Alpha 
&&Q  &reative &limate Questionnaire 
&)A  &onfirmatory )actor Analyses 
&)I  &omparative )it Inde[ 
()A  ([ploratory )actor Analyses 
I&&  Intra&lass &orrelation 
LP&  Least Preferred &oworNer 
0A;QDA 0A; Qualitative Data Analysis 
0L5  0a[imum LiNelihood 5obust 
1  1umber of respondents 
1A  1ot Applicable 
1P0  1ew Public 0anagement 
2&B  2rgani]ational &iti]enship Behavior 
P  Probability 
P60  Public 6ervice 0otivation 
5ð  &oefficient of determination 
506(A 5oot 0ean 6Tuare (rror of Appro[imation 
5wg  5ater agreement :ithin *roups 
6D  6tandard Deviation 
6(0  6tructural (Tuation 0odeling 
6L  6ervant Leadership 
62Q  6ituational 2utlooN Questionnaire 
6P66  6tatistical PacNage for the 6ocial 6ciences 
666I  6iegel 6cale of 6upport for Innovation 
T&I  Team &limate Inventory 
TLI  TucNerLewis &oefficient 
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8:9 8itvoeringsinstitutt :erNnemersver]eNeringen the Dutch (mployee Insurance 
Agency 
9I) 9ariance Inflation )actors 
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samenvatting (summary in dutch)
 
$DQOHLGLQJ HQ GRHOVWHOOLQJ YDQ KHW RQGHU]RHN 
 
PublieNe organisaties worden geconfronteerd met grote uitdagingen op dit moment. (ner]iMds 
moeten publieNe organisaties omvangriMNe be]uinigingen doorvoeren als gevolg van de 
economische crisis. Ter illustratie, de 1ederlandse overheid dient ]iMn uitgaven met ongeveer  
tot  milMard euro te verminderen in 2 en 2. TegeliMNertiMd worden aan publieNe 
organisaties steeds hogere eisen gesteld. =o verwachten burgers en media in toenemende mate 
dat publieNe organisaties transparent moeten ]iMn over de wiM]e waarop belastinggeld wordt 
besteed. .ortom, publieNe organisaties moeten steeds meer gaan doen, maar ]e NriMgen daarvoor 
minder middelen ter beschiNNing.  
  (en van de manieren om met de]e uitdaging om te gaan is te innoveren. Diverse 
onder]oeNers hebben geconcludeerd dat innovatie van crucial belang Nan ]iMn voor publieNe 
organisaties, omdat het oplossingen Nan bieden voor toenemende en conflicterende eisen vanuit 
de samenleving. =o heeft biMvoorbeeld digitale dienstverlening het inmiddels mogeliMN gemaaNt 
dat burgers veel sneller sociale uitNeringen van de overheid ontvangen. (chter, publieNe 
organisaties staan niet beNend om hun innovativiteit. 9erschillende redenen Nunnen daarvoor 
gegeven worden. Allereerst ]iMn bepaalde publieNe organisaties vaaN de enige aanbieder van een 
specifieNe voor]iening. Dat ]orgt er voor dat publieNe organisaties weinig druN ervaren om te 
innoveren. Ten tweede, burgers en media hebben een sterNe neiging om fouten van de overheid 
uit te vergroten. Dit maaNt dat publieNe organisaties minder snel bereid ]iMn om risco¶s te nemen. 
Tot slot worden publieNe organisaties vaaN geNenmerNt als µlogge¶ en bureaucratische 
organisaties als gevolg van de behoefte om nauwNeurig en consistent te werN te gaan. De]e 
NenmerNen staan op gespannen voet met het geven van ruimte en vriMheid om te innoveren. 
&oncluderend, hoewel publieNe organisaties niet beNend staan om hun innovativiteit, Nan het 
stimuleren van innovatie binnen de]e organisaties als een cruciale strategie worden beschouwd 
om antwoord te geven aan toenemende eisen vanuit de maatschappiM.   
 8it onder]oeN bliMNt dat veel verschillende factoren van invloed ]iMn op innovatie, denN 
hierbiM aan een bepaalde organisatiecultuur, vormen van organisatiestructuren en elementen uit 
de omgeving van organisaties. In de]e studie wordt geanalyseerd wat de rol van leiderschap is 
om innovaties te stimuleren. 9erschillende onder]oeNen laten ]ien dat hoe leiderschap wordt 
ingevuld, invloed heeft op innovatie. =o bliMNt dat leidinggevenden die veel vertrouwen en 
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vriMheid geven aan hun medewerNers, medewerNers priNNelen om met nieuwe manieren te Nomen 
hoe taNen anders uitgevoerd Nunnen worden. 2oN laten onder]oeNsresultaten ]ien dat 
leidinggevenden die medewerNers belonen als er een nieuwe werNwiM]e is ontwiNNeld, er voor 
]orgen dat medewerNers eerder bereid ]iMn om te innoveren dan medewerNers die geen erNenning 
NriMgen.   
 De doelstelling van de]e studie is om meer in]icht te geven in de rol die leiderschap liMNt 
te spelen biM innovatie in de publieNe sector. De centrale onder]oeNsvraag luidt dan ooN 
 
:elNe URl VSeelW leLGeUVFKaS bLM LQQRYaWLe LQ Ge SXblLeNe VeFWRU" 
 
Door het beantwoorden van de]e vraag draagt dit onder]oeN op drie verschillende manieren biM 
aan de bestaande literatuur 
 Dit onder]oeN vult bestuursNundige literatuur aan over OHLGHUVFKDS. Hoewel er de laatste 
Maren steeds meer aandacht is gegeven aan publieN leiderschap, stellen verschillende 
wetenschappers dat er nog steeds weinig beNend is over hoe leidinggevenden in publieNe 
organisaties hun rol precies invullen 
2 Dit onder]oeNt vult bestuursNundige literatuur aan over LQQRYDWLH. 5ecenteliMN is er een 
toename te ]ien van het aantal studies dat gericht is op publieNe innovatie. (chter, de]e 
studies concluderen ooN dat er nog steeds veel onbeNend is over verschillende aspecten 
van innovatie    
 Dit onder]oeN vult bestuursNundige literatuur aan over UHODWLHV WXVVHQ OHLGHUVFKDS HQ 
LQQRYDWLH. :etenschappers hebben tot nu toe beperNte aandacht gegeven aan welNe 
effecten publieNe leiders mogeliMN Nunnen hebben op innovatie.  
In de volgende paragraaf wordt een theoretische verNenning gegeven van de belangriMNste 
concepten van dit onder]oeN.  
 
7KHRUHWLVFKH YHUNHQQLQJ 
 
In dit onder]oeN staan drie concepten centraal LQQRYDWLH OHLGHUVFKDS en GH SXEOLHNH VHFWRU. 
De]e paragraaf ]al op hoofdliMnen de]e concepten bespreNen. 
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 ,QQRYDWLH wordt vaaN gedefinieerd als de eerste pogingen om een nieuw idee, nieuwe 
praNtiMN of nieuw obMect te introduceren binnen de organisatie. 2p basis van de]e definitie 
onderscheidt innovatie ]ich van verandering. Innovatie gaat altiMd over iets nieuws, terwiMl dat biM 
verandering niet nood]aNeliMNerwiMs ]o hoeft te ]iMn. In dit onder]oeN worden de volgende twee 
aspecten van innovatie nader geanalyseerd (en innovatief organisatieNlimaat en 
innovatieprestaties. (en innovatieNlimaat wordt in dit onder]oeN beschreven als de gewenste 
praNtiMNen, procedures en gedragingen die ]orgen voor nieuwe ideesn, processen of uitNomsten. 
Het is interessant om een innovatief Nlimaat te analyseren, omdat is aangetoond dat bepaalde 
beelden van medewerNers over de organisatie van belang ]iMn om innovaties succesvol te laten 
]iMn. =o bliMNt dat wanneer medewerNers het gevoel hebben dat ]e fouten mogen maNen in hun 
werN, innovaties eerder ontstaan. Innovatieprestaties gaat over de daadwerNeliMNe introductie van 
een nieuw idee, nieuwe praNtiMN of nieuw obMect door de organisatie, verschillende afdelingen 
van de organisatie of de medewerNers. Het belangriMNste doel van innovatie is om uitNomsten van 
de organisatie te verbeteren. Daarom ]iMn ooN innovatieprestaties onder]ocht.   
 0et betreNNing tot OHLGHUVFKDS is er aangesloten biM een veel gebruiNte definitie In dit 
proefschrift is de focus op wat leiders daadwerNeliMN doen om anderen te bewnvloeden. De]e 
focus past biM de gedragsNundige benadering van leiderschap, omdat de]e benadering concrete 
activiteiten van leiders analyseert. 2nder]oeNen hebben aangetoond dat wat leiders doen, 
afhanNeliMN is van het hisrarchische niveau van de organisatie waarop de]e activiteiten 
plaatsvinden. 9andaar dat de]e studie gericht is op drie verschillende hisrarchische niveaus Het 
organisatieniveau, het teamniveau en het individuele niveau. Het organisatieniveau Nan 
beschouwd worden als het hoogste niveau van de organisatie, het teamniveau als het middelste 
niveau en het individuele niveau als het laagste niveau.  
Tabel  laat ]ien welNe activiteiten van leidinggevenden en aspecten van innovatie 
worden bestudeerd, afhanNeliMN van een hisrarchisch niveau. 
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Tabel 1: 'H IRFXV YDQ GLW RQGHU]RHN RS OHLGHUVFKDS HQ LQQRYDWLH DIKDQNHOLMN YDQ YHUVFKLOOHQGH 
KLsUDUFKLVFKH QLYHDXV  
+LsUDUFKLVFK 
QLYHDX 
/HLGHUVFKDSVDFWLYLWHLWHQ $VSHFW YDQ 
LQQRYDWLH 
2rganisatieniveau In Naart brengen van de e[terne omgeving 
6trategisch planning 
9erwoorden van de missie en visie van de 
organisatie 
1etwerNen en samenwerNen 
8itoefenen van algemene managementtaNen 
1emen van besluiten 
8itvoeren en beheersen van 
organisatieveranderingen 
Innovatief 
organisatieNlimaat 
Teamniveau Aanmoedigen om taNen uit te voeren in liMn met 
overheidsregels en ±reguleringen  
Innovatieprestaties 
Individueel 
niveau 
9oor]ien in de behoefte van anderen en hen helpen 
biM persoonliMNe ontwiNNeling 
Innovatieprestaties 
 
Bovenstaande tabel maaNt duideliMN dat afhanNeliMN van een bepaald hisrarchisch niveau 
verschillende activiteiten van leiderschap en aspecten van innovatie worden onder]ocht. 
 0ogeliMNe relaties tussen ener]iMds verschillende leiderschapsactiviteiten en ander]iMds 
aspecten van innovatie worden geanalyseerd in GH SXEOLHNH VHFWRU. Het is van groot belang om 
de]e sector te onderscheiden van de private sector, omdat de]e twee sectoren fundamenteel van 
elNaar verschillen. Ten eerste, organisaties in de publieNe sector worden in feite gecontroleerd 
door de politieN, terwiMl organisaties in de private sector veel meer te maNen hebben met 
economische controlemechanismen biMvoorbeeld of een bedriMf voldoende winst maaNt teneinde 
levensvatbaar te ]iMn. Daarnaast wordt van publieNe organisaties verwacht dat ]iM hun diensten 
of producten beschiNbaar te stellen aan alle burgers in de samenleving. Private organisaties 
richten ]ich alleen op bepaalde groepen mensen een µmarNt¶ waarvan verwacht wordt dat ]iM 
producten daadwerNeliMN gaan Nopen. Tot slot, belasting betaalt door burgers vormt de 
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belangriMNste inNomstenbron van publieNe organisaties, terwiMl directe betalingen door Nlanten 
bedriMven financieren.  
 In de volgende paragraaf wordt besproNen hoe de mogeliMNe relatie tussen leiderschap en 
innovatie in de publieNe sector is onder]ocht. 
 
2QGHU]RHNVRS]HW HQ RQGHU]RHNVPHWKRGHQ 
 
2m de centrale onder]oeNsvraag te beantwoorden ]iMn er drie verschillende empirische studies 
uitgevoerd. Als casus is het 8itvoeringsinstituut :erNnemersver]eNeringen 8:9 bestudeerd. 
Het 8:9 is een ]elfstandig bestuursorgaan =B2. De belangriMNste taaN van het 8:9 is het 
uitNeren van grote aantallen werNnemersver]eNeringen op een rechtmatige wiM]e, ]oals 
biMvoorbeeld de werNloosheidsuitNering. In totaal werNen er ongeveer 2. mensen biM het 
8:9. De drie empirische studies hebben allemaal plaatsgevonden biM het 8:9. Hierdoor ]iMn 
de drie studies vergeliMNbaar in termen van leiderschap, innovatie en de organisatieconte[t.  
 De eerste empirische studie HoofdstuN  is gebaseerd op Nwalitatieve 
onder]oeNsmethoden, gericht op het organisatieniveau. (r ]iMn diverse interviews gehouden met 
topmanagers van het 8:9. De]e studie heeft als doel het verNennen van  .enmerNen die 
gerelateerd worden aan een innovatief organisatieNlimaat 2 Leiderschapsactiviteiten die van 
belang geacht worden voor een innovatief Nlimaat en  De wiM]e waarop omgegaan wordt met 
turbulentie en comple[iteit in de e[terne omgeving.  
De tweede empirische studie HoofdstuN  is gebaseerd op Nwantitatieve 
onder]oeNsmethoden, gericht op het teamniveau. (ner]iMds is onder medewerNers van het 8:9 
een online vragenliMst uitge]et om informatie te ver]amelen over het leiderschap van hun directe 
leidinggevenden. Ander]iMds is er onder direct leidinggevenden van het 8:9 een online 
vragenliMst uitge]et om de innovatieprestaties van teams te meten. De doelstelling van de]e 
studie is te analyseren welNe rol regelgeorisnteerd leiderschap speelt biM innovatieprestaties van 
teams. 
 De derde empirische studie HoofdstuN  is gebaseerd op Nwantitatieve 
onder]oeNsmethoden, gericht op het individuele niveau. (r is een online vragenliMst uitge]et 
onder medewerNers van het 8:9 waarin is gevraagd hoe ]e het leiderschap van hun direct 
leidinggevenden NaraNteriseren. 9ervolgens is door middel van een online vragenliMst onder 
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direct leidinggevenden van het 8:9 gevraagd om de innovatieprestaties en werNprestaties van 
hun medewerNers te beoordelen. De doelstelling van de]e studie is analyseren welNe rol dienend 
leiderschap speelt biM de innovatieprestaties en werNprestaties van medewerNers.  
 
6WXGLH  2UJDQLVDWLHQLYHDX 
 
De doelstelling van de eerste studie is om te verNennen welNe leiderschapsactiviteiten 
topmanagers voor ]ich]elf ]ien weggelegd om een innovatief organisatieNlimaat te stimuleren in 
de publieNe sector. In de]e studie is leiderschap gedefinieerd als een bepaalde set van activiteiten 
om anderen te bewnvloeden. 2mdat topmanagers vaaN te maNen hebben met staNeholders en 
actoren buiten de eigen organisatie, is in de]e studie ooN onder]ocht hoe topmanagers omgaan 
met de e[terne omgeving van de organisatie.  
 (ner]iMds laten onder]oeNsresultaten ]ien dat topmanagers een innovatief 
organisatieNlimaat positief Nunnen bewnvloeden door programma¶s gericht op meer innovativiteit 
actief te ondersteunen, te fungeren als een rolmodel en het uitdragen van de organisatiemissie. 
Ander]iMds geven analyses aan dat topmanagers een sterNe neiging hebben om medewerNers te 
monitoren en te controleren. De]e leiderschapsactiviteiten staan haaNs op het geven van 
autonomie en vertrouwen aan medewerNers met als gevolg dat een innovatief Nlimaat beperNt ]al 
worden. (en verNlaring voor de behoefte van topmanagers om medewerNers te monitoren en te 
controleren op basis van dit onder]oeN is dat de aanwe]igheid van dynamieN en comple[iteit in 
de e[terne omgeving van de organisatie resulteert in een directieve manier van het aansturen van 
medewerNers.  
 De leiderschapsactiviteiten van topmanagers ten aan]ien van een innovatief Nlimaat 
vertegenwoordigen verschillende publieNe waarden. Aan de ene Nant reflecteren de activiteiten 
van topmanagers die een innovatief Nlimaat stimuleren waarden ]oals robuustheid en 
aanpassingsvermogen ³lambdatype waarden´. Aan de andere Nant past het monitoren en 
controleren van medewerNers biM meer mechanische en systeemgeorisnteerde waarden ³sigma
type waarden´. 
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6WXGLH  7HDPQLYHDX 
 
De doelstelling van de tweede studie is om relaties te analyseren tussen regelgeorisnteerd 
leiderschap en innovatieprestaties van teams in de publieNe sector. De]e studie heeft 
regelgeorisrenteerd leiderschap gedefinieerd als het aanmoedigen van medewerNers om taNen uit 
te voeren in liMn met overheidsregels en ±reguleringen. De innovatieprestaties van teams gaan 
over de daadwerNeliMNe introductie van een nieuw idee, nieuwe praNtiMN of nieuw obMect door een 
afdeling van de organisatie. 
 Leiderschap wordt vaaN beschouwd als een cruciale factor om prestaties van publieNe 
organisaties te verbeteren. (chter, veel studies beargumenteren dat publieNe leiders daarbiM 
reNening moeten houden met uiteenlopende factoren teneinde prestaties succesvol te 
bewnvloeden. =o bliMNt dat medewerNers vaaN op diverse manieren gemotiveerd Nunnen worden. 
(en effectief leider houdt reNening met de]e verschillende motieven. 2p basis van verschillende 
onder]oeNen Nan gesteld worden dat de wiM]e waarop leidinggevenden innovatieprestaties van 
teams Nunnen bewnvloeden afhanNeliMN is van het opleidingsniveau van teams. Daarom heeft de]e 
studie geNeNen in hoeverre het opleidingsniveau van teams van invloed is op welNe rol 
regelgeorisnteerd leiderschap speelt biM innovatieprestaties van teams. 
2p basis van statistische analyses laten resultaten ]ien dat het leggen van een sterNe 
nadruN op overheidsregels en reguleringen door leidinggevenden een belangriMNe rol speelt in 
het verbeteren van innovatieprestaties van teams. Dit geldt alleen voor teams met een laag 
opleidingsniveau en niet voor teams met een hoog opleidingsniveau. .ortom, pogingen van 
leidinggevenden om teams bepalingen in de wet te laten volgen, overheidsbeleid Muist uit te laten 
voeren en in liMn met regels en procedures hun werN te laten doen, geven teams met een laag 
opleidingsniveau een priNNel om te innoveren. Het liMNt dus aannemeliMN dat laagopgeleide teams 
gaan innoveren als er een bepaalde structuur aanwe]ig is. 
 
6WXGLH  ,QGLYLGXHHO QLYHDX 
 
De doelstelling van de derde studie is te analyseren welNe rol dienend leiderschap speelt biM 
innovatieprestaties en werNprestaties van medewerNers in de publieNe sector. (r worden veel 
verschillende eigenschappen gerelateerd aan dienend leiderschap, ]oals biMvoorbeeld het tonen 
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van moed en vergevingsge]ind ]iMn. Het meest NenmerNende element van dienend leiderschap is 
dat niet het eigen belang centraal staat, maar belangen van medewerNers de hoogste prioriteit 
genieten. De innovatieprestaties van medewerNers gaan over de daadwerNeliMNe introductie en 
toepassing van nieuwe ideesn, processen, producten of procedures door medewerNers. De 
werNprestaties van medewerNers verwiM]en naar de Nwantiteit en Nwaliteit van de uitgevoerde 
taNen door medewerNers. 
 6tatistische analyses hebben aangetoond dat dienende leiders die medewerNers vooral 
ondersteunen en faciliteren in hun werN een positief effect hebben op de innovatieprestaties en 
werNprestaties van medewerNers. 0et andere woorden, inspanningen van leidinggevenden die 
gericht ]iMn op het geven van vertrouwen, het bieden van autonomie in werN en het verschaffen 
van aanvullende informatie ]orgen ervoor dat medewerNers meer gaan innoveren en beter gaan 
presteren. 
 5esultaten laten echter ooN ]ien dat veel elementen van dienend leiderschap geen effect 
hebben op de innovatieprestaties en werNprestaties van medewerNers. =o bliMNt dat op de 
achtergrond treden, verantwoordeliMNheid geven, vergevingsge]ind ]iMn, authenticiteit, 
menseliMNheid en richting geven niet gerelateerd Nunnen worden aan de mate waarin 
medewerNers innoveren en presteren. (en verNlaring hiervoor Nan ]iMn dat de bestuurdeerde 
organisatie weinig aandacht schenNt aan de]e elementen van dienend leiderschap. 
 
&RQFOXVLHV 'H UHODWLH WXVVHQ OHLGHUVFKDS HQ LQQRYDWLH LQ GH SXEOLHNH VHFWRU 
 
De eerste conclusie van dit onder]oeN is dat het leiderschap van topmanagers van groot belang is 
voor een innovatief organisatieNlimaat. (ner]iMds laten onder]oeNsresultaten ]ien dat bepaalde 
leiderschapsactiviteiten van topmanagers een innovatief Nlimaat positief Nunnen bewnvloeden, 
]oals het voorbeeldgedrag van topmanagers en het uitdragen van de organisatievisie door 
topmanagers. Ander]iMds hebben de uitNomsten van de]e studie laten ]ien dat sommige 
activiteiten van topmanagers een innovatieNlimaat negatief bewnvloeden. De neiging van 
topmanagers om medewerNers te monitoren en te controleren, beperNt de autonomie in werN en 
het vertrouwen van medewerNers. Dit ]iMn belangriMNe NenmerNen van een innovatief Nlimaat. 
 De tweede conclusie is dat een hoge mate van regelgeorisnteerd leiderschap 
innovatieprestaties van teams met een laag opleidingsniveau verbeteren. De bevindingen van dit 
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onder]oeN hebben aangetoond dat leidinggevenden die benadruNNen aan medewerNers dat het 
belangriMN is om de wet te volgen, overheidsbeleid op de Muiste manier uit te voeren en te 
handelen in liMn met regels en procedures, innovatieprestaties van laagopgeleide teams verhogen. 
2nder]oeNsresultaten hebben ooN laten ]ien dat er geen verband is tussen regelgeorisnteerd 
leiderschap ener]iMds en innovatieprestaties van hoogopgeleide teams ander]iMds.  
 De derde conclusie van dit onder]oeN is dat leidinggevenden die medewerNers 
ondersteunen en faciliteren in hun werN, de innovatieprestaties en werNprestaties van 
medewerNers verhogen. Ter illustratie De pogingen van leidinggevenden om te vertrouwen op 
de competenties van medewerNers, vriMheid te geven in het werN van medewerNers en 
aanvullende informatie te verschaffen over het werN dat medewerNers doen, ]orgen er voor dat 
medewerNers meer gaan innoveren en beter hun werN gaan doen.  
    2p basis van de]e drie conclusies levert dit onder]oeN ]owel een aantal theoretische 
biMdragen als ooN praNtische handvatten voor leidinggevenden in de publieNe sector. Ten eerste 
vult dit onder]oeN bestaande wetenschappeliMNe Nennis aan over hoe leidinggevenden invloed 
Nunnen uitoefenen op innovatie in de publieNe sector. =o ]iMn de ontdeNte relaties tussen 
bepaalde leiderschapsactiviteiten van topmanagers en een innovatief organisatieNlimaat nieuw. 
2oN het significante effect van regelgeorisnteerd leiderschap op innovatieprestaties van 
laagopgeleide teams is niet eerder gevonden. Ten tweede geeft de]e studie praNtische 
aanbevelingen hoe leidinggevenden op verschillende niveaus in de organisatie de bereidheid om 
te innoveren Nunnen verhogen. Dit onder]oeN adviseert leidinggevenden biMvoorbeeld om 
medewerNers de vriMheid te geven ]elf deadlines vast te stellen wanneer bepaalde 
werN]aamheden afgerond moeten ]iMn. De]e vorm van autonomie in het werN resulteert in meer 
innovativiteit biM medewerNers.  
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